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Type-Spread and Multiple-Access Molecular Communications

by Weidong Gao

Molecular communications (MC) is a communication paradigm inspired by biology, which em-

ploys chemical molecules to convey information. Owing to its tiny transceivers, energy-efficient

propagation, and biocompatibility, MC has been regarded as a promising nano/micro-scale commu-

nication method that is feasible for information transmission in some scenarios challenging to the

conventional electromagnetic communications, such as, inter/intra living cells and other organisms.

In this thesis, all the researches are based on diffusive molecular communications (DMC), because

of the fact that free diffusion is the most common propagation mechanism in natural occasions.

More specifically, the thesis first introduces the motivation and challenges of DMC, as well

as the retrospect background and related work of DMC, including channel modeling, modula-

tion schemes, multiple access techniques, interference mitigation, and signal detection. In DMC,

inter-symbol interference (ISI) is recognized as one of the important hindrances to the practical de-

ployment of DMC. Therefore, in the thesis, an information modulation scheme called type-spread

molecular shift keying (TS-MoSK) is firstly proposed for DMC, which is characterized by intro-

ducing extra types of molecules for ISI mitigation (ISIM). In order to mitigate ISI further, two ISIM

methods are introduced to the TS-MoSK modulated DMC systems, which are the active ISIM and

passive ISIM. Furthermore, the TS-MoSK modulated DMC scheme is extended to support multiple

nano-machines (NMs) to simultaneously transmit information to a common access point (AP) or

an information fusion center (FC), forming the multi-access type-spreading molecular shift keying

(MTS-MoSK) DMC system.

In the context of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems, firstly, two detection schemes, namely, the

maximum selection assisted majority vote detection (MS-MVD) and equal gain combining de-

tection (EGCD), are proposed to achieve signal detection. To compare the error performance of

the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with both detection schemes, the bit-error rate (BER) performance

of MTS-MoSK DMC systems is studied based on both the analytical results and simulations. In

MTS-MoSK DMC systems, there exist different types of interference, including multiple-access

Interference (MAI), ISI and noise, in which MAI and ISI may severely impact the achievable per-

formance. Hence, in order to mitigate MAI and achieve more reliable communications, a range of

MAI cancellation schemes are designed based on two fundamental detectors, namely threshold-

assisted majority vote detector (TMVD) and EGCD. These MAI cancellation schemes are the



TMVD-assisted minimum-distance decoding based interference cancellation (TMVD-MDDIC),

TMVD-assisted iterative interference cancellation (TMVD-IIC), the EGCD-assisted N-order it-

erative interference cancellation (EGCD-NIIC) and EGC-based interference mitigation (EGC-IM).

Moreover, following the principle of maximum likelihood detection, a simplified approximate max-

imum likelihood (SAML) detection scheme is proposed to provide a near-optimal criteria for mea-

suring the achievable error performance. The BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems

employing respectively the considered detection schemes is comprehensively studied and com-

pared. Furthermore, the complexity of these detection schemes is analyzed and compared.

Our studies with the MTS-MoSK DMC systems demonstrate that the MTS-MoSK DMC with

an effective interference mitigation scheme is efficient for MAI and ISI mitigation and hence,

achieving promising performance. However, the MTS-MoSK DMC schemes are relied on multiple

types of molecules for supporting multiple-access transmission, which may be hard to implement

in some practical DMC environments. To mitigate this problem and furthermore, to address the

practical DMC environments where the distances between NMs and AP may be different, a molec-

ular code-division multiple-access (MoCDMA) scheme relying only on two types of molecules

is proposed and studied. As different distances result in the ‘near-far’ effect, the uniform and

channel-inverse based molecule-emission schemes are proposed for NMs to emit molecules. For

signal detection at AP, different representations of received signals are derived. Correspondingly,

three symbol-by-symbol detectors with low-complexity are proposed following the principles of

matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE), respectively.

Furthermore, the complexity and reliability of various detection schemes are analyzed and com-

pared with the motivation to attain a good trade-off.

Finally, continuing on the MoCDMA with the motivation to mitigate ISI (called inter-chip

interference (ICI) specifically in MoCDMA) and MAI, three frequency-domain equalizers (FDEs)

in the principles of MF, ZF, and MMSE are proposed for ICI mitigation. Furthermore, the one/two-

stage decision-feedback successive interference cancellation (DF-SIC) schemes are proposed to

mitigate MAI.

Overall, the thesis motivates to propose and investigate the multiple-access schemes for op-

eration in DMC environments and the associated detection schemes of relatively low-complexity.

Two multiple-access schemes, namely MTS-MoSK and MoCDMA, and corresponding detection

schemes are proposed and studied. The error performance of the multiple-access systems with

various detection schemes are comprehensively studied and compared. The studies show that both

MTS-MoSK and MoCDMA are effective for supporting multiple-access transmissions in DMC.

Depending on a DMC environment, MTS-MoSK or MoCDMA with an appropriate detection

scheme is capable of striking a good trade-off between detection reliability and implementational

complexity.
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Chapter1
Introduction and Backgrounds

1.1 Motivation

The speech of Richard Feynman on the nanotechnology concept first drew researchers’ attention

to producing and controlling molecular or atomic scale devices to complete some particular tasks

at microscopic dimensions [1]. Referring to Moore’s Law, the component density has increased

rapidly in the last several decades and nano-machines (NMs) have reduced in size and been ca-

pable of accomplishing simple tasks. Since the global pandemic of COVID-19, the attention of

researchers in the field of internet of things (IoT) has emphasised on the internet of medical things

(IoMT) [2, 3], where nano-devices, such as NMs, have the potential to play important roles [4].

However, due to the limited storage space and computing power of individual NMs [5], a num-

ber of, or even many NMs are expected to be able to collaborate with each other to accomplish

complicated tasks and to conduct network communications in nano-/micro-scale [6]. This kind of

bio-related IoT at the microscopic scale is classified as the internet of bio-nano things (IoBNT) in

literature [7], which has been regarded as one of the important technologies in the future 6G/7G

communications.

When IoBNT is capable of conducting the intra-body communication networking, it will un-

doubtly revolutionize numerous intelligent medical applications, such as targeted drug delivery [8,

9], disease diagnosis and treatment [10, 11], and health monitoring [12, 13], etc. For instance, un-

like conventional vascular injection and oral medication, the targeted drug delivery aims at leading

NMs to emit drugs precisely at pathological organ tissues. Therefore, a feasible solution to the

targeted drug delivery is that the NMs carrying drugs are capable of exchanging information for

positioning and pathfinding via the intra-body fluid medium (channel) [14]. The targeted drug de-

livery can not only transport specific drugs to the target organisms or tissues with high efficiency,

but also prevent drugs from spreading to the other irrelevant locations to reduce side effects.

IoBNT is a paradigm applied to the microscopic scale communication scenarios, where chan-
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nels are usually the fluid environments. Explicitly, the conventional electromagnetic communica-

tion methods are not suitable for implementation in this kind of nano-scale environment due to their

large size, high power consumption and complexity [15], and bio-imcompatibility [16]. Inspired

by the existing communication phenomena happening in nature, molecular communication (MC)

whose information carrier is molecules conveys information between NMs [17]. To be specific, the

advantages of MC can be summarized in literature as follows:

1) Compatibility: NMs embedded in biology implement communications by transmitting and re-

ceiving molecular chemical signals, similar to the existing communication paradigms between liv-

ing cells. In addition, biological cells are likely to be modified to form the foundation for designing

MC transceivers that are friendly for operation intra-body [17].

2) Low power consumption: A large number of MC examples in nature are based on free diffusion,

which does not require additional power supplements. On the other hand, NMs designed from bi-

ological cells are able to consume chemical energy (such as glucose, ATP), which can be directly

drawn from the intra-body environment [18].

3) Small size: As NMs designed in the principle of MC do not rely on long antennas to transmit or

receive signals, the size of nano-transceivers can be reduced significantly.

However, the implementation of MC systems still meets a lot of challenges, some of which are

as follows:

1) Validity of channel modeling: First, in most researches on MC, the transceivers are assumed

to be in static locations, which ignore the mobility of molecular transceivers. This static model is

not suitable for numerous practically complex scenarios [19]. Moreover, in most investigations on

diffusive MC (DMC), the diffusion coefficient is assumed to be stable and unchanged. However,

the fluid medium is very complicated in realistic, in which the diffusion coefficient of information

molecules is relied on the environment and is likely to be time-variant. Thus, time-varying diffusive

channel models are required to be considered in some MC scenarios [20]. What is more, in litera-

ture, a large number of researches assume MC channels as a 3-D space without boundaries, which

is also impractical in many MC environments. Thus, the modelling of MC channels by considering

various application scenarios needs further investigating. [21]

2) Limitations of nano-devices: Due to the tiny size of nano-devices, nano-transmitters have very

limited spaces for molecule storage and the power supplementation for signalling, on the other side,

nano-receivers cannot bear the signal processing with high complexity and provide the completely

accurate recognition because of manufacturing constraints. [5]

Overall, while MC has great potential for implementation of IoBNT on the microscopic scale,

there are still many challenging issues that are very different from the conventional radio-based

communications. The theme of this thesis is MC at micro-/nano-scale, which tries to address some

challenges as above-mentioned.
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1.2 Background for Research

The state-of-art researches in the field of MC focus mainly on the physical layer techniques at

the microscopic scale, including channel modelling, modulation, channel coding, signal detection,

and performance of MC systems. In the following subsections, we review channel modelling,

modulation schemes, multiple-access techniques, and signal detection for MC systems and with an

emphasis on the multiple-access techniques as well as the associated signal detection.

1.2.1 Channel Modeling

MC transmits information via the propagation of information molecules. According to the different

molecular propagation ways in nature, some molecular propagation mechanisms have been inves-

tigated in association with the channel modelling in MC, which include free diffusion [22, 23],

diffusion with drift [24], molecular motors [25], gap junctions [26], and bacterial motors [27]. In

more detail, free diffusion-based MC drives molecules to propagate in fluid medium by Brownian

motion, which is the most common and essential molecular propagation in nature [28]. Compared

to the MC systems based on the other propagation mechanisms, diffusion-based molecular commu-

nication (DMC) systems have some advantages. First, unlike the MC based on molecular motors,

no external power supplement is needed to transport molecules in DMC [25]. Second, different

from the MC based on gap junctions, the special fundamental infrastructure is not required [26].

Third, in comparison with the MC based on bacterial motors, some inducers like a food concentra-

tion gradient are not needed [27]. Based on these advantages, therefore, our works in this thesis are

all based on the DMC system model, owing to its wide application opportunities in MC.

As the research of other communication techniques, at the very beginning, the investigation in

DMC focused mainly on the physical channel modelling. To model DMC channels, not only the

characteristics of the molecular propagation process need to be considered, but some other details

such as influences of transmitter mechanisms and receiver mechanisms considering the whole end-

to-end channel modelling also need to analyze.

For example, in DMC, the receptions can in general be categorized into passive reception and

active absorptive reception. The passive reception does not affect the movement of molecules

and is capable of sensing the molecular concentration without reaction or absorption [29, 30]. By

contrast, the active reception detects signal molecules by fully or partially absorbing the information

molecules via chemical reaction or binding to the receptors of receiver [23, 31, 32]. In literature, the

closed-form expression of ligand-receptor noise was given in [23]. In [31, 32], the authors derived

the closed-form expressions for the channel impulse response (CIR) for the DMC systems with

reactive receptions, where the reactions of binding of signal molecules are reversible. This CIR

takes account of the diffusion and reaction processes jointly.

Some properties of transmitter in DMC can also affect the CIR of DMC channels, which in-
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clude the geometric features of transmitter and the molecular emission mechanisms implemented

in transmitter. In literature, the most widely used assumption for transmitter is deeming it as a

point source for the sake of its simplicity. In this case, the effect of geometric features, including

the volume and shape of the transmitter, does not need to be considered. Moreover, it is usually

assumed that the point transmitter emits every impulse of molecules instantaneously into medium.

By contrast, the volume transmitter takes the distribution of molecules produced within the trans-

mitter into account. For example, the authors of [33] provided the CIR of the volume transmitter

with molecules uniformly distributed in the transmitter. The above transmitter models are also un-

der the assumption that the boundaries of transmitters are transparent and do not affect molecules

moving through them. However, in some transmitter models, the emission mechanisms are very

different from the above-mentioned. For example, in [34], the authors introduced the model for

the ion-channel-based transmitters, where a so-called gating parameter controls whether molecules

can leave transmitters to the medium. In [35], a novel modulation scheme referred to as direction

shift keying was designed based on the assumption that the transmitters are capable of pumping

molecules in some specific directions. In the same reference, the concentration of molecules in the

3-D DMC channel was analyzed, when the direction shift keying is employed.

In DMC systems, the CIR is also likely to be influenced by the different factors of physical

channels, including the velocity vector of flow in fluid medium, the geometry of channels, and the

degradation during the diffusive process. In the unbounded diffusion channels without advection,

the CIR is only related to diffusion and is simply described by Fick’s second law. In [36], a circular

duct-bounded channel model with uniform advection was considered, which is useful to model the

blood vessel networks. An analytical equation for the CIR of a partially absorptive rectangular-duct

channel is derived in [37]. In [38], the authors took the Michaelis-Menten reaction mechanism into

consideration and derived a CIR for the degraded diffusive channel, where signal molecules react

with enzymes.

Besides the above factors affecting the CIR of DMC channels, DMC channels also experience

various types of noise, such as counting noise and sampling noise [39, 40]. In this thesis, only

the counting noise is considered, which is because of the Brownian motion of molecules result-

ing in the uncertainty of observation. In more detail, due to the uncertainty of diffusive process,

there is a difference between the observed concentration of molecules (or the number of molecules)

within the detection space of receiver and the expected concentration of molecules (or the num-

ber of molecules) evaluated according to the CIR equation. Thus, the counting noise in DMC is

relevant to the number of molecules emitted by transmitter and that of residual molecules in the

diffusive medium. In other words, the counting noise is dependent on both the pulse of molecules

emitted for the current symbol transmission and that emitted for the previous symbol transmission.

This property of DMC is sharply different from the radio-based communications, where additive

Gaussian noise is added at receiver, which is usually different from the transmission process.

In this thesis, our focus is on the multiple-access transmission in DMC, we assume the relatively
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simple channel models consisting of passive receiver, point transmitter, unbounded propagation

channels, and counting noise.

1.2.2 Modulation Schemes

After the early stage research on DMC channel models, various molecular modulation schemes

have been designed and investigated. According to the different information carriers employed,

molecular modulation schemes can be divided into three categories: molecular type-based, concentration-

based, and releasing time-based modulations. Specifically, in the type-based modulation schemes,

different symbols are mapped to the corresponding molecular types. Molecular Shift Keying

(MoSK) is a primary type-based modulation scheme that employs M types of molecules to rep-

resent log2M bits per symbol [41]. In the concentration-based modulation schemes, information

is encoded into the amplitude of molecular concentration [41]. For instance, on-off keying (OOK)

modulation transmits binary information by either no transmission or emitting a pulse of molecules.

In the general concentration shift keying (CSK), concentration thresholds are used to distinguish

the different levels of concentrations representing different symbols. Compared to the CSK mod-

ulation scheme, MoSK usually achieves better error performance, because it naturally has some

capability to overcome inter-symbol interference (ISI) by employing several types of molecules to

transmit information. However, relying on multiple types of molecules for transmission, MoSK

modulation scheme results in a relatively high complexity of transceiver design. Finally, pulse po-

sition modulation (PPM), which is releasing time-based, controls the emitting time of molecular

pulses to encode information to various time shifts of the molecular pulses [42]. To implement

this type of modulation schemes, precise time synchronizations between transmitter and receiver

are required. Note that in DMC, the most popular modulation schemes are the molecular type and

concentration based modulation schemes. In this thesis, we mainly consider the MoSK and CSK.

1.2.3 Multiple Access Techniques

Due to the limited storage space and computing power, an individual NM is usually unable to ac-

complish complicated tasks [43]. Relatively complex tasks can only be accomplished by the nano-

networks relying on the collaboration among individual NMs, where multiple access techniques

play a crucial role. Inspired by the numerous multiple access techniques studied in conventional

radio-based communications, multiple access in MC has also been investigated from different do-

mains [44–52]. Specifically, inspired by the principle of neural network, [53–55] employed the

mechanism of neurons to implement multiple access. On the other hand, many researchers have

proposed, the multiple-access schemes by exploiting the characteristic of DMC channels, which

can be categorized into multiple-access diffusion molecular communication (MADMC). First, the

most straightforward one is the molecular division multiple-access (MDMA) [44, 45], which is

more or less an analogy to the frequency division multiple-access (FDMA) in the conventional
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radio-based wireless communications. With MDMA, different NMs sharing a common DMC envi-

ronment simultaneously communicate with a common receiver via orthogonal channels explained

by the different types of molecules. Hence, in MDMA systems, there is no multiple access inter-

ference (MAI). However, the receiver is required to be capable of sensing numerous different types

of molecules, when there are many NMs transmitting messages simultaneously. In this case, a

high MDMA demands complexity for implementation. Multiple-access DMC can also be achieved

in the time-domain using molecular time-division multiple-access (MoTDMA) [46–48]. To con-

duct MoTDMA, frames are formed in the time domain, and each frame is divided into some time

slots. These time slots are allocated to different NMs for individual transmissions to achieve mul-

tiple access transmission. In this way, within one time slot, there is only one NM transmitting

messages relying on one type of molecule. However, MoTDMA is highly relied on the time sched-

ules to achieve good synchronization so as to mitigate MAI, which is often difficult to achieve in

practical DMC systems. This is because in DMC systems, the channel impulse response (CIR) is

highly sensitive to the transmission distance, resulting in the shapes of received pulses from dif-

ferent nano-transmitters being extremely different if the nano-transmitters have different distances

from the receiver [56]. Furthermore, DMC channels are highly dispersive, which have very long

tails, resulting in MAI and ISI. In addition, molecular space-division multiple-access (MoSDMA)

can also be an alternative technique supporting multiple-access DMC [49, 50]. In principle, MoS-

DMA exploits the tremendous impact of transmission distance on the CIR in DMC. With MoS-

DMA, the receiver can distinguish the information pulses sent from different NMs based on the

shapes of CIRs. However, MoSDMA relies significantly on the instantaneous information about

the channels from different NMs, which are hard to estimate due to the MAI and ISI. Furthermore,

the principle of CDMA can also be applied to achieve multiple-access DMC, implementing the

MoCDMA [51, 52]. Like the conventional CDMA in the radio-based wireless systems, MoCDMA

assigns different NMs different signatures to spread messages, which are also used by the receiver

to de-spread and distinguish the information conveyed by the different NM. MoCDMA has the ad-

vantage that it does not require a large number of molecular types and also strict synchronization.

However, the receiver is required to employ certain computing power to mitigate interference and

detect information. In this thesis, two types of multiple access schemes are proposed and studied,

which are the time-hopping MoSK and MoCDMA.

1.2.4 Interference Mitigation and Signal Detection

Due to the slow diffusion process in DMC, the transmission of information in DMC system expe-

riences severe ISI. Hence, along with the signal detection in DMC, the mitigation of ISI has been

a hotspot investigated by many researchers. Specifically, following the philosophy of conventional

wireless communications, maximum a-posteriori (MAP), maximum likelihood (ML), etc., have

been introduced to DMC systems to design the sequence detections [30, 57, 58]. Though MAP or

ML is able to achieve optimal detection, its complexity increases exponentially with the length of
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ISI, which is infeasible for implementation with the nano-devices having low computing power.

Instead, it is usually used as a criterion to evaluate the other detection schemes. In literature, the

adaptive decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) equalizer

with relatively lower complexity have also been considered [30, 59]. However, all these are coher-

ent detectors, which are highly dependent on the acknowledgement of channel impulse response

(CIR). As shown in [60], even a small channel estimation error is likely to cause a severe decline

in reliability. Theoretically, the CIR can be estimated in some simple models according to some

given system parameters. However, in the more realistic DMC channels, accurate channel estima-

tion is difficult to achieve. Without the acknowledgement of CIR, non-coherent detectors have to

be implemented, which conduct detection at relatively low complexity by exploiting the character-

istics of received signals. As some examples, in [61], an adaptive threshold detection scheme was

proposed for OOK modulation, which uses the observation of the previous signal as a threshold

to detect the current signal. Furthermore, by exploiting the transient features of molecular signals,

in [62], a high-dimensional metric for received signals is generated, which transfers the original

signal to a new domain that is relatively insensitive to the ISI. In general, due to the lack of CIR

acknowledgement, the error performance of non-coherent detectors is usually inferior to that of

coherent detectors. On the other hand, the characteristics that non-coherent detectors rely on for

signal detection are likely to attenuate or even disappear at a high transmission rate.

Although there are numerous techniques proposed for ISI mitigation and signal detection in

single-user DMC systems, little research has been done on theMAI mitigation and single-/multiple-

user detection for multiple-access DMC systems. In literature, the Reed Solomon error correction

coding assisted method proposed in [63] for combating MAI and ISI ought to be classified as a

channel coding method. Recently, the authors of [64] proposed a novel modulation scheme re-

ferred to as the binary direction shift keying (BDSK), which encodes one bit of information into

two different pumping directions. Employing the BDSK modulation scheme, adjacent transmitters

can pump the same type of information molecules in two opposite azimuth angles directed to their

corresponding receivers to mitigate MAI. However, this method requires the details of transceivers,

including, the spherical transceivers of considerably large sizes compared to the transmission dis-

tance, the fixed pair of non-rotatable transceivers, and the reflective surfaces of transmitters and

fully absorbing receivers. Therefore, one of the research emphases in this thesis is to propose a

range of interference mitigation and signal detection schemes for the receiver design in multiple-

access MC.

1.2.5 Design of Nano-Machines

Because the practical experiments have not been applied to the nano-scale and are still at the macro-

scopic validation phase. To the best of our knowledge, there are insufficient references attempting

to specify the architecture and computational complexity of single NMs employed as transmit-
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ter/receiver.

In literature, the encoding process at the transmitter NMs was summarized in [17]. Information

can be loaded in various aspects of the information particles, like in the spatial structure of the

information particle (a specific molecular type), in the permutation of some information molecules

(a specific sequence of nucleotides composing a DNA fragment), or in the concentration/number

of the information particles (the number of molecules per unit volume around the receiver). The

principle and practical structure of the receiver NM was also detailed in [17]. A solution for a

receiver NM to catch information particles is to rely on a membrane structure only open to the valid

information particles. For example, a living cell has a plasma membrane selectively permeable

to some signal particles and the receptors inside the cell can recognize these signal particles in

the cytoplasm. Another scheme is to use different receptors which are able to bind to various

corresponding types of molecules or react with information particles. Gated channels are another

method to permit the specific signal particles to pass and enter the receiver NM.

[43] is one of few references which provide a framework to specify the computational capa-

bilities of single nano-machines precisely. In retrospect of [43], present CPUs are designed to have

considerable computational power by combining huge amounts of basic building blocks, which is

still not feasible at the nano-scale. Though the current CPUs are minimising their sizes constantly

with few-nanometers-big transistors, they are still in the size of centimetres due to their complex

structure. Thus, [43] mainly illustrates what the lower bound on the complexity requirement of an

individual nano-machine to be capable of executing all necessary operations is. In [43], the com-

putational complexity of NMs is classified into three complexity classes L, AC0, and NC1 and the

NM problems corresponding to different scenarios can be categorized in relation to one another in

the complexity hierarchy.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis focuses mainly on the design of transceivers and the evaluation of the error performance

of DMC systems. Our motivation is to design the methods that are efficient to improve the error

performance of MADMC systems, while at the cost of relatively low complexity. Our designs

include mainly the signalling, signal detection schemes, and interference cancellation schemes.

Specifically, the contributions of this thesis are portrayed as follows.

In Chapter 2, we first propose an information modulation scheme for DMC, which is referred

to as the type-spread molecular shift keying (TS-MoSK). Considering that DMC signals usually

experience severe ISI, our TS-MoSK is characterized by introducing extra types of molecules for

ISI mitigation (ISIM). Furthermore, we introduce two ISIM methods to the TS-MoSK modulated

DMC systems, namely, the active ISIM and passive ISIM. We detail their operation principles and

investigate as well as compare their achievable performance. Our studies show that aided by the
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extra types of molecules, TS-MoSK outperforms the MoSK without type-spreading. Both ISIM

approaches are effective for further improving the performance of TS-MoSK systems.

To accomplish complex tasks, several NMsmay need to communicate via multiple-access chan-

nels with one access point (AP), where information fusion is carried out. Multiple access is an

important technique for multiple NMs to send information to one AP or fusion center (FC). Built

on the MoSK modulation, Chapter 2 also extends the novel Molecular Type Spread MoSK (MTS-

MoSK) scheme to support multiple-access transmission in DMC systems. Correspondingly, two

detection schemes are introduced and investigated, which are the maximum selection assisted ma-

jority voter detection (MS-MVD) and equal-gain combining detection (EGCD). The error perfor-

mance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with respectively the two detection schemes is analyzed,

when both MAI and ISI are taken into account. Furthermore, the performance of MTS-MoSK

DMC systems is investigated and compared with the aid of analytical results as well as Monte-

Carlo and particle-based simulations. Our studies and performance results show that MTS-MoSK

constitutes a promising candidate for implementing multiple-access DMC, and MS-MVD has the

potential to outperform EGCD for signal detection in DMC.

Since multiple-access DMC systems suffer from severe MAI and ISI, which should be effec-

tively mitigated at the receiver in order to achieve acceptable detection performance, we investigate

the interference cancellation schemes for the MTS-MoSK MADMC systems in Chapter 3. Built

on two fundamental single-user detection schemes, namely threshold-assisted majority vote detec-

tion (TMVD) and equal gain combination detection (EGCD), we first propose four low-complexity

interference cancellation schemes, which are the TMVD-assisted iterative interference cancella-

tion (TMVD-IIC), TMVD-based minimum-distance decoding assisted interference cancellation

(TMVD-MDDIC), the EGCD-assisted N-order iterative interference cancellation (EGCD-NIIC)

and EGCD-based interference mitigation (EGCD-IM). Then, following the principle of maximum

likelihood detection, we propose a simplified approximate maximum likelihood (SAML) detec-

tion scheme. The error performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems employing respectively

the considered detection schemes is comprehensively investigated and compared. Furthermore,

the complexities of the detection schemes are analyzed and discussed in terms of the complexity-

performance trade-off. Our studies and results show that, compared with the single-user TMVD

and EGCD schemes, the proposed interference cancellation schemes are capable of efficiently mit-

igating the effect of MAI and enabling significant performance improvement at a slightly increased

complexity.

Although MTS-MoSK is able to support multiuser communications in DMC, there are still

some shortcomings, such as requiring a large number of molecular types, similar transmission dis-

tance between NMs and AP, etc. These shortcomings may hinder it from some applications in prac-

tical DMC environments. In order to overcome these limitations, in Chapter 4, based on two types

of molecules, a molecular code-division multiple-access (MoCDMA) scheme is designed for multi-

ple NMs to simultaneously send information to a fusion center (FC) in a DMC environment. In our
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considered MoCDMA system, different NMs may have different distances from FC, which gener-

ates ‘near-far’ effect. Correspondingly, the uniform and channel-inverse based molecule-emission

schemes are proposed for NMs to emit information molecules. To facilitate signal detection, the

received signals by FC are represented in different forms, based on which a range of detection

schemes are derived. Specifically, by considering the limited computational power of NMs, a range

of relatively low complexity detectors are derived in the principles of matched-filtering (MF), zero-

forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE). The noise characteristics in MoCDMA

systems and the complexity of various detection schemes are analyzed. The error performance of

the MoCDMA systems with various molecule-emission and detection schemes are demonstrated

and compared. Our studies and performance results demonstrate that MoCDMA constitutes a

promising scheme for supporting multiple-access transmission in DMC, while the channel-inverse

based transmission can ensure the fairness of communication quality (FoCQ) among different NMs.

Furthermore, different detection schemes can be implemented to attain a good trade-off between

implementation complexity and communication reliability.

In chapter 5, we continue to study the MoCDMA by introducing the frequency-domain equal-

izers (FDEs) in order to mitigate interference and reduce complexity. Specifically, the FDEs in the

principles of MF, ZF andMMSE are proposed to combat inter-chip interference (ICI). Furthermore,

the one- and two-stage decision-feedback successive interference cancellation (DF-SIC) schemes

are proposed to mitigate multiple-access interference (MAI). We also analyze the complexity of

the proposed detection schemes and compare the error performance of the MoCDMA systems

with these proposed detection schemes, when different factors are considered. Our investigation

and performance results show that the FDE based on MMSE is a highly promising equalization

scheme in most operational cases. The FDE assisted by one-stage DF-SIC is capable of providing

a significant performance improvement in contrast to the original FDE without using DF-SIC. In

addition, our studies demonstrate that Walsh codes are the mostly recommended spreading code

for the MoCDMA assisted by FDE.

Finally, we summarize our main conclusions obtained from research, and suggest some poten-

tial future research issues in Chapter 6.



Chapter2
Type-Spread Molecular Shift Keying:
Signalling Principle, Interference and
Multiple-Access

According to the retrospection of DMC channels and the related works in the last chapter, MC

signals over DMC channels usually experience severe inter-symbol interference (ISI). Hence, in

order to mitigate ISI, in this chapter, we first propose an information modulation scheme for DMC,

which is referred to as the Type-Spread Molecular Shift Keying (TS-MoSK). Our TS-MoSK is

characterized by introducing extra types of molecules for ISI mitigation (ISIM). Furthermore, we

introduce two ISIM methods to the TS-MoSK modulated DMC systems, which are the active ISIM

and passive ISIM. Subsequently, as the review in Chapter 2 depicts, in nano-networking, many

nano-machines need to share common communication media, in order to achieve information ex-

change and data fusion. Multiple-access is an important technique for multiple nano-machines to

send information to one access point (AP) or fusion center (FC). Built on the Molecular Shift Key-

ing (MoSK) modulation, the second half of this chapter proposes a novel Molecular Type Spread

MoSK (MTS-MoSK) scheme for achieving multiple-access transmission in DMC. Correspond-

ingly, two detection schemes are introduced and investigated, which are the Maximum Selection

assisted Majority Voter Detection (MS-MVD) and Equal-Gain Combining Detection (EGCD).
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2.1 Type-Spread Molecular Shift Keying (TS-MoSK): Principles and

Inter-Symbol Interference Mitigation

2.1.1 Introduction

Diffusion-based Molecular Communication (DMC) is an essential information transmission ap-

proach between the nano-machines deployed in gas or in liquid medium environments [41, 65]. In

these communications environments, at macro-scale, information molecules relying on the Brow-

nian motion always migrate from a higher concentration region to a lower concentration region

following Fick’s law. Correspondingly, in literature, there are a range of contributions considered

the channel modeling in DMC. For example, in [65, 66], the noise modeling in DMC has been

addressed. The studies show that noise in DMC cannot be considered separately from transmitted

signal as done in the conventional radio-wave based communications systems, but is dependent on

the transmitted signal. Furthermore, noise in DMC is non-stationary.

Based on the channel characteristics and noise models derived for DMC, three fundamental

data modulation schemes have been developed in references for DMC, namely the Concentration

Shift Keying (CSK), Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), and the Molecular Shift Keying (MoSK).

First, CSKmakes use of the concentration levels to convey information [67]. PPM restores received

information based on the different time shifts of the concentration pulses appearing at receiver [68].

Finally, information in MoSK is encoded to a type of molecules via activating one out of several

types of molecules [41]. In DMC, all these modulation schemes may experience inter-symbol in-

terference. However, MoSK has certain capability to mitigate ISI, owing to the employment of

multiple types of molecules, and hence the probability of continuously activating the same type

of molecules is less than one, which becomes smaller as the number of types increases. In this

section, on the basis of MoSK, we further enhance its ISI mitigation (ISIM) capability by introduc-

ing some extra types of molecules, and hence spreading the original MoSK signal. Therefore, the

proposed scheme is referred to as the Type-Spread MoSK (TS-MoSK). Following the principles

of MoSK, our studies show that TS-MoSK is able to improve the ISIM capability of MoSK, and

hence enhance its error performance, especially in the case that there is severe ISI. The cost for

this performance improvement is the increased types of molecules, which may be exploit for other

purpose, such as, to simultaneously support multiple communication links.

A main challenge in DMC is that the slow molecular diffusion process results in significant

propagation delay spread, generating serious ISI. Therefore, a lot of effort has been made to de-

sign the detection techniques for DMC systems, which are robust to ISI or have the capability to

mitigate ISI. As some examples, the traditional signal processing methods, such as Maximum A-

Posteriori (MAP), Maximum Likelihood (ML), etc., have been introduced to equalize the DMC

channels [57, 58], in order to achieve optimum performance. In order to reduce the implemen-

tational complexity of the optimum equalizers, adaptive Decision-Feedback Equalizer (DFE) and
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Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE) equalizer have been considered [30, 59]. In terms of ISIM

and detection reliability, these detection (equalization) algorithms are efficient. However, it is

highly challenging to implement them at nano-scale. Considering the research background and

the feasibility of implementation in practice, in this section, we consider only low low-complexity

detection and introduce two ISIM methods, namely, the passive ISIM and active ISIM. As shown

in our forthcoming discourses, the passive ISIM is implemented at receiver, which is the extension

of the ISIM approach proposed in [58] and improved in [69, 70]. By contrast, the proposed active

ISIM is operated at transmitter, which controls the number of molecules emitted for transmitting a

symbol with reference to the expected ISI experienced by the symbol. Our studies show that the

TS-MoSK enhanced by the active ISIM is efficient in short-distance communication scenarios, but

is invalid if the communication distance is too long. By contrast, the passive ISIM has the capabil-

ity to boost the error performance of the TS-MoSK assisted DMC systems in any communication

scenarios addressed in this section.

The rest of this section introduces a novel modulation scheme Type-Spread Molecular Shift

Keying (TS-MoSK) and proposes two ISI mitigation methods. Section 2.1.2 introduces the DMC

system model and the principles of TS-MoSK. In Section 2.1.3, we present principles of the two

ISIM techniques. The performance results and their analysis are addressed in Section 2.1.4. Finally,

the main conclusions from research are summarized in Section 2.1.5.

2.1.2 System Model of Type-Spread Molecular Communication

The idea behind TS-MoSK is that Q (Q > M) types of molecules are used to transmit log2 M

bits per symbol using MoSK modulation. Hence, information is spread on the types of molecules,

and the use of extra types of molecules makes the probability that the same type of molecules

is continuously emitted becomes smaller, which naturally mitigates the effect of ISI. Below we

describe the principles of TS-MoSK.

2.1.2.1 Transmitter Scheme

Let us assume that there is a binary data sequence to be transmitted. At the transmitter, this binary

data sequence can be divided into symbols, forming a symbol sequence xxxT =
⇥
x0, x1, . . . , xj, . . . , xN

⇤
,

where N is the number of symbols, xi 2 {0, 1, . . . ,M� 1} is an integer, representing log2 M bits

of the ith symbol in the binary data sequence. Then, when the M-ary MoSK modulation [71] is

employed, these N symbols are transmitted one-by-one in serial based on the principles of MoSK.

Specifically, for transmitting xi, a pulse of xi-th type of molecules is emitted by the molecular

transmitter.

When the TS-MoSK is considered, we assume that there are Q (Q > M) types of molecules

are used to transmit the M-ary symbols. In order to configure the M-ary symbols to the Q types of
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molecules, let us introduce a periodic spreading sequence, expressed as qqqT = [q0, q1, . . . , qi, . . . , qN ],

where qi 2 {0, 1, . . . ,Q� 1}. With the aid of this spreading sequence, then, the M-ary symbols

can be mapped to the Q-ary symbols by a simple operation, such as,

yyy = [y0, y1, . . . , yi, . . . , yN ]
T

= (xxx+ qqq) mod Q (2.1)

where mod Q means modulo-Q operation. Hence, yi is an integer taking a value in [0,Q �

1]. For instance, if a 4-ary symbol sequence xxxT = [1, 0, 3, 2, 2, 0, 3, 1] is transmitted and a 7-

ary spreading sequence qqqT = [0, 2, 1, 6, 4, 5, 3, 0] is employed, the 7-ary symbol sequence can be

obtained as yyy = [1, 2, 4, 1, 6, 5, 6, 1]T. Finally, the elements of yyy are transmitted one-by-one in

the principles of a Q-ary MoSK. In detail, for the ith element of yyy, a pulse of the yi-th type of

molecules is emitted at the beginning of a symbol interval, while all the other types of molecules

maintain inactive.

2.1.2.2 Channel Model

We assume that information molecules released by the transmitter are propagated over a DMC

channel. As shown in [38], given a spherical receiver having a fixed distance r from the transmitter,

the concentration observed in the receiver meets the Fick’s law, having the time-dependent function

of

c(t) =
A

(4pDt) 3
2
exp

✓
�

r2

4Dt

◆
, t � 0 (2.2)

when a pulse of A molecules is emitted at time zero. In (2.2), D in [m2s�1] is the diffusion

coefficient of communication medium which can be derived based on the Einstein relation [72]

D =
kBTe
6phR

(2.3)

where kB = 1.38⇥ 10�23 JK�1 is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the temperature in kelvin, h is the

viscosity of the fluid, and R is the radius of the propagation particle. In addition, t is the propagation

time.

Fig. 2.1 demonstrates the concentration function in one symbol interval for given values of D,

A and r, as shown in the figure. In this concentration function, the peak point can be found from

the extremum point of (2.2) by solving the equation of dc(t)/dt = 0, which gives to = r2/6D.

Substituting this point into (2.2), we obtain the maximum value of concentration of

co =
✓

3
2pe

◆ 3
2 A
r3

(2.4)

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the received pulse is not constrained within one symbol duration, but

extend, in theory, to infinity. Hence, when symbols are continuously transmitted, as shown in
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Figure 2.1: Function of molecular concentration.

Fig. 2.2, the pulses corresponding to different symbols overlap with each other, generating ISI.

Explicitly, the strength of ISI is dependent of the symbol rate, or on the symbol duration, higher

symbol rate has higher ISI. However, from Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, we can be implied that the ISI on a

specific symbol is dominated by the several pulses (or symbols) transmitted right in the front of

the symbol. Hence, in order to mitigate ISI, we should try to avoid transmitting the same type

of molecules continuously. MoSK modulation has this embedded merit, and a higher modulation

order, i.e., the value of M, yields a lower probability of transmitting the same type of molecules

continuously. In this section, we enhance this by introducing some extra types of molecules for

information transmission, which can further reduce the above-mentioned probability, and hence

the ISI.

2.1.2.3 Received Signal

In order to detect the data, the observation about the molecular concentration at the receiver can

be utilized. Specifically, for detecting the kth symbol, the decision variables can be obtained by
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Figure 2.2: Demonstration of inter-symbol interference.

sampling the concentrations of the Q types of molecules at t = kT+ to, which can be expressed as

rq(k) =rq(t = kT + to)

=
min{I,k}

Â
i=0

lq,k�icq(iT + to) + nq(kT + to)

=lq,kcq,o +
min{I,k}

Â
i=1

lq,k�icq,i
| {z }

ISI

+nq,k,

q = 0, 1, . . . ,Q� 1; k = 0, 1, . . . ,N (2.5)

for theQ types of molecules. In (2.5), the ISI length is assumed to be I, lq,i is a logic value, which is

‘1’, if the qth type of molecules is activated during the ith symbol duration, and is ‘0’, if the qth type

of molecules is inactive during the ith symbol duration. In (2.5), cq,i is the expected concentration

of the qth type of molecules at t = iT + to, when a pulse of A molecules was sent at t = 0. T

is a symbol-duration. Finally, nq(k) is the noise resulted from Brownian motion of the q type of

molecules, which can be approximately treated as the Gaussian noise, obeying the distribution with
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mean zero and a variance of [38]

nq,k ⇠ N

 
0,

1
V

min{I,k}

Â
i=0

lq,k�icq,i

!
(2.6)

where V = 4
3pr3 is the volume of a spherical receiver with a radius r.

Based on the decision variables shown in (2.5), the detection of the kth symbol can be car-

ried out as follows. First, by comparing the Q decision variables as shown in (2.5), the type of

molecules activated for transmitting the kth symbol can be identified as the one having the highest

concentration, which can be formulated as

Sk = arg max
q2{0,1,...,Q�1}

{rq(k)}, k = 0, 1, . . . ,N (2.7)

Then, corresponding to the modulo addition of (2.1) carried out at the transmitter, an estimate to the

M-ary symbol xk can be obtained by a modulo subtraction operation on Sk, which can be expressed

as

x̂k = (Sk � qk) mod Q, k = 0, 1, . . . ,N (2.8)

Finally, upon mapping {x̂0, x̂1, . . . , x̂N} to binary, we obtain the estimates to the transmitted binary

sequences.

From the operation of (2.8), we can know that the recovered x̂k may not be in the range of

[0,M� 1]. In this case, there is an error occurred, and the receiver may either throw away the

detected symbol, or randomly take a value in [0,M� 1] as the estimate to the received symbol.

2.1.3 Inter-Symbol Interference Mitigation

From our discussion in Section 2.1.2.2, we can know that the proposed TS-MoSK may also expe-

rience ISI, which becomes more serious, when transmission rate increases. For instant, if the same

type of molecules, such as Type i, is continuously transmitted several times, before the transmis-

sion of another type, say Type j, the accumulated concentration of Type i molecules may be higher

than that of Type j molecules, hence resulting in error detection. Therefore, ISI mitigation in TS-

MoSK is also important. In this section, we introduce two approaches for ISI mitigation (ISIM),

namely, the passive ISIM approach operated at receiver, and the active ISIM approach executed at

transmitter.

2.1.3.1 Passive ISI Mitigation

A simple passive ISIM technique has been proposed in [58] for the DMC systems with On-Off

Keying (OOK) modulation. This ISIM scheme can be directly extended to our TS-MoSK. In detail,

instead of making the decision solely relying on the observations obtained at t = kT + to, which

yields the decision variables as shown in (2.5), when the passive ISIM is employed, the receiver
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makes the decision depending on the observations at both t = kT + to and t = kT, giving the

decision variables to be

Zq(k) =rq(t = kT + to)� rq(t = kT)

=
min{I,k}

Â
i=0

lq,k�icq(iT + to) + nq(kT + to)

�

 
min{I,k}

Â
i=1

lq,k�icq(iT) + nq(kT)

!

q = 0, 1, . . . ,Q� 1; k = 0, 1, . . . ,N (2.9)

where r(t = kT + to) is as the same as (2.5), while r(t = kT) is the concentration observed at

t = kT.

As shown in Fig. 2.1, t = kT + to is time instant generating the peak molecular concentra-

tion, if a pulse of molecules is sent for the kth symbol. By contrast, r(t = kT) is the molecular

concentration presenting at the beginning of the kth symbol duration, at which point the pulse of

molecules for the kth symbol has not been emitted yet. Therefore, r(t = kT) includes only the ISI

from the molecules sent before t = kT, which can be used to approximate the ISI suffered by the

kth symbol at the sampling time t = kT + to. Consequently, after the ISIM as shown in (2.9), the

detection can be expected to me more reliable.

From Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, we can be implied that the value of r(t = kT) obtained at t = kT may

be slightly higher than the actual ISI experienced by the kth symbol at t = kT+ to, which results in

excessive cancellation. This phenomenon becomes more declared, when the transmission rate be-

comes higher, making received pulses close to each other. Furthermore, as shown in (2.9), the ISIM

operation introduces extra noise and hence yields noise amplification. In [70], an improved ISIM

scheme has been proposed, which mitigates these side effects via downscaling the ISI estimated at

t = kT.

2.1.3.2 Active ISI Mitigation

The passive ISIM is operated at receiver without any impact on the signal transmission and propaga-

tion. By contrast, active ISIM approaches are operated at the transmitter side via the corresponding

adjustment of transmitted signals. In this section, we propose a novel active ISIM technique for the

TS-MoSK, which can also be applied to many other DMC systems with various data modulation

schemes.

In all our previous analysis and discussion, the number of molecules per pulse emitted by trans-

mitter is a constant A, as seen in (2.2), which determines that the expected peak concentration co,

if only single molecular pulse is emitted. When there is ISI, this peak value will change depending

on the actual ISI. Since transmitter has the information to be transmitted, and hence knows exactly

which and when the pulses are transmitted, the transmitter is capable of modifying the correspond-
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ing number of molecules to be emitted, so that the expected peak concentration is always co. Our

active ISIM technique is based on this observation. Instead of always emitting A molecules, the

numbers of molecules actually emitted by the transmitter for sending the kth symbol is adjusted to

Aq,k =

8
><

>:

A, when k = 0

A�
Âmin{I,k}

i=1 lq,k�iAq,k�icq,i
cq,o

, when k > 0
,

k = 0, 1, . . . ,N; q = 0, 1, . . . ,Q� 1 (2.10)

where cq,0, cq,1, . . . , cq,I are the concentration obtained from (2.2), when the number of molecules

with a pulse if A.

It can be shown that, when the transmitter emits the pulses of molecules with the numbers of

molecules of the pulses as shown in (2.10), the expected concentration of the type of molecules ac-

tivated during the kth symbol duration is always co at the sampling instant of t = kT+ to. This can

be demonstrated as follows by assuming k > I. Let us assume that the qth type of molecules is acti-

vated during the kth symbol duration. Let the numbers of the qth type of molecules sent correspond-

ing to the symbols xk�I , xk�I+1, . . . , xk be expressed as lq,k�I Aq,k�I , lq,k�I+1Aq,k�I+1, . . . , Aq,k,

where lq,k = 1 as the qth type is assumed to be activated during the kth symbol duration. Then, at

the sampling time of t = kT + to, the expected concentration is

c̄q,k =
Aq,kcq,o

A
+

I

Â
i=1

lq,k�i
Aq,k�icq,i

A
(2.11)

Upon substituting Aq,k with k > I from (2.10) into the above equation, we can readily show that

c̄q,k = cq,o (2.12)

In comparison with the passive ISIM scheme introduced in Section 2.1.3.1, we realize that the

active ISIM technique has the following characteristics. First, the ISIM operation is carried out at

transmitter, which shifts the complexity from receiver to transmitter. This is practically useful in the

communications scenarios, where receivers are more capable than transmitters. Second, by making

use of the expected ISI, the total number of molecules emitted is reduced, which in return, can be

used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and ultimately improve reliability. Additionally,

the reduced number of molecules also reduces the counting noise associated with both the current

and following detection.

Below we provide some simulation results to characterize the performance of the TS-MoSK,

as well as that of the TS-MoSK with respectively the passive and positive ISIM schemes.

2.1.4 Performance Results

In this section, the error performance of the TS-MoSK assisted DMC systems is depicted against

the SNR per bit. This SNR is defined as the ratio between the power received from a single pulse
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Figure 2.3: BER versus SNR per bit performance of the DMC systems with 4-ary MoSK

modulation and different TS levels at the same bit rate of 2 bits/symbol.

of molecules emitted for transmitting one bit and the noise power, formulated by [70, 73]

SNR =
c2o

co/V
= Vco (2.13)

In our simulations, for a given SNR per bit and the volume V of a receiver, we can obtain co
from (2.13). Then, when the communications distance r is given, from (2.4), we can derive the

corresponding number of molecules Ab for transmitting one bit. As M-ary MoSK is used in the

TS-MoSK, the total number of molecules emitted for transmitting a symbol is A = log2 M⇥ Ab.

In our simulations, some parameters are fixed, which areD = 2.2⇥ 10�9 m2/s andV = 4
3pr3

with r = 1 nm. The length of ISI is obtained via the measurement of

I , argi

⇢
ci
co
 0.01%

�
(2.14)

meaning that only the ISI with the strength above 0.01% of the present desired signal is considered,

the ISI weaker than this value is ignored. This is reasonable, as the ignored ISI is at least 80 dB

lower than the desired signal.

First, in Fig. 2.3 we compare the BER performance of the DMC systems with the TS-MoSK

operated with different levels of spreading, when a fixed 4-ary MoSK, and hence the bit rate of 2
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Figure 2.4: BER versus SNR performance of DMC systems with the TS-MoSK supported

by Q = 16 types of molecules, when 4� ary MoSK is employed with/without passive

ISIM.

bits/symbol, is considered. Furthermore, in the figure three symbol durations of T are considered,

which correspond to three symbol rates given by R = 1/T. From Fig. 2.3 we can have the

following observations. First, the BER performance of the DMC systems improves, as the number

of the types of molecules used for TS increases. Specifically, in the case of T = 3 ⇥ 10�5 s,

explicit performance improvement can be observed, when the number of types is increased from

Q = 4 to Q = 8, and then to Q = 16. By contrast, when T = 6⇥ 10�5 s, only slight performance

improvement is observed at relatively high SNR. Furthermore, we can be implied from the results

that the performance improvement becomes less, as the symbol duration T increase. The reason

behind the above observation is that: a) MoSK modulation itself has certain capability to mitigate

ISI, as previously mentioned, and b) as T increases, ISI becomes shorter, making the effect of TS

less observable. Second, in the case ofQ = M = 4, the BER performance improves, as the symbol

duration increases, due to the reduced transmission rate. From this we can also be implied that, for

a given value of Q, the BER performance improves, as the symbol duration increases.

Fig. 2.4 depicts the BER versus SNR performance of the TS-MoSK assisted DMC systems

with Q = 16 types of molecules to transmit 4-ary MoSK symbols. Both the DMC systems without
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Figure 2.5: BER versus SNR performance of DMC systems with the TS-MoSK supported

by Q = 16 types of molecules, when 4� ary MoSK is employed with/without passive

ISIM.

ISIM and that with passive ISIM are considered. Similar to the observations in Fig. 2.3, when the

data rate is relatively high, yielding relatively severe ISI, employing passive ISIM is capable of gen-

erating noticeable performance gain. By contrast, when data rate becomes lower, ISI also becomes

weak. Straightforwardly, the performance improvement resulted from passive ISIM becomes less

significant.

In contrast to Fig. 2.4, in Fig. 2.5 we show the BER versus SNR performance of the TS-MoSK

assisted DMC systems with Q = 16 types of molecules to transmit 4-ary MoSK symbols, when

without employing ISIM or with active ISIM. Note that, when the active ISIM is implemented, the

number of molecules released per symbol is time variant, which is depended on the ISI. Hence,

the SNR shown in the figure is the average SNR per bit, computed based on the actual number

of molecules emitted by the transmitter. Specifically, in our simulations for the case of active

ISIM, we set the number of molecules released during the first symbol period to be the same

as that for the cases without ISIM or with passive ISIM. Therefore, the average SNR should be

slightly lower than the SNR of the first symbol. The same as Fig. 2.4 for using passive ISISM, as

demonstrated in Fig. 2.5, the active ISIM is capable of attaining some performance gain, when data
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Figure 2.6: Performance comparison of the 4-ary MoSK modulated DMC systems with

various signaling and detection schemes considered.

rate is high, meaning that there is strong ISI. By contrast, when data rate is low, yielding smaller

ISI, as expected, there performance gain also becomes smaller, and finally, there is no performance

gain, when data rate is very low, making ISI ignorable.

Finally, in Fig. 2.6, we compare the BER versus transmission distance performance of the DMC

systems employing the various transmission and ISIM schemes, when the SNR per bit is fixed to

15 dB and the symbol interval to T = 4⇥ 10�5 s, while adjusting the transmission distance r from

200 nm to 900 nm. From the results of Fig. 2.6 we may have the following observations. First, as

the propagation distance increases, the error performance of the DMC systems in any case degrades,

due to the increased ISI. Second, at low to moderate transmission distance, we can observe that the

TS-MoSK, TS-MoSK with passive ISIM and the TS-MoSK with active ISIM all outperform the

pure MoSK. Third, when the transmission distance becomes sufficiently long, the performance of

the TS-MoSK converges to that of the original MoSK, implying that the benefit from TS disappear.

This is because the severe ISI introduced by long transmission distance overwhelms the benefit

obtained from TS. Fourth, at high transmission distance, such as r > 700 nm, the active ISIM

is even outperformed by the original MoSK, meaning that ISIM is useless. This is true because

the received concentration pulse, as shown in Fig. 2.1, becomes flatter, as transmission distance
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increases. In this case, the reduced number of emitted molecules makes the detection hard. Finally,

as shown in Fig. 2.6, at any transmission distance, the passive ISIM method is efficient, which

significantly outperforms the active ISIM, if transmission distance is relatively long, and has a big

performance gain over TS-MoSK for any transmission distance.

2.1.5 Conclusions

In this section, we have first proposed a TS-MoSK scheme for improving the error performance

of the MoSK by spreading the transmitted information over more types of molecules, and hence

reducing the ISI. In order to further mitigate the ISI, we have introduced a passive ISIM operated

at receiver, and proposed an active ISIM operated at transmitter. Both their advantages and disad-

vantages have been discussed. The performance of the MoSK modulated DMC systems employing

respectively these schemes has been investigated. Our studies demonstrate that, with proper de-

sign and system settings, the capability of ISIM can be improved by the TS operation, which can

be further, usually significantly, enhanced by either the active ISIM or the passive ISIM. When

comparing active ISIM with passive ISIM, we find that the passive ISIM is usually more efficient

than the active ISIM in terms of error performance. Active ISIM is only effective in short-distance

communication scenario. However, active ISIM has the advantage that its impact on the communi-

cation environment is less than passive ISIM, owing to the reduced number of molecules emitted by

the active ISIM into the communication environment. Our future research will consider the prac-

tical implementation of TS-MoSK, and analyze the performance of the TS-MoSK assisted DMC

systems with active/passive ISIM.

2.2 Molecular Type SpreadMolecular Shift Keying (MTS-MoSK) for
Multiple-Access DiffusiveMolecular Communications (MADMC)

2.2.1 Introduction

In order to boost the capability of nano-networks, the individual nano-machines of each being

only able to complete simple tasks are required to cooperate with each other and/or to exchange

information, so that more complex mission can be fulfilled. For example, in a molecular sensor

network, each molecular sensor has only limited storage space and computation potential, and can

only observe a very limited region. In order to monitor a relatively large region, multiple and,

possibly, many molecular sensors may have to be distributed over the region in order to attain a

seamless coverage. Furthermore, considering the limited storage and computation capabilities of

individual sensors, the observations obtained by individual sensors may need to be conveyed to a

fusion center, where the final decision about the monitored event is made. In the above described

process, one of the important challenges is how to send the observations obtained by individual
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sensors to the fusion center, efficiently and reliably. Explicitly, this task can be achieved with the

aid of the multiple-access techniques, which deal with information transmission between multiple

transmit nodes (like molecular sensors) and one common receive node (like fusion center). Hence,

significant research effort is required for designing the efficient multiple-access schemes for sup-

porting nano-networking. In this section, we propose and investigate a multiple-access scheme

for Diffusion-based Molecular Communications (DMC) by extending type-spreading to multiple

access.

In literature, there are several multiple-access transmission techniques having been proposed

in the context of DMC. Specifically, the Molecular Code-Division Multiple-Access (MCDMA)

introduced in [51, 74] allows multiple nano-machines to simultaneously transmit information to a

receiver by assigning different nano-machines unique signature codes. These transmitter-specific

signature codes are used by the receiver to distinguish the information received from different trans-

mit nano-machines. In [52–54], Molecular Time-Division Multiple-Access (MoTDMA) has been

considered to support multiple nano-machines communicating with a receiver. With MoTDMA,

the transmission of different nano-machines is arranged to occur within different time slots, and

the information conveyed from a specific nano-transmitter is then recovered from the correspond-

ing time-slots. Furthermore, multiple-access molecular communications can be implemented via

Molecule Division Multiple Access (MDMA) [75]. With this multiple-access technique, every

nano-machine is employed a particular type of molecules or a set of unique types of molecules for

it to transmit information to a receiver. Hence, MDMA uses molecular types to distinguish different

nano-machines.

As in the conventional radio-based communications, multiple-access communications often ex-

periences interference, referred to in general as Multiple-Access Interference (MAI). This demands

particular attention in DMC’s transceiver design, because of the nature of DMC, where interfer-

ence can hardly be avoided via signaling design, such as, spreading codes in MCDMA. Hence,

multiple-access scheme and corresponding receiver design in DMC become highly challenging.

In the context of multiple-access DMC, there are a range of detection schemes introduced and

studied in references, e.g., [51, 52, 54, 75]. Specifically for the MCDMA considered in [51], since

the multiple-access scheme is based on On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation, the authors developed a

chip-based detection scheme with the adaptive threshold obtained by referring to the concentrations

of previous chips. In [52], the detection algorithm proposed in [61] was introduced for MoTDMA

detection, which is also a threshold-based detector, with the threshold directly set to the number

of molecules of the same type that are received during the previous impulse period. In [54], three

genetic detection methods were considered, namely the roulette-wheel selection, stochastic univer-

sal sampling and tournament selection for artificial neuronal networks. Finally, [75] considered

to use different types of molecules to support multiple-access transmission. Correspondingly, the

ligand-receptors matched to the different types of molecules are used to aid information detection.

In the conventional radio-based wireless communications, there is a Fast Frequency-Hopping
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M-ary Frequency Shift Keying (FFH-MFSK) scheme [76, 77], which exploits multiple frequencies

to simultaneously support both frequency-hopping and data transmission of multiple users. Based

on the observation that frequencies in conventional radio-based communications are analogous

to the different types of molecules in DMC, in this section, we design a Molecular Type Spread

MoSK (MTS-MoSK) scheme to allow DMC to simultaneously support multiple nano-machines.

In MTS-MoSK DMC systems, MTS is implemented by assigning different nano-machines unique

spreading codes. For a given nano-machine to send data, it first signatures the data using its unique

spreading code, yielding the outputs that control the release of different types of molecules. At the

receiver, different types of molecules and their numbers (densities) are measured, which are used to

recover the data sent by these nano-machines with the aid of their spreading codes. In this section,

we investigate two types of low-complexity detection schemes [78], namely the Maximum Selec-

tion assisted Majority Vote Detector (MS-MVD) and the Equal Gain Combining (EGC) assisted

Detector (EGCD). When MS-MVD is employed, some candidate molecular types are first identi-

fied, followed by the molecular-type de-spreading and majority voting. By contrast, with EGCD,

molecular-type de-spreading is first carried out. Then, the sum of concentration of each type is

calculated, based on which final decision is made to give the estimate to the transmitted data. Both

detection approaches have the advantage that no threshold is required, which is usually difficult to

be set to a near-optimum value, because of the Brownian motion of molecules and severe ISI in

DMC.

In this section, we also analyze the error performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems.

Specifically, when MS-MVD is employed, we derive a lower-bound for the Bit Error Rate (BER)

of MTS-MoSK DMC systems. By contrast, when EGCD is employed, we derive the approxi-

mate BER of MTS-MoSK DMC systems, when both the Poisson approximation [29, 79, 80] and

Gaussian approximation [81, 82] are considered, respectively. Finally, the error performance of

MTS-MoSK DMC systems is investigated with the aid of analytical results, Monte-Carlo simula-

tion and particle-based simulation. It is demonstrated that the performance results obtained from

analytical results and that from simulations agree with each other, which valid our analysis. The

error performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems is also compared with that of the on-off key-

ing (OOK)-assisted DMC system, where each nano-machine is exclusively supported by one type

of molecules. Furthermore, we demonstrate the impact of different parameters on the error per-

formance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems, showing the design trade-off between performance and

complexity.

The contribution of the work can be summarized as follows.

• A MTS-MoSK multiple-access scheme is proposed for DMC to support multiple nano-

machines simultaneously communicating with a receiver.

• Two low-complexity detection schemes, namely MS-MVD and EGCD, are proposed for

information detection in MTS-MoSK DMC systems.
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Figure 2.7: System diagram showing the components of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems.

• An BER lower-bound is derived for the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with MS-MVD, and the

approximate BER expressions are derived, respectively, based on the Poisson- and Gaussian

approaches for the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with EGCD.

• The error performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems is investigated based on both analytical

results and simulations. Both model- and particle-based simulations are invoked for perfor-

mance studies. Furthermore, the error performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC system with

EGCD is compared with that of the OOK-assisted DMC system.

The remainder of this section is arranged as follows. Section 2.2.2 introduces the MTS-MoSK

DMC system model. In Section 2.2.3, the principles of two detection schemes are introduced.

Section 2.2.4 details the analysis of error performance. Performance results are demonstrated in

Section 2.2.6. Finally, the main conclusions from research are summarized in Section 2.2.7.

2.2.2 System Model

The MTS-MoSK DMC system proposed has the structure as shown in Fig. 2.7. The details about

the system structure and operations are provided in the following subsections.

2.2.2.1 Description of Transmitter and Channel Model

We assume a MTS-MoSK DMC system, which employs M types of information molecules to

supports K  M nano-machines communicating with a common access point (AP).We assume that

the locations of nano-machines and AP are fixed. For simplicity, all nano-machines are assumed to
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have a similar distance from AP. However, we should note that in practice, this may be the case

in a molecular sensor network (MSN), where multiple sensors communicate with a fusion center,

deployed for monitoring an event. The transmitter of a nano-machine in the MTS-MoSK DMC

system is shown as the above part of Fig. 2.7. Assume that M types of molecules are employed

by each of the nano-machines for information transmission. Then, b = log2 M bits per symbol

can be delivered by a nano-machine. Assume that Ts is the symbol-duration, which is divided

into L = Ts/Th chips of each having the duration of Th = Ts/L seconds referred to as chip-

duration. We assume that the transmissions of K nano-machines are synchronous at chip-level.

In practice, this can be achieved via synchronizing the transmissions of different nano-machines

with the pilot signals periodically sent from AP. During a symbol-duration of Ts seconds, b bits of

information to be transmitted by the kth nano-machine is first mapped to a M-ary symbol expressed

as Xk 2 {0, 1, . . . ,M� 1}, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Let the MTS code of the kth nano-machine be

expressed as aaak = [a(0)k , a(1)k , . . . , a(L�1)k ], k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, where a(i)k 2 [0,M � 1]. In practice,

the MTS codes should be designed and assigned to nano-machines in favor of distinguishing the

symbols transmitted by different nano-machines. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the M-ary symbol Xk is

signed by the kth nano-machine’s MTS code, with the operation expressed as

mmmk =[m(0)
k ,m(1)

k , . . . ,m(L�1)
k ]

=Xk · 111(1⇥L) � aaak

=[Xk � a(0)k ,Xk � a(1)k , . . . ,Xk � a(L�1)k ],

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (2.15)

where � is the addition operation in the Galois field GF (M) [83], and 111(1⇥L) is an all-one row

vector of length L. After the signature operation, it can be known that the elements of mmmk have

the integer values in [0,M� 1], which can be directly processed by the M-ary MoSK modulation

block as seen in Fig. 2.7, to emit the corresponding types of molecules within the L chip-durations.

For example, assume that there are two nano-machines in the MTS-MoSK DMC system em-

ploying M = 8 types of molecules and using L = 6 chips per symbol for information trans-

mission. Let the first and second nano-machines’ MTS codes be aaa1 = [4, 3, 7, 6, 2, 5] and aaa2 =

[2, 0, 1, 6, 4, 7], and their data symbols to be transmitted be X1 = 5 and X2 = 3, respectively.

Then, to transmit X1 and X2, they are first extended to the L-length vectors of X1 · 111(1⇥L) =

[5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] and X2 · 111(1⇥L) = [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3], respectively. Then, by executing the addition

operation with aaa1 and aaa2, respectively, in the Galois field GF(8), we obtain two vectors of mmm1 =

X1 · 111(1⇥L) � aaa1 = [1, 6, 2, 3, 7, 0] and mmm2 = X2 · 111(1⇥L) � aaa2 = [1, 3, 2, 5, 7, 4], where a value

represents the type of molecules to be activated within the corresponding chip-duration. Note that

in mmm1 and mmm2, the colored elements illustrate that the transmissions from two nano-machines col-

lide with each other and generate interference, as they emit the same type of molecules within the

same chip-duration.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison between the expected concentration given by Fick’s law of (2.16)

and the concentration obtained from the average of 1000 particle-based simulations, when

assuming that one pulse of molecules is emitted at t = 0.

We assume that the M types of molecules belong to a family of the isomers, which hence have

a similar diffusion coefficient denoted by D when propagating within a fluid medium [84]. Then,

after the MoSK modulation, if a molecular type is activated within a given chip-duration, a pulse

of molecules of this type is emitted at the beginning of the chip. Let at the lth chip of the uth

symbol-duration, the qth molecular type is activated by the kth nano-machine. Then, following the

Fick’s diffusion law [42, 69], the concentration of molecules observed by AP at time t for the qth

type of molecules emitted by the kth nano-machine can be formulated as

c(u,l)k,q (t) =
A

[4pD (t� uTs � lTh)]3/2

⇥ exp
✓

�r2

4D (t� uTs � lTh)

◆
, t � (uL+ l) Th (2.16)

where Q is the number of molecules emitted per pulse and r is the distance between a transmit

nano-machine and AP.

Given a molecular pulse withQ = 10000molecules emitted at t = 0, Fig. 2.8 compares the ex-

pected concentration of (2.16), which is a given function, and the estimated concentration obtained

from the average of 1000 particle-based simulations. It is shown that the estimated concentration

agrees well with the expected concentration given by Fick’s law. However, the estimated concen-

tration still slightly fluctuates around the expected concentration, which is due to the randomness

of particles’ Brownian motion. Note that, according to [66], the desired signal in DMC is given by

the expected value, such as, the expected concentration of (2.16), while the difference between the
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actual and expected values is unexpected and treated as noise.

From the characteristics of diffusion process, we can easily conceive that there are different

kinds of interference in the MTS-MoSK DMC system. First, as shown in many references, such as

in [30, 58], the same type of molecules transmitted corresponding to different symbols may over-

lap with each other, generating ISI. Second, there is background noise generated by the random-

ness of molecules’ Brownian motion. Third, when a MTS-MoSK DMC system supports multiple

nano-machines simultaneously transmitting signals to a common AP using the same M types of

molecules, the signals transmitted by these nano-machines in the current chip-duration interfere

with each other. Furthermore, the molecules transmitted previously in the adjacent chips by the

different nano-machines also interfere the signals transmitted in the current chip. These kinds

of interference generated by the interfering nano-machines can be referred to as multiple-access

interference (MAI). Therefore, in order to achieve reliable communication in MTS-MoSK DMC

system, the detector operated at AP should be carefully designed.

2.2.2.2 Observations Obtained by Receiver

After a pulse of molecules is transmitted at the beginning of a chip, it is feasible for the receiver at

AP to sample at the expected peak concentration, which can be derived from (2.16) and occurs at

td = r2/(6D). Assume that this is the case in this paper, meaning the assumption of Th > td. The

concentration sampled within the lth chip of the uth symbol-duration can be expressed as

rq,l(u) =rq(t = uTs + lTh + td),

l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1; u = 0, 1, . . . ;

q = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 (2.17)

When taking account of the Brownian motion noise, ISI from the same type of molecules trans-

mitted previously, and the MAI from the other nano-machines, the received signal rq,l(u) can be

expressed as

rq,l(u) =
K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q(iTh + td)

+ nq(uTs + lTh + td)

=
K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i) + nq,l (u) (2.18)

where the ISI length is assumed to span I chip-durations, `ik,q is a logic value, which is ’1’, if the

qth type of molecules is activated by the kth nano-machine in the ith chip, or is ’0’, otherwise.

In (2.18), ck,q (i) is the expected concentration of the qth type of molecules at t = iTh + td, i.e.,

ck,q(iTh + td), when an impulse of A molecules of this type was sent at t = 0. It is worth noting

that here only the component with i = 0 contributes to the detection of the desired signal, while
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all the other components corresponding to i 6= 0 generate interference. Finally in (2.18), nq,l (u)

is the counting noise introduced due to the transmission of the qth type of molecules, which can be

approximated as the Gaussian noise [58], with the probability density function (PDF) expressed as

nq,l (u) ⇠ N

 
0,

1
V

K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i)

!
(2.19)

where V is the volume of the space that the receiver used to measure the concentration of informa-

tion molecules. From (2.19), we can conceive that the noise is due to the transmission of signals.

In other words, whenever a signal for conveying information is transmitted, there is added noise

power, and higher signal power also gives higher noise power. Hence, the noise in DMC is very

different from that in the conventional radio frequency communications, where background noise

is not related to transmitted signals, but added at receiver.

2.2.3 Signal Detection in MTS-MoSK DMC Systems

From (2.17) we are inferred that during a symbol-duration, there are in total ML observations avail-

able for detecting the symbols transmitted by the K nano-transmitters during this symbol-duration.

For convenience of description of our proposed detectors, these ML observations obtained during

the uth symbol-duration are arranged as an observation matrix RRRu, which has M rows correspond-

ing to the M types of molecules and hence the M possible symbols, and L columns representing

the L chips within the uth symbol-duration. The (q, l)th element of RRRu, i.e., rq,l(u), represents the

concentration sample of the qth type of molecules in the lth chip-duration of the uth symbol, which

is given in (2.18). Explicitly, the observation matrix RRRu can be expressed as

RRRu =

2

666666666664

r1,1(u) r1,2(u) · · · r1,l(u) · · · r1,L(u)

r2,1(u) r2,2(u) · · · r2,l(u) · · · r2,L(u)
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

rq,1(u) rq,2(u) · · · rq,l(u) · · · rq,L(u)
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

rM,1(u) rM,2(u) · · · rM,l(u) · · · rM,L(u)

3

777777777775

Based on the observation matrix RRRu, below we introduce two detection approaches to detect the

uth symbols received from the K nano-machines. The first approach implements the Maximum

Selection followed by Majority Vote based Detection, which is the MS-MVD. By contrast, the

second detection approach is designed in the principle of Equal-Gain Combining (EGC), which is

the EGCD. Let us first describe the MS-MVD in detail.

2.2.3.1 Maximum Selection Assisted Majority Vote Detection

The MS-MVD can be well explained with the aid of the schematic block diagram shown in Fig. 2.9.

This detector includes two main operations. The first main operation is the Maximum Selection
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Figure 2.9: Schematic block diagram for the MS-MVD.

(MS), which selects a number of entries that have the largest concentration from each of the L

columns of RRRu. The second main operation is the Majority Vote based Detection (MVD), which

makes the decision of a symbol to be detected based on the number of times that a specific symbol

appears, and the symbol appears the most number of times is decided to be the desired one detected.

In detail, the principle of the MS-MVD can be described as follows with reference to Fig. 2.9.

First, from each of the L columns in the observation matrix RRRu, K elements having the highest

concentration values are selected, the corresponding row indices of these selected elements are

used to form a (K ⇥ L) candidate matrix SSSu, as shown in Fig. 2.9 for the case of K = 2. In SSSu,

the first row accommodates the largest elements, the second row stores the second largest elements,

and so on. Note that, the reason why the K largest elements in each column are chosen is that the

number of nano-machines supported is K and hence, each column has at most K active types.

The above MS scheme has the advantage that no threshold is required for selection, as thresh-

old is sometimes hard to determine due to the lack of channel knowledge. However, it has the

disadvantage that some inactive types may be selected, as K elements have to be selected from

each column, while there is possibility that two or more nano-machines may activate the same type

of molecules during one chip, as shown in the example below (2.15). Hence, although our perfor-

mance results for the MS-MVD in Section 2.2.6 are obtained by applying the above MS scheme,

below we provide some discussion about the possible schemes modified from the above selection

scheme. One modified selection scheme is the joint maximum-threshold selection (JMTS). With

the JMTS scheme, based on RRRu, the receiver first forms a (K⇥ L) candidate matrix SSSu as the above

described, i.e., by selecting the K largest elements from each of the L columns of RRRu. Then, each

of the selected elements in SSSu is compared with a threshold Th. If the element value is lower than

Th, the corresponding element is emptied or counted as an erasure. Otherwise, if the element value

is higher than Th, the element is left as it is. During the following type de-spreading operation and

MVD, the empty elements will not be processed. The JMTS scheme is depended on the threshold
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setting, which is sometimes hard to determine, as above mentioned. One approach for the JMTS

approach to circumvent this problem is to compare only a given number of the smallest elements

in SSSu to the threshold. The objective of this improved approach is to retain the activated elements

in the candidate matrix but remove the inactive elements from the candidate matrix with a high

probability.

After SSSu is obtained, the detector proceeds to the molecular type de-spreading operation by ex-

ploiting the knowledge about the MTS code assigned to the nano-machine being detected. Specifi-

cally for the kth nano-machine, using its MTS code aaak, the molecular type de-spreading procedure

generates a (K⇥ L) detection matrix expressed as

DDDk,u =SSSu  (111(K⇥L) · diag{aaak}), k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (2.20)

where 111(K⇥L) is an all-one matrix with K rows and L columns. Therefore, 111(K⇥L) · diag{aaak} just

copies the kth nano-machine’s MTS code aaak to each of the K rows. In (2.20), the symbol  

represents the element-by-element subtraction operation between SSSu and 111(K⇥L) · diag{aaak} in the

Galois field GF(M). As shown in Fig. 2.9, the detection matrix obtained by de-spreading SSSu using

the first nano-machine’s MTS code is expressed as DDD1,u.

Finally, based on the detection matrix DDDk,u, the estimate to the uth symbol sent by the kth

nano-machine is decided in the principle of majority vote, which makes the decision in favor of the

symbol appearing most frequently in the detection matrix DDDk,u. However, if there are two or more

than two symbols having the same number of times appearing in DDDk,u, the detector can randomly

select one from them to represent the estimate to the received symbol. Specifically for the example

considered, as shown in Fig. 2.9, symbol ‘5’ appears the most number of times. Hence, according

to the majority vote rule, X̂1(u) = 5 is the estimated symbol received from the first nano-machine.

Similarly, the symbol sent by the second nano-machine can be estimated, which is X̂2(u) = 3, as

expected.

The complexity of MS-MVD can be analyzed as follows. After the observation matrix RRRu is

prepared, for each of the L columns, the detector needs to identify the K largest among the M types

of molecules. When the quick-sort algorithm [85] is used, the average number of comparisons

required to sort M real numbers is 2M lnM. It is known that the number of comparisons required

to find the maximum among M real numbers using binary-search is (M � 1). Hence, when K

is small, lower number of computations than the quick-sort algorithm may be obtained by using

direct comparison to find the K largest among M real numbers, which requires K(M� [K+ 1]/2)

comparisons. Hence, to form the candidate matrix SSSu, Ac = 2LM lnM (in average) or Ac =

KL(M� [K+ 1]/2) comparisons are required, when the quick-sort algorithm or direct comparison

is employed. Note that, the above operations are common for all nano-machines. By contrast,

after obtaining the candidate matrix, the following computations for deriving the detection matrices

and the decision making are specific to individual nano-machines. Specifically, for the kth nano-

machine, KL number of element-by-element subtraction in GF(M) is required for molecular type
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Figure 2.10: Schematic block diagram showing the EGC assisted detection.

de-spreading. Finally, finding the number of times of the M possible elements appearing in DDDk,u

and then selecting the one with the highest number of times require about KL + M operations.

Therefore, the total operations for detecting a symbol of one nano-machine is about Ac/K+ 2KL+

M.

2.2.3.2 Equal-Gain Combining (EGC) Assisted Detection

The principle of the equal-gain combining assisted detection (EGCD) can be well understood with

the aid of Fig. 2.10. As done in the MS-MVD, the receiver first forms the observation matrix RRRu

based on the concentrations of the M types of molecules and of the L chips. In Fig. 2.10, those

marked elements in RRRu represent the elements activated by the K = 2 nano-machines. These

active elements contain both signals and noise as well as interference. By contrast, those un-filled

elements in RRRu contain only noise and interference. As shown in Fig. 2.10, to detect the symbol

received from the kth nano-machine, the observation matrix RRRu is de-spreaded using the MTS code

aaak of the kth nano-machine, yielding the detection matrix DDDk,u. To be more specific, after the type

de-spreading, the (q, l) th element rq,l(u) in RRRu is moved to the location (q ak(l), l) ofDDDk,u, i.e.,

d(k)(q ak(l),l)
(u) = rq,l(u), q = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1;

l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (2.21)

As an example, in Fig. 2.10, when RRRu is de-spreaded using the first nano-machine’s MTS code

aaa1 = (4, 3, 7, 6, 2, 5), yielding the detection matrix DDD1,u. It can be seen that all the L = 6 elements

activated by the first nano-machine are de-spreaded to the fifth row, inferring that the received

symbol is X̂1(u) = 5. By contrast, the elements activated by the undesired nano-machine scatter

randomly over the matrix, forming MAI.
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Based on the detection of DDDk,u, then, EGC can be carried out to form M decision variables as

Z(k)
q (u) =

L�1

Â
l=0

d(k)(q,l)(u), q =0, 1, . . . ,M� 1;

k =1, 2, . . . ,K (2.22)

for each of u = 0, 1, . . .. Finally, the decision on the symbol to be detected is made by choosing the

largest among {Z(k)
0 (u),Z(k)

1 (u), . . . ,Z(k)
M�1(u)}, and its subscript represents the detected symbol.

This decision making procedure can be described as

X̂k(u) = argmax
q

{Z(k)
q (u)}, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (2.23)

The complexity of the EGCD can be analyzed as follows. The M⇥ L elements of observation

matrix RRRu are directly operated in the de-spreading process. To be more specific, the detector

operates the GF(M) subtraction between the elements’ locations and desired nano-machine’s MTS

code on the element-by-element basis, which transforms the observation matrix RRRu to the detection

matrixDDDk,u by assigning every element a new location. Hence, the total number of operations in the

de-spreading procedure is (M⇥ L). Note that, because the first stage of EGCD is operated with a

single MTS code, all the operations in the whole detection process are for one nano-machine. After

the detection matrix DDDk,u is attained, according to the principle of EGCD, the sum of the elements

in each of the M rows is required to be calculated. For each row, there are (L � 1) additions.

Therefore, to generate the decision variables Z(k)
q (u), M(L � 1) additions are required. Finally,

finding the largest one from the M decision variables needs (M � 1) operations. Consequently,

when considering all the operations, the total number of computations required for detecting a

symbol of one nano-machine using EGCD is approximately 2ML.

2.2.4 Error Probability Analysis

In this section, we attempt to analyze the error performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems. In

our analysis, we assume that the M-ary symbols transmitted by K nano-machines are randomly

selected with a uniform probability of P(0) = P(1) = · · · = P(M � 1) = 1/M, and that

the random MTS codes with each of their elements obeying the discrete uniform distribution in

[0,M� 1] are employed. Let us first analyze the MTS-MoSK DMC system with MS-MVD.

2.2.4.1 Error Probability of MS-MVD: A Lower-Bound

Due to the ISI and counting noise, it is extremely hard to mathematically analyze the error rate

of the MTS-MoSK DMC system with MS-MVD. Therefore, we analyze for a lower bound by

assuming that there is no ISI and also that the SNR is sufficiently high, so that there are no false-

alarm and miss identifications of the active elements in the candidate matrix SSSu. In this case, an

erroneous detection occurs only because of the interference among nano-machines.
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Without any loss of generality, let us assume that the 1st nano-machine is the reference one,

whose transmitted symbol X1 = 0 is detected. Hence, in the detection matrixDDD1,u of size (K⇥ L),

there should be L and only L elements being 0. Erroneous detection occurs only when there is one

or more than one symbol other than symbol 0 appearing L times inDDD1,u and appearing once in each

column.

Since both data symbols and MTS codes are randomly and uniformly distributed, the proba-

bility that a given symbol value other than 0, such as i 2 {1, 2, . . . ,M� 1}, appears in a column

is

PA = 1�
✓
1�

1
M

◆K�1
(2.24)

As the events with all the columns are independent, the probability that the same symbol i appears

L times in DDD1,u is

PL
A =

"
1�

✓
1�

1
M

◆K�1
#L

(2.25)

Furthermore, it can be shown that the probability that there are j symbols other than symbol 0, each

of which appears L times in DDD1,u is

P(j) =
✓
K� 1

j

◆
(PL

A)
j
⇣
1� PL

A

⌘K�1�j
,

j = 0, 1, . . . ,K� 1 (2.26)

When the above event occurs, there are j+ 1 symbols appearing the same L times inDDD1,u, and

the detector has to randomly choose one of them as the estimate X̂1 to the symbol X1 transmitted

by the reference nano-machine. Hence, the average symbol error probability (SEP) is

Ps = 1�
K�1

Â
j=0

1
j+ 1

⇥ P(j) (2.27)

Furthermore, following the principle of the M-ary modulation, the bit error rate (BER) is given

by [86]

Pb =
M/2
M� 1

Ps (2.28)

which is a lower-bound for the MTS-MoSK DMC system with MS-MVD.

2.2.5 Error Probability of EGCD

To analyze the error probability of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with EGCD, below we consider

two approaches to model the distributions of the elements in the detection matrices of K nano-

machines, namely, Poisson-approach and Gaussian-approach. In our analysis, again, we assume

that the first nano-machine is the reference one, whose transmitted symbol X1(u) = 0 is to be
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detected. Hence, our analysis is based on DDD1,u. For simplicity, the index 1 of the reference nano-

machine is ignored in the analysis.

First, let us consider the Poisson approach. Assume that the volume of the space used by the

receiver to measure the molecular concentration is V. Then, when the ISI symbols and the symbols

sent by the K nano-machines during the uth symbol-duration are given, the number of molecules

of Dm,l(u) = Vdm,l(u) obtained based on (2.21) obeys the Poisson distribution with the PMF

expressed as

fDm,l(u)(n|XI(u),X1(u) = 0) =
ln
m,l(u)e

�lm,l(u)

n!
,

n = 0, 1, . . . , (2.29)

whereXI(u) contains all the ISI symbols from the K nano-machines as well as the K� 1 interfering

symbols sent by the (K� 1) interfering nano-machines during the uth symbol-duration, lm,l(u) is

the mean value of Dm,l(u) under the above conditions. From (2.21), we can conceive that

lm,l(u) = lq,l(u), l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1 (2.30)

with q = m� a(l)1 , where lq,l(u) can be obtained from (2.18) as

lq,l(u) =E[Vrq,l(u)]

=V
K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i) (2.31)

When the EGCD is employed, the M decision variables for the reference nano-machine are

given by (2.22). Since the sum of Poisson distributed random variables is still Poisson distributed,

the PMF of Dm(u) can be expressed as

fDm(u)(n|XI ,X1(u) = 0) =
Ln

m(u)e�Lm(u)

n!
,

n = 0, 1, . . . ; m = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 (2.32)

where Lm(u) = ÂL�1
l=0 lm,l(u).

With the PMFs of the decision variables prepared, the conditional probability that the uth sym-
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bol of the reference nano-machine is correctly detected can be derived as

P(1)
c (XI ,X1(u) = 0)

=P(D0(u) > D1(u), . . . ,D0(u) > DM�1(u))

=
•

Â
n0=0

P(D0(u) = n0)
M�1

’
m=1

P(Dm(u) < n0)

=
•

Â
n0=0

fD0(u)(n0|XI ,X1(u) = 0)

⇥

M�1

’
j=1

P(Dj(u) < n0|XI ,X1(u) = 0)

=
•

Â
n0=0

"
Ln0

0 (u)e�L0(u)

n0!

#
·

M�1

’
j=1

"
n0�1

Â
nm=0

Lnm
m (u)e�Lm(u)

nm!

#
(2.33)

As Dm(u) are discrete random variables, it is possible that D0(u) is just one of the several

maximums. In this cases, the detector randomly and uniformly selects one of the maximums for

the final detection. Correspondingly, the conditional probability that the uth symbol of the reference

nano-machine is correctly detected is

P(2)
c (XI ,X1(u) = 0) =

M�1

Â
j=1

1
j+ 1

✓
M� 1

j

◆

⇥ P
⇣
D0(u) = Di1(u), . . . ,D0(u) = Dij(u);

D0(u) > Dij+1(u), . . . ,D0(u) > DiM�1(u)
⌘

(2.34)

where ij 2 {1, 2, . . . ,M� 1}. Following (2.33), we can derive P(2)
c (XI ,X1(u) = 0) as

P(2)
c (XI ,X1(u) = 0) =

M�1

Â
j=1

1
j+ 1

✓
M� 1

j

◆

⇥

•

Â
n0=0

P(D0(u) = n0)
ij

’
m1=i1

P(Dm1(u) = n0)

⇥

iM�1

’
m2=ij+1

P(Dm2(u) < n0)

=
M�1

Â
j=1

1
j+ 1

✓
M� 1

j

◆ •

Â
n0=0

"
Ln0

0 (u)e�L0(u)
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#
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ij

’
m1=i1

"
Ln0

m1(u)e
�Lm1 (u)

n0!

#

⇥

iM�1

’
m2=ij+1

"
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Â
nm=0

Lnm
m2(u)e

�Lm2 (u)

nm!

#
(2.35)
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When we combine (2.33) and (2.35), a compact form expression can be obtained, which is

Pc(XI ,X1(u) = 0)

=
M�1

Â
j=0

1
j+ 1

✓
M� 1

j

◆ •

Â
n0=0

"
Ln0

0 (u)e�L0(u)

n0!

#

⇥

ij

’
m1=i1

"
Ln0

m1(u)e
�Lm1 (u)

n0!

#

⇥

iM�1

’
m2=ij+1

"
n0�1

Â
nm=0

Lnm
m2(u)e

�Lm2 (u)

nm!

#
(2.36)

where we set i0 = 0 and in this case, i0+1 = 1. Note that, in the case of D0(u) = 0, the only event

for possible correct detection is D0(u) = D1(u) = . . . = DM�1(u) = 0, which yields a correct

symbol probability of 1/M.

The average correct symbol probability can be obtained by considering all the possible symbols

in XI , which can be expressed as

Pc =
1

M|XI |
Â
XI

Pc(XI ,X1(u) = 0) (2.37)

However, this is usually impossible to compute, as the ISI is in general very long in DMC. To

simplify (2.37), we only consider the average with the symbols sent by the K � 1 nano-machines

during the uth (current) symbol-duration, while the ISI symbols sent before the uth symbol period

are averaged out using their statistics. Specifically, when the Poisson-approximation is employed,

we approximate Dm,l(u) as a Poisson distributed random variable with the PMF given by

f Dm,l(u)(n|X1(u) = 0,X2(u), . . . ,XK(u))

=
ln
m,l(u)e

�lm,l(u)

n!
, n = 0, 1, . . . , (2.38)

where lm,l(u) still follows (2.30), but with lq,l(u) given by

lq,l(u)

= V
K

Â
k=1

"
min{I,l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i) +

1
M

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=L

c (i)

#

= V

"
K

Â
k=1

min{I,l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i) +

K
M

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=L

c (i)

#
(2.39)

where the second term in the bracket is a constant obtained by assuming that the data symbols obey

the uniform distribution in [0,M� 1].

With the above approximation, (2.37) can now be re-written as

Pc =
1

MK�1 Â
X2(u),...,XK(u)2{0,...,M�1}

Pc(X1(u) = 0,

X2(u), . . . ,XK(u)) (2.40)
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Correspondingly, the BER of the MTS-MoSK DMC system with EGCD can be obtained from the

formula [86]

Pb =
M/2
M� 1

(1� Pc). (2.41)

In the context of the Gaussian approach, Dm,l(u) is approximated as a Gaussian distributed

random variable with the PDF given by

Dm,l (u) ⇠ N (lm,l(u),lm,l(u)) (2.42)

where lm,l(u) is the same as the one in (2.29). Furthermore, since the sum of Gaussian distributed

random variables is still Gaussian distributed, the PDF of Dm(u) = ÂL�1
l=0 Dm,l(u) is

Dm (u) ⇠ N (Lm(u),Lm(u)) , m = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 (2.43)

where Lm(u) is the same as the one in (2.32). Then, following the derivation of (2.33) and remem-

bering that Dm (u) are continue random variables, we can obtain the conditional correct symbol

probability as

Pc(XI ,X1(u) = 0) =
Z •

�•
fD0(u)(x)dx

⇥

M�1

’
m=1

Z x

�•
fDm(u)(y)dy (2.44)

where fDm(u)(x) is the Gaussian PDF given by (2.43). Upon applying the PDFs of (2.43) into the

above equation, it can be shown that

Pc(XI ,X1(u) = 0) =
Z •

�•

1
p
2ps0

exp
✓
�
[x� µ0]2

2s2
0

◆
dx

⇥

M�1

’
m=1

✓
1�Q


x� µm

sm

�◆
(2.45)

where Q(t) is the Gaussian Q-function defined as Q(t) = (2p)�1/2
R •
t e�t2/2dt, and by defini-

tion,

µm =s2
m = Lm(u) =

L�1

Â
l=0

lm,l(u),

m = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 (2.46)

Note that, all µm and s2
m are dependent on XI and X1(u) = 0.

Continuing from (2.44), the average correct symbol probability can in theory be obtained from

(2.37). Furthermore, if we apply the lq,l(u) as shown in (2.39), we can obtain for the average

correct symbol probability a relatively simplified expression as shown in (2.40). Finally, the BER

is given by (2.41). However, even in this case, the computation for the BER is extreme. As shown

in (2.45), there are M-ple integrals to compute for every set of the given (K � 1) symbols of

{X2, . . . ,XK}, not need to mention that {X2, . . . ,XK} have in total MK�1 combinations. For this

sake, in Section 2.2.6, we only evaluate the error probability of EGCD, when nano-machines’ MTS

codes are fixed, i.e., without considering the randomness of MTS codes.
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2.2.6 Performance Results and Discussion

In this section, the error performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with respectively the MS-

MVD and EGCD is demonstrated against the number of molecules emitted per bit expressed as

Ab, when various cases are considered. As in MTS-MoSK DMC systems, each symbol carries b =

log2 M bits, the total number of molecules emitted for transmitting one symbol is As = b⇥ Ab.

However, due to the introduction of MTS, each symbol is transmitted using L chips by activating L

molecular pulses. Hence, the number of molecules emitted per pulse is Ah = As/L. Additionally,

we note that Ab in the figures is shown in dB values given by 10 log10 Ab.

In our performance studies, unless specifically noted, there are some parameters set to fixed

values, which are D = 2.2⇥ 10�9 m2/s and V = 4pr3/3 with r = 20 nm.The bit-duration is

set to Tb = 6⇥ 10�5 s, hence the symbol-duration is Ts = b⇥ (6⇥ 10�5) s, and furthermore, the

chip-duration is Th = Ts/L. Additionally, considering the effect of ISI, we evaluate the effective

length of a transmitted molecular pulse according to

I , argi

(
ch(i)
ch(o)

 0.1%

)
(2.47)

Assume that a pulse of molecules is emitted at t = 0, ch(o) in the above expression is the peak

concentration obtained within the first chip-duration, while ch(i) is the concentration sampled at

the ith chip-duration. Expression (2.47) means that only the concentration with the strength above

0.1% of the peak concentration is considered. Additionally, all the MTS codes employed in our

studies are random codes.

Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 demonstrate the potential BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems with MS-MVD, which were evaluated from the lower-bound formulas derived in Sec-

tion 2.2.4.1. Specifically in Fig. 2.11, we investigate the idealized error performance (lower-bound

BER) versus K of the number of nano-machines supported by the MTS-MoSK DMC system, when

M = 32 and L = 4, 6, 8, 16, respectively. Explicitly, the error performance of the MTS-MoSK

DMC system degrades with the increase of the number of nano-machines supported. As shown

in Fig. 2.11, as the number of chips used to transmit a symbol increases, the error performance

continuously improves. The reason behind the observation is that when more chips per symbol

is used, it becomes harder for the interferers to form the same number of entries as the reference

nano-machine does. In other words, when the number of chips per symbol increases, the interfer-

ence between any two nano-machines, i.e., MAI, reduces, hence resulting in the improvement of

error performance. Note that for a given chip-duration, data rate reduces as the number of chips per

symbol increases, which is also an explanation for the improvement of error performance.

Fig. 2.12 illustrates the impact of the number of molecular types on the BER performance of

the MTS-MoSK DMC system with MS-MVD, when L = 4 is assumed. From the principles of

MTS-MoSK DMC, we can know that when M increases, the modulation level increases and the

number of bits conveyed per symbol increases. From the results of Fig. 2.12, we can observe
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Figure 2.11: Lower-bound BER versus K of the number of nano-machines for the MTS-

MoSK DMC system with MS-MVD, when given M = 32 and different number of chips

per symbol.

that the BER performance improves, as M is increased from M = 4 to M = 32, respectively,

corresponding to 2 to 5 bits per symbol. This observation conforms to the noble characteristics of

MoSK modulation for interference mitigation. When given a value of L and a given value of K,

as the value of M increases, there are more entries in the observation matrix RRRu for the interfering

elements to distribute. Hence, the MAI decreases, as the value of M increases, therefore resulting

in the improvement of BER performance.

In Figs. 2.13 and 2.14, we compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems with EGCD, which are obtained respectively from analytical approaches and simulation ap-

proaches. Note that, in term of the channel models, the simplified lq,l(u) as shown in (2.39) is used

to generate the number of molecules for both analysis and simulation. Furthermore, to make the

performance evaluation and simulation manageable, the MTS codes are first randomly generated

and then fixed for obtaining both analytical and simulation results.

In detail, in Fig. 2.13, we demonstrate the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems

employing EGCD, when various symbol-duration T and hence different data rates are considered.

To obtain the analytical results in Fig. 2.13, the Poisson approach introduced in Section 2.2.5 is em-

ployed, and the results obtained by this approach are compared with that obtained from simulation.

Note that, the MTS codes for the K = 4 nano-machines are aaa1 = [3, 10, 14, 13, 9, 11, 5, 12], aaa2 =
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Figure 2.12: Lower-bound BER versus K of the number of nano-machines for the MTS-

MoSK DMC system with MS-MVD, when given L = 4 and different modulation level.

[15, 3, 11, 10, 6, 7, 5, 0], aaa3 = [8, 6, 9, 5, 12, 4, 10, 13], aaa4 = [4, 15, 3, 5, 12, 6, 1, 0], and the other

parameter values are detailed with the figure. As the results in Fig. 2.13 show, first, the analytical

results agree well with the simulation results. Thus, the Poisson analytical approach is valid for

performance study of MTS-MoSK DMC systems. Second, when the symbol-duration increases or

data rate decreases, the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with EGCD improves,

as the result of ISI reduction due to the increase of symbol-duration.

Fig. 2.14 compares the BER performance obtained from the analytical results based respec-

tively on the Poisson approach and Gaussian approach, and that obtained by simulations. We

assume that K = 2 nano-machines are invoked, and their MTS codes are aaa1 = [2, 0, 5, 6, 7, 3, 4, 1]

and aaa2 = [0, 4, 2, 1, 5, 7, 6, 3]. The results in Fig. 2.14 show that the analytical results obtained

from both the approaches are very similar, and their agree well with the simulation results, al-

though the analytical results slightly under estimate the simulation results. Therefore, both the

Poisson approach and Gaussian approach can be employed for analyzing the performance of MTS-

MoSK DMC systems, and our analytical results obtained in Section 2.2.4 are valid. Additionally,

from Fig. 2.14 we can clearly observe that the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems degrades as the transmission distance increases. This is because as the transmission distance

increases, the ISI increases, and hence the BER performance degrades.

In Fig. 2.15, we compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems employing
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Figure 2.13: BER performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems with EGCD, where the

analytical results were evaluated based on the Poisson-approach.

respectively the MS-MVD and EGCD, when different numbers of nano-machines as shown in the

figure are supported, while all the other parameters are fixed with the values shown on the top of the

figure. From Fig. 2.15 we can have the following observations. First, for both the MS-MVD and

EGCD, the BER performance declines, as the number of nano-machines supported increases, as

the result of increased MAI. Second, MS-MVD outperforms EGCD, when Ab is relatively small.

This becomes more declared, as the number of nano-machines supported becomes smaller. In other

words, the MS-MVD is more desirable, when the number of nano-machines is lower, in particular,

if Ab is small. By contrast, when Ab is relatively big, such as higher than 105 dB for K = 4, the

BER performance achieved by EGCD becomes better than that attainable by MS-MVD. Therefore,

MS-MVD is beneficial for operation in the case that the number of molecules emitted per pulse

is relatively small, but is less effective than EGCD in MAI dominant environments. To be more

specific, when Ab is small, the system performance is dominated by the counting noise, which

depends on the transmitted signals. When EGCD is employed, the decision valuables are the sums

of the row elements of matrix DDDk,u, as seen in Fig. 2.10. These operations enhance the influence

of noise. By contrast, by selecting the largest ones from each column, the MS-MVD is capable of

efficiently mitigating the effect of noise, making it outperform the EGCD in low Ab region. On

the other side, if Ab is sufficiently high, the system performance becomes dominated by MAI. As
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Figure 2.14: BER performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems with EGCD, where the

analytical results were evaluated based on the Poisson-approach and Gaussian approach,

respectively.

the sum operation in EGCD is able to smooth the MAI but the MS-MVD is unable to, the EGCD

performs better than the MS-MVD. This observation can be further evidenced by the results with

the increase of the number of nano-machines. As shown in Fig. 2.15, for a given and low Ab

value, the gap between the BER achieved by EGCD and that by MS-MVD becomes smaller, as K

increases.

Fig. 2.16 compares the BER performance of MS-MVD with that of the EGCD with respect to

different modulation levels, namely, M = 8, 16 and 32. We can see that when the modulation

level M, i.e., the number of molecular types, increases, the BER performance achieved by both

detection schemes improves significantly. The reason behind this observation is that when M

increases, both the ISI and MAI reduce. Another observation we can attain from Fig. 2.16 is

that MS-MVD becomes more promising than EGCD, as M increases. As the curves in Fig. 2.16

show, when M = 8, both BER curves are close to each other and when Ab is relatively small, MS-

MVD is in fact outperformed by the EGCD. By contrast, when M is increased to 16 and further

to 32, the performance improvement of the MS-MVD with respect to the EGCD enhances, and the

performance gap between them becomes bigger.

Given the bit-duration Tb = 6⇥ 10�5 s and hence, the symbol-duration, Fig. 2.17 compares the
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems employ-

ing MS-MVD and EGCD, respectively.

MS-MVD with EGCD, when different values of L are considered. From the results of Fig. 2.17, we

observe that the BER performance does not monotonically improves, as the number of chips L per

symbol increases. As the results show, for both the MS-MVD and EGCD, L = 16 attains the best

BER performance over the main SNR region. The only exception is that the EGCD with L = 32

achieves the best BER performance, after the Ab is higher than about 110 dB. The reason for the

above observation is that the increase of L has two-fold of effect. First, increasing L is capable of

averaging out (smoothing) the effect of noise and ISI. However, when L increases, more molecular

pulses per symbol are transmitted and for a fixed symbol-duration, the chip-duration is reduced,

which therefore, result in the increase of ISI and MAI. The above observations and analysis imply

that for given other parameters and a detection scheme (either MS-MVD or EGCD), there is an

optimum value of L, which is capable of attaining the lowest BER.

Finally, in order to validate the model-based simulation and our analytical results, particle-

based simulation results are compared with that obtained from the model-based simulations or/and

analytical results in the following two figures. First, in Fig. 2.18, we compare the BER perfor-

mance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with MS-MVD obtained respectively from the Gaussian-

model based Monte-Carlo simulations and the particle-based simulations. In our simulations, we
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems em-

ploying respectively MS-MVD and EGCD, when different numbers of molecular types

are invoked.

assume K = 2 nano-machines with their MTS codes of aaa1 = [2, 0, 5, 6, 7, 3, 4, 1] and aaa2 =

[0, 4, 2, 1, 5, 7, 6, 3], respectively. Furthermore, since different r values are considered, as shown

in Fig. 2.18, we use Ab normalized by r3, i.e., Ab/r3, for the X-axis. This is because at the sam-

pling point of td = r2/6D, the molecular density is cb(o) = (Ab/r3)�1(2pe/3) 3
2 . Hence, for a

given value of Ab/r3, the molecular density is independent of r. In this case, furthermore, the num-

ber of received molecules by a detector with volume V is Vcb(o) = V(Ab/r3)�1(2pe/3) 3
2 , which

is also a function of Ab/r3. In other words, regardless of the distance r between the transmitter

and receiver, the received power is the same when Ab/r3 is given. Therefore, the comparison for

different r values is done under the same receive power. From the results we can observe that,

first, the BER performance degrades when increasing r, as the result of increased interference. Sec-

ond, the BER obtained from the model based simulations agrees well with that obtained from the

particle-based simulations. Furthermore, the BER results obtained from the model-based simula-

tions become closer to that obtained from the particle-based simulations, as the distance r between

transmitter and receiver increases. The reason behind is obvious. The spherical receiver (with a

radius of r = 20 nm) is modeled as a point receiver in the model based simulations, but not in

the particle-based simulations. Explicitly shown in Fig. 2.18, the approximation to a point receiver

becomes more accurate as r increases, or more precisely, as r/r increases.
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems

employing respectively MS-MVD and EGCD, when various number of chips per symbol

is considered.

In Fig. 2.19, we compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with EGCD

obtained from different approaches, including the Poisson based analytical approach, Gaussian-

based Monte-Carlo simulations and the particle-based simulations. We also assume K = 2 nano-

machines with the MTS codes of aaa1 = [2, 0, 5, 6, 7, 3, 4, 1] and aaa2 = [0, 4, 2, 1, 5, 7, 6, 3]. Note

that in the figure, the results corresponding to EGCD sim (Gaussian) fully overlap with the results

corresponding to EGCDAna (Poisson). We also compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK

DMC systems with that of the OOK DMC systems, where each of nano-machines is exclusively

supported by one type of molecules. For fair comparison, both systems are set to have the same data

rate and the same power budget. The results in Fig. 2.19 demonstrate that when the bit-duration is

Tb = 2⇥ 10�5, implying a relatively high bit rate, the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems with EGCD is better than that of the OOK DMC systems. By contrast, when the bit rate

is relatively low corresponding to Tb = 6⇥ 10�5, the OOK DMC slightly outperforms the MTS-

MoSK DMC in terms of the BER performance. The reason behind is that OOK DMC does not

experience MAI but suffers from ISI, which becomes severer as bit-duration becomes smaller or as

data rate becomes higher. By contrast, while MTS-MoSK DMC suffers from MAI, its ISI can be

much lower than OOK DMC, which becomes more noticeable as data rate increases. Hence, when

data rate is relatively high, MTS-MoSK DMC is capable of achieving better BER performance
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Figure 2.18: BER versus the number of molecules emitted per bit normalized by /r3

for the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with MS-MVD, where results were obtained from the

Gaussian-modeling Monte-Carlo simulations or the particle-based simulations.

than OOK DMC. On the other side, when data rate is low, resulting in that the ISI in OOK DMC

is insignificant, the BER performance of OOK DMC may become better than that of MTS-MoSK

DMC, as in this case the MTS-MoSK DMC may still suffer from MAI. From these observations

we may deduce that MTS-MoSK DMC is beneficial to supporting the multiple-access transmission

requiring relatively high data rate.

Additionally, the results of Fig. 2.19 show that in both MTS-MoSK DMC and OOK DMC,

the result obtained from the particle-based simulation is slightly lower than that obtained from

the Poisson-based analysis or Monte-Carlo simulation. The reason is that in the Poisson-based

analysis or Monte-Carlo simulation, the molecular density within the observation space is assumed

to be uniform. However, in the particle-based simulation, the molecules within the observation

space is non-uniform distributed, which results in a slight difference from the uniform distribution

based analysis/simulation. Again, we can deduce that the order of difference is depended on the

distance between transmitter and receiver relative to the size of the observation space, i.e., on the

ratio of r/r. Provided that this ratio is sufficiently big, such as� 10, the model based Monte-

Carlo simulations, which approximate receiver as a point, can be confidently employed for the
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of the BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems with EGCD and that of OOK-DMC systems, where analytical results were eval-

uated based on the Poisson-approach and simulation results were obtained from Monte-

Carlo and particle-based methods, respectively.

performance estimation/prediction of DMC systems, as evidenced by both Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19.

2.2.7 Conclusions

In order for DMC to support multiple access communications, a MTS-MoSK DMC scheme has

been proposed. Correspondingly, two low-complexity detection approaches, namely MS-MVD

and EGCD, have been proposed. It is shown that both detection approaches are not dependent on

thresholds for detection, which are beneficial for implementation, as threshold in DMC is usually

difficult to set, due to the transmission-relied noise and strong ISI. In this section, the error per-

formance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems has been investigated based on both analytical results and

simulations. It can be shown that the analytical results are valid. Against the conventional radio-

based communications where EGCD always outperforms MS-MVD, our studies demonstrate that

in a DMC system supporting a small number of nano-machines relative to L, MS-MVD usually

outperforms EGCD at relatively low SNR. When the SNR is high, MS-MVD may be outperformed

by EGCD. By contrast, when a DMC system supports a big number of nano-machines relative to

L, the BER performance achieved by both MS-MVD and EGCD is close to each other, although

MS-MVD may slightly outperform (or be outperformed by) EGCD, depending on the SNR region
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observed. In terms of the impact of modulation order, it is shown that the error performance im-

proves, as the modulation order M increases. Furthermore, it is shown that for a given number of

molecules released per symbol and a given number of nano-machines supported, there is an opti-

mum value for L, which results in the best error performance. Our future research will consider

the design of promising MTS codes for MTS-MoSK DMC systems, as well as the low-complexity

detection schemes with MAI cancellation capability, in order to enhance the DMC reliability and/or

support more nano-machines.



Chapter3
Interference Cancellation in
Type-Spread Molecular Shift Keying
Multiple-Access Systems

In the last chapter, we proposed a MTS-MoSK scheme to support multiple-access in DMC, where

several NMs are able to communicate with one AP simultaneously via a common DMC channel.

However, multiple-access DMC systems suffer from severe Multiple-Access Interference (MAI)

and ISI, which should be effectively mitigated at receiver in order to achieve acceptable perfor-

mance. In this chapter, built on two fundamental single-user detection schemes, namely Thresh-

old assisted Majority Vote Detection (TMVD) and Equal Gain Combination Detection (EGCD),

we first propose three low-complexity interference cancellation schemes, which are the TMVD-

assisted Iterative Interference Cancellation (TMVD-IIC), TMVD-based Minimum-Distance De-

coding assisted Interference Cancellation (TMVD-MDDIC) and the EGCD-assisted N-order It-

erative Interference Cancellation (EGCD-NIIC), for operation in the MTS-MoSK DMC systems.

Then, following the principle of maximum likelihood detection, we propose a Simplified Approxi-

mate Maximum Likelihood (SAML) detection scheme.

3.1 Introduction

FollowingMoore’s law, nano-machines have been becoming smaller and smaller. In practice, nano-

machines may find different applications, especially, in biology and healthcare. In literature, there

are many novel researches on the health monitor and disease treatment that rely on the imple-

mentation of nano-machines [87–89]. However, the manufacture capability of nano-machines puts

constraints on the computation or tasks that a nano-machine is able to accomplish [90]. Due to

this kind of constraints, Internet of Nano-Machines (IoNM) needs to be constructed to allow var-
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ious nano-machines to cooperate via information exchange, so as to complete complex tasks. As

an efficient communication technique for IoNM, Molecular Communication (MC) has a range of

advantages, including energy saving, biocompatibility, small size, etc. [12, 13, 91]. However, to

implement the IoNM that relies on MC, a critical issue is how multiple nano-machines transmit

information simultaneously with high-efficiency. For example, in a molecular sensor network,

because of limited storage space and computation capability of individual nano-sensors, the ob-

servations attained by individual sensors need to be sent to a processing center for fusion. In this

network, it is highly challenging for the multiple nano-sensors to propagate their sensed informa-

tion to the processing center, reliably and efficiently. Even so, to our knowledge, multiple-access

MC (MAMC) has received insufficient attention in the MC research communities.

Following the principles of multiple-access wireless communications, some multiple-access

schemes have been considered in Diffusion-based Molecular Communication (DMC). More specif-

ically, Molecular Division Multiple-Access (MDMA) proposed by [?, 16] straightforwardly allo-

cates one or groups of unique molecules to individual nano-machine. In this way, simultaneous

transmissions of different nano-machines can be implemented in one sharing medium without in-

terference imposed on or suffered from each other. [51, 74] proposed the Molecular Code-Division

Multiple-Access (MCDMA), which assigns individual nano-machines unique signature codes for

them to implement simultaneous transmission to a common receiver, where the signature codes are

used to distinguish the information sent by different nano-machines. In [52–54], Molecular Time-

Division Multiple-Access (MTDMA) was introduced to support multiple nano-machines commu-

nicating with a common receiver. In MTDMA DMC systems, different time slots are assigned

to different nano-machines for them to send information so as to mitigate the inter-user interfer-

ence. Because the molecular concentration impulse received is significantly sensitive to the trans-

mission distance in DMC, [50] and [49] proposed the Molecular Space Division Multiple-Access

(MSDMA) to distinguish nano-transmitters via their distances from the receiver. Furthermore, the

authors of [75, 92–95] proposed the Molecule Division Multiple Access (MDMA), where individ-

ual nano-transmitters use unique types of molecules to build orthogonal channels for information

transmission to a common receiver.

Due to the diffusive properties of DMC, multiple-access DMC (MA-DMC) usually experiences

various types of interference, especially, Multiple-Access Interference (MAI). Furthermore, due to

the slow process of Brownian motion, interference, especially MAI, in MA-DMC systems is likely

to be severe. Hence, the designs of multiple-access schemes and transceivers are highly important

in mitigating the interference in MA-DMC systems. In literature, there are some works having

proposed and investigated the detection schemes for MA-DMC systems [49, 51, 52, 75]. Specif-

ically, considering the MCDMA with On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation, a chip-threshold-based

detection scheme was developed in [51], where an adaptive threshold is set according to the con-

centration values measured with the previous chips around the receiver. For the MoTDMA with

Molecular Shift Keying (MoSK) [52], the authors adopted the detection approach presented in [61],
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which is also a threshold-based detection scheme. As this MoTDMA scheme employs two types

of molecules to transmit binary data, the detector uses the observation of one type of molecules as

the decision variable, while the observation of the other type of molecules is used as the adaptive

threshold for the decision-making in each signal interval. For the MSDMA systems in [49], the ex-

pected shapes of the received molecular pulses corresponding to all the possible transmission cases

are estimated, which are then compared respectively with the observation samples to achieve In-

formation detection. Finally, in [75], different types of molecules were straightforwardly exploited

for distinguishing the transmissions by different nano-machines.

Inspired by the Fast Frequency-HoppingM-ary Frequency Shift Keying (FFH-MFSK) scheme [76,

77] in the conventional wireless communications, we have proposed a Molecular Type Spread as-

sisted Molecular Shift Keying (MTS-MoSK) scheme to support MA-DMC in [96]. In this MTS-

MoSK DMC scheme, different nano-machines are assigned with unique address codes, which are

used to implement molecular type hopping at transmitter and assist signal detection at receiver.

For signal detection, in [96], two low-complexity single-use detection schemes have been studied,

which are the Threshold assisted Majority Vote Detector (TMVD) and Equal Gain Combining De-

tector (EGCD). Although these detection approaches have low complexity. However, due to the

severe interference existing in the MTS-MoSK systems, as above-mentioned, the MTS-MoSK sys-

tems with these detectors can only support a low number of nano-machines. Otherwise, the error

performance of MTS-MoSK systems will be very poor. To enable a MTS-MoSK system to simulta-

neously support a relatively high number of nano-machines while attaining practically meaningful

reliability, in this chapter, we focus on the MAI mitigation by proposing and comparing a range of

interference mitigation schemes for the MTS-MoSK systems. Specifically, four MAI cancellation

schemes are proposed, which are the Minimum-Distance Decoding based Interference Cancellation

(MDDIC), TMVD-assisted Iterative Interference Cancellation (TMVD-IIC), the EGCD-assisted

N-order Iterative Interference Cancellation (EGCD-NIIC) and the EGC-based Interference Miti-

gation (EGC-IM). We investigate their achievable performance and compare it with that obtained

by the TMVD or EGCD. Furthermore, as another bench-marker, we propose a Simplified Approx-

imate Maximum Likelihood (SAML) detection scheme, which has high complexity, to compare

it with the interference cancellation assisted detection schemes. Furthermore, we demonstrate the

impact of different parameters on the error performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems. In par-

ticular, we show the effect of the thresholds in the TMVD-MDDIC and TMVD-IIC schemes, the

number of nano-machines participated in the interference cancellation in the EGCD-NIIC scheme,

and the number of entries erased from each row in the EGC-IM scheme. Additionally, we analyze

the complexities of all the detection schemes considered and show their performance-complexity

trade-off.

The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows.

• MTS-MoSK assisted MA-DMC systems with various detection schemes are introduced, in-
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vestigated and compared, to show the feasibility for supporting multiple-access communica-

tions in DMC environments.

• Four detection schemes havingMAImitigation capability are proposed, which are the TMVD-

MDDIC, TMVD-IIC, EGCD-NIIC, EGC-IM and SAML. Among these five detection schemes,

the TMVD-MDDIC, TMVD-IIC, EGCD-NIIC, and EGC-IM detection schemes rely on in-

terference cancellation to mitigate MAI, while the SAML implements information detection

in the principle of ML.

• The performance of the MTS-MoSK assisted MA-DMC systems with respectively these de-

tection schemes and the TMVD and EGCD, which are the single-user detectors without

attempting MAI mitigation, is investigated and compared. The impact of the parameters

related to system design, channel, and detection schemes on system performance is compre-

hensively studied. Furthermore, the complexities of the detection schemes are analyzed to

show the trade-off between complexity and performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the MTS-MoSK

DMC system model. In Section 3.3, the principles of four MAI mitigation schemes are introduced.

Performance results are demonstrated and discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, the main conclusions

from research are summarized in Section 3.5.

3.2 System Description

The framework of our MTS-MoSK DMC system is shown in Fig. 3.1, which was firstly introduced

in Chapter 2 [96]. The specific system structure and the procedure of operations are detailed in the

following subsections.

3.2.1 Description of Transmitter and Channel Model

We assume that M types of information molecules are employed to support K  M nano-machines

to exchange information with a common access point (AP). The nano-machines and AP are static

and their positions do not vary during a communication session. For simplicity, each nano-machine

is assumed to have a similar distance from the AP. Note that, this can be a practical case in molecular

sensor network (MSN). For example, several sensors monitoring an event may be arranged to have

a similar distance from a fusion center, where the sensors upload their sensed data. In Fig. 3.1,

the transmission of several bits of binary data from one nano-machine is demonstrated as the upper

half of the figure. We assume that each nano-machine uses M types of molecules to transmit

information in the form of M-ary symbols. Hence, each nano-machine can send b = log2 M bits

information per symbol. The symbol-duration is represented as Ts, which is divided into L =

Ts/Th chips. Each chip takes up Th = Ts/L seconds, referred to as chip-duration. In our system
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Figure 3.1: System diagram demonstrating the procedures of the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems.

model, we also assume that the K nano-machines implement synchronous transmission at chip

level. In practice, AP can send periodic pilot signals to the nano-machines for them to synchronize

their transmissions. As Fig. 3.1 shows, at the beginning of a Ts-second symbol-duration, b bits

of binary data to be transmitted by the kth nano-machine is mapped to a M-ary symbol, which is

expressed as Xk 2 {0, 1, . . . ,M � 1}. Then, the M-ary symbol Xk is signed by the molecular

type spreading (MTS) code of the kth nano-machine. The kth nano-machine’s MTS code can be

expressed as aaak = [a(0)k , a(1)k , . . . , a(L�1)k ], k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, a(i)k 2 [0,M � 1]. The signature

operation in Fig. 3.1 can be expressed as

mmmk =[m(0)
k ,m(1)

k , . . . ,m(L�1)
k ]

=Xk · 111(1⇥L) � aaak

=[Xk � a(0)k ,Xk � a(1)k , . . . ,Xk � a(L�1)k ],

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.1)

where 111(1⇥L) is a row vector of L ones, which is used to extend the symbol Xk to a row vector

with L elements of all being Xk, � is the addition operation in the Galois field GF (M) [83]. The

elements ofmmmk are the symbols signed by the MTS code at chip scale and they are the integer values

in [0,M� 1]. After the signature operation, the MoSK modulation block in Fig. 3.1 controls the

emission of the corresponding M types of molecules according to the values in mmmk over the L

chip-durations.

To explain the transmission process more clearly, let us assume a MTS-MoSK DMC system,

which employs M = 8 types of molecules and L = 6 chips per symbol to support the information

transmission of two nano-machines to an AP. Two MTS codes of aaa1 = [4, 3, 7, 6, 2, 5] and aaa2 =

[2, 0, 1, 6, 4, 7] are assigned to the two nano-machines, respectively. Data symbols to be transmitted

by two nano-machines are assumed to be X1 = 5 and X2 = 3. Then, X1 and X2 are extended to

the L-length row vectors of X1 ·111(1⇥L) = [5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5] and X2 ·111(1⇥L) = [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3], respec-
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tively. Then, these two row vectors execute the addition operation in Galois field GF(8)with aaa1 and

aaa2, yieldingmmm1 = X1 ·111(1⇥L)� aaa1 = [1, 6, 2, 3, 7, 0] andmmm2 = X2 ·111(1⇥L)� aaa2 = [1, 3, 2, 5, 7, 4],

respectively, where every element value corresponds to a type of molecules to be emitted within its

chip-duration. Note that, the red elements in mmm1 and mmm2 indicate that the transmissions from two

nano-machines generate collisions, which results in MAI, because the two nano-machines emit the

same type of molecules during the same chip duration.

Assume that the MTS-MoSK DMC system employs the M types of isomer molecules, which

have similar physical properties, including a similar diffusion coefficient expressed by D, when

diffusing in a fluid medium [84]. After the MoSK modulation, a type of molecules are emitted

at the beginning of a chip duration. Then, the concentration of this type of molecules around the

receiver AP will start arising from the beginning of this chip-duration. We assume that within the

lth chip duration of the uth symbol-duration, the qth type of molecules is activated for transmission

by the kth nano-machine. According to Fick’s second law [42, 69], the concentration observed at

the AP varies with time t as

c(u,l)k,q (t) =
A

[4pD (t� uTs � lTh)]3/2

⇥ exp
✓

�r2

4D (t� uTs � lTh)

◆
,

t � (uL+ l) Th; u = 0, 1, . . . ; l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1 (3.2)

where r is the transmission distance from the kth nano-machine to AP and A is the total number of

molecules emitted per pulse.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between the expectation of concentration predicated by Fick’s

law of (3.2) and the average concentration obtained from 1000 particle-based simulations,

when assuming that an impulse of 10000 molecules is emitted at t = 0.
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Fig. 3.2 shows a molecular pulse of concentration generated, when an impulse of A = 10000

molecules is emitted at t = 0. The smooth curve is computed from (3.2) of Fick’s diffusion

law. The vibrating curve is the average concentration obtained from 1000 realizations. Explicitly,

the estimated concentration agrees well with the concentration predicted by Fick’s law of (3.2).

However, the estimated concentration slightly fluctuates around the theoretical expectation, which

is because of the random noise generated by the Brownian motion of molecules and the limited 1000

realizations. Note that, according to [66], in DMC, we usually treat the expected concentration of

(3.2) as the ideal signal, while the expected concentration plus the random noise generated by

Brownian motion is the actual observation at receiver.

According to the properties of the free diffusion phenomenon, it can be easily deduced that

there are three kinds of interference in the multiple access DMC systems, including the MTS-

MoSK DMC system considered in this chapter. First, as mentioned in many references [30, 58],

the molecules of a given type generated for transmitting previous symbols may overlap with that

for the later symbols, generating ISI. Second, the random Brownian motion of molecules results in

background noise, which is also referred to as counting noise [22]. Third, as in the MTS-MoSK

DMC system, when a desired nano-machine transmits the type-m molecules at a chip duration,

the other nano-machines may also transmit this type of molecules at the same time, which inter-

feres with the desired nano-machine. Furthermore, the mth type of molecules transmitted in the

previous chip durations by the other nano-machines also interfere the desired nano-machine in the

considered chip-duration. These kinds of interference resulted from the multiple nano-machines’

transmissions are referred as MAI. Therefore, to achieve reliable communication in the multiple

access DMC systems, the detection scheme must be carefully designed, so that the effect from the

various kinds of interference can be minimized. In this chapter, our focus is on the design of the

effective interference cancellation schemes, which will be detailed in the forthcoming discourses.

3.2.2 Observations Obtained by Receiver

As Fig. 3.2 shows, when emitting an impulse of molecules at the beginning of a chip, the expected

peak of concentration is an appropriate sampling point for the receiver at AP to obtain observations.

From (3.2), we can derive that this peak point occurs at td = r2/(6D). Assume that in our MTS-

MoSK DMC system, the chip-duration is sufficiently long, so that the extreme point happens within

one chip-duration, i.e., Th > td. Then, the sampled observation within the lth chip-duration of the

uth symbol can be expressed as

rq,l(u) =rq(t = uTs + lTh + td),

l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1; u = 0, 1, . . . ;

q = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 (3.3)
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When the Brownian motion generated noise, ISI and MAI, as discussed previously, are taken into

account, it can be shown that rq,l(u) can be expressed as

rq,l(u) =
K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q(iTh + td)

+ nq(uTs + lTh + td)

=
K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i) + nq,l (u) (3.4)

where I represents the ISI length in chip-durations, and `ik,q makes a logical decision, equating

to ‘1’, when the kth nano-machine emits the type-q molecules to transmit information within the

ith chip-duration, and otherwise, is ‘0’. In (3.4), ck,q (i), i.e., ck,q(iTh + td), is the expected

concentration of the type-q molecules sampled at t = iTh + td, if this type of molecules was

emitted at t = 0, which is given by (3.2) with t = iTh + td. It can be conceived from (3.4) that

only the term with i = 0 contributes the desired observation for the current chip, while all the other

terms with i 6= 0 impose interference. Finally, nq,l (u) in (3.4) represents the background noise

resulted from the diffusion of the type-q molecules, which can be approximated as a Gaussian

distribution [58], with the probability density function (PDF) expressed as

nq,l (u) ⇠ N

 
0,

1
V

K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i)

!
(3.5)

where V is the volume of the detection sphere that the AP uses for sensing information particles.

As shown in (3.5), the variance of noise is depended on the amplitude of signal, which explains that

noise is introduced whenever a signal is transmitted. The higher power of transmitted signal results

in the higher power of noise.

3.3 Signal Detection and MAI cancellation in MTS-MoSK DMC Sys-
tems

According to the indexes shown in (3.3), it can be inferred that there are in total ML observations

sampled by the receiver at AP in every symbol-duration. In order to describe the principles of the

detection and MAI mitigation schemes, the observations in one symbol duration are arranged to

form a matrix RRRu, expressed as

RRRu =

2

666666666664

r1,1(u) r1,2(u) · · · r1,l(u) · · · r1,L(u)

r2,1(u) r2,2(u) · · · r2,l(u) · · · r2,L(u)
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

rq,1(u) rq,2(u) · · · rq,l(u) · · · rq,L(u)
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...

rM,1(u) rM,2(u) · · · rM,l(u) · · · rM,L(u)

3

777777777775

(3.6)
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where M rows correspond to the M molecular types representing the M possibly transmitted sym-

bols, and L columns correspond to the L chips of a symbol-duration. The (q, l)th element of RRRu is

rq,l(u) given by (3.4).

Having obtained the observation matrix RRRu, below we introduce two fundamental detection

schemes and four MAI cancellation algorithms for signal detection in MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems. More specifically, the first one, inspired by a conventional single-user noncoherent detection

scheme in radio communication [97], implements the threshold filtering before the majority vote as-

sisted detection, which is named as TMVD. The second one is the proposed TMVD-MDDIC, which

implements the minimum-distance decoding assisted interference cancellation followed by TMVD.

The third one carries out the iterative interference cancellation after the fundamental TMVD, which

is referred to as TMVD-IIC [98]. The forth one is the conventional equal-gain combining assisted

detection (EGCD) [78], based on which the final one iteratively implements the EGCD and the

N-order interference cancellation, which is referred to as NIIC-EGCD for convenience [99]. The

last detection scheme is based on the maximum likelihood (ML) principle, which is a common and

optimum signal processing method in wireless communications.

3.3.1 Threshold-Assisted Majority Vote Detection
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Figure 3.3: An example to explain the TMVD for the MTS-MoSK DMC system support-

ing K = 4 nano-machines and employing M = 8 molecular types to transmit one symbol

using L = 4 chips.

The detection principle of TMVD can be well explained using the example as shown in Fig. 3.3.

In detail, the TMVD executes the following operations.

1) Based on the observation matrix RRRu, the TMVD inspects each of the elements against a preset
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threshold, which can be expressed as

Th = aCh(0) (3.7)

where a > 0 is a scaling factor and Ch(0) is the expected peak concentration, as shown in

Fig. 3.2. The output of this procedure is a threshold-filtered matrix denoted by RRRT, as shown

in Fig. 3.3, which contains the elements of ‘0’ or ‘1’, or ‘empty’ and ‘mark’. Specifically, if

an element in RRRu is larger than Th, the corresponding element in RRRT is set to ‘1’, representing

that the element is marked. It is regarded as that this entry is activated by one or several nano-

machines. By contrast, if an element in RRRu is less than Th, the corresponding element in RRRT is

set to ‘0’, meaning that the receiver believes that no signal was transmitted by nano-machines

in this entry.

2) The threshold-filtered matrix RRRT is de-spread respectively by invoking the MTS signature codes

of the K nano-machines, yielding K de-spread matrices, denoted by DDD1,DDD2, . . . ,DDDK. Specifi-

cally, based on the subtraction operation in the Galois field GF(M), the (q, l) th element r(q, l)

in RRRT is shifted to the location (q ak(l), l) in DDDk, i.e.,

d(k)((q ak(l), l)) = r(q, l), q = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1;

l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.8)

As shown in Fig. 3.3, after de-spreading, we obtain DDD1,DDD2,DDD3, and DDD4.

3) Finally, based on the de-spread matricesDDD1,DDD2, . . . ,DDDK, the decisions are made in the principle

of majority votes, rendering the index of the row having the maximum number of 1s as the value

of the transmitted symbol. Hence, with regard to the example shown in Fig. 3.3, the detected

symbols are X̂1 2 {7}, X̂2 2 {4 or 5}, X̂3 2 {2}, X̂4 2 {3}, respectively. As shown in

Fig. 3.3 , DDD1,DDD3 and DDD4 each has just one majority row, which gives no confusive decision.

By contrast, DDD2 has two majority rows, the TMVD has to choose randomly one of them as the

detected symbol, which results in a symbol error probability of 0.5, even when the transmitted

symbol was indeed 4 or 5.

Therefore, even when the channel is free of noise, TMVD may make erroneous detection be-

cause of the existence of the various interference as previously analyzed. In order to improve

the detection performance, below we introduce the MAI-mitigation assisted detection schemes for

MTS-MoSK DMC systems.

3.3.2 Minimum Distance Decoding Assisted Interference Cancellation (MDDIC)

The MDDIC algorithm is proposed to mitigate the interference experienced by TMVD by essen-

tially examining the Hamming distance between the threshold-filtered observation matrix RRRT and a

range of constructed matrices based on the candidate symbols in detection. MDDIC is carried out
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the TMVD-MDDIC for the MTS-MoSK DMC systems.
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after TMVD obtains the candidate symbols for the K nano-machines. In detail, MDDIC first lists

all the possible combinations of the candidate symbols of the K nano-machines. Then, for each

combination, the candidate symbols are spread by invoking the K nano-machines’ MTS codes. In

this way, a number of constructed matrices in the structure of RRRT can be obtained. Finally, the sim-

ilarity between any of these constructed matrices and the threshold-filtered observation matrix RRRT

is measured. On the basis of their Hamming distances, the combination giving the minimum dis-

tance from the threshold-filtered observation matrix RRRT is selected, whose corresponding candidate

symbols yield the finally detected symbols for the K nano-machines.

In detail, the principle of MDDIC can be understood with the aid of Fig 3.4 as follows.

1) TMVD as described in Section 3.3.1 is first carried out to generate the de-spread matrices

DDD1,DDD2,DDD3 and DDD4, as shown in Fig 3.4. When only the full rows are considered, the can-

didate symbols are X̂1 2 {7}, X̂2 2 {4, 5}, X̂3 2 {2} and X̂4 2 {3}. We can see that there are

two candidate symbols for nano-machine 2.

2) All the combinations formed by the candidate symbols of K nano-machines are listed. For the

example of Fig 3.4, the two combinations of candidate symbols are {X̂1 = 7, X̂2 = 4, X̂3 =

2, X̂4 = 3} and {X̂1 = 7, X̂2 = 5, X̂3 = 2, X̂4 = 3}. Then, for each combination, the

candidate symbols are respectively spread by invoking the corresponding MTS codes of the

K = 4 nano-machines. As shown in Fig 3.4, after spreading the symbol of {X̂1 = 7, X̂2 =

4, X̂3 = 2, X̂4 = 3}, we obtain the matrices {EEE11,EEE12,EEE13,EEE14}. Similarly, for the combination

{X̂1 = 7, X̂2 = 5, X̂3 = 2, X̂4 = 3}, we have {EEE21,EEE22,EEE23,EEE24}.

3) For each of the combinations, a matrix similar to RRRT is constructed by adding the spreading

matrices using the logical OR addition, forming the constructed observation matrix {FnFnFn} for

the n-th combination. As shown in Fig 3.4, we have FFF1 = EEE11 [ EEE12 [ EEE13 [ EEE14 and FFF2 =

EEE21 [ EEE22 [ EEE23 [ EEE24.

4) The final step of MDDIC is to compare the constructed observation matrices {FFFn} with the

threshold-filtered observation matrix RTRTRT to select the combination yielding the minimum Ham-

ming distance from RRRT. Correspondingly, the candidate symbols included in the selected com-

bination represent the final decisions for the K symbols of the K nano-machines. Specifically

for the example in Fig 3.4, we find that the distance between FFF1 and RRRT is 0, while that between

FFF2 and RRRT is 2. Therefore, the first combination is finally selected, which gives the correctly

detected symbols X̂1 = 7, X̂2 = 4, X̂3 = 2, X̂4 = 3.

In summary, the algorithm of TMVD-MDDIC is stated in Algorithm 1.

It can be inferred from above that MDDIC is efficient to cancel MAI and improve the detection

performance. More performance improvement is possible when more candidate symbols are tested.

However, the computation and complexity may become dramatically high, when the number of

candidate symbols is big and when the number of nano-machines supported is high.
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Algorithm 1Minimum Distance Decoding assisted Interference Cancellation (MDDIC)
Input: Observation matrix RRRu.

Output: Symbols transmitted by K nano-machines within the uth symbol duration, expressed as

X̂XX(u).

1. TMVD: Execute TMVD as stated in Section 3.3.1 based on RRRu to generate the threshold-

filtered matrix RRRT and the de-spread matrices {DDDk}. The row indices of each de-spread

matrix DDDk with the maximum number of activated entries are classified as the candidate

symbols. The candidate symbols of kth nano-machine are collected to X̂XXk.

2. Combinations of candidate symbols: Pick one element from each nano-machine’s

candidate symbol set X̂XXk to form all the possible combinations expressed as

PPP1,PPP2, . . . ,PPPn, . . . ,PPPN , where N is the number of possible combinations and PPPn =

{X̂n1, X̂n2, . . . , X̂nK}.

3. MDDIC:
For i = 1, 2, . . . ,N, execute the following steps:

(a) Initialization: The matrices EEEik are set as (M⇥ L) all zero matrices.

(b) The candidate symbols of a combination PPPi are respectively re-spread by invoking the

corresponding MTS codes and then stored into the matrices EEEik. The operation can be

expressed as eik
�
X̂1k � ak(l), l

�
= 1, where eik(m, l) is the (m, l)th element in EEEik.

(c) EEEik are added based on the logical OR addition, giving FFFi = EEEi1 [ EEEi2 [ . . . [ EEEiK.

(d) Find the Hamming distance between RRRT and FFFi as Hi = L0(RRRT � FFFi), where L0 (AAA)

returns the number of nonzero elements of AAA.

End For

4. Find the PPPn yielding the minimum Hamming distance, which is expressed as n =

argminn{H1,H2, . . . ,HN}.

5. Output: X̂XX(u) = PPPn.
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3.3.3 TMVD-based Iterative Interference Cancellation (TMVD-IIC)

Since the MDDIC-assisted detector demands a high computation, when a MTS-MoSK system sup-

ports a large number of nano-machines, an IIC algorithm is proposed based on TMVD, so as to

attain a good trade-off between complexity and reliability. This detector is referred to as the

TMVD-IIC. Its operation principle is detailed as Algorithm 2 associated with the explanation as

follow.

The principle of the TMVD-IIC can be explained with the aid of the example shown in Fig. 3.5.

As Fig. 3.5 demonstrates, after the initial stage of TMVD, the transmitted symbols of three nano-

machines, namely k = 1, 3, 4, can be detected as X̂1 = 7, X̂3 = 2 and X̂4 = 3, because their de-

spread matricesDDD1,DDD3,DDD4 all have only one majority row. By contrast, the 2nd nano-machine has

two candidate symbols {4, 5}. Therefore, during the IIC stage, the three re-spreading matrices of

the nano-machines 1, 3 and 4, namely EEE1,EEE3,EEE4, are added in logical OR, yielding the interference

matrix RRRI . Then, according to the interference matrix RRRI , the received matrix RRRT is updated to

RRR(1) by operating the interference cancellation, which removes the elements in RRRT according to

the marked elements in RRRI . Finally, the detector de-spreads the updated matrix RRR(1) using the 2nd

nano-machine’s MTS code aaa2 = [7, 1, 5, 0], yielding the new de-spread matrix DDD(1)
2 . Based on

DDD(1)
2 , the symbol transmitted by the 2nd nano-machine can be detected, which is X̂2 = 4, yielding

the correct detection.

From the above description, we can infer that the TMVD-IIC algorithm is capable of improving

the error performance of TMVD. It can be shown that the complexity of TMVD-IIC only increases

linearly with the number of nano-machines supported.

3.3.4 Equal-Gain Combining Detection (EGCD)

When the EGCD is employed, the detector first carries out de-spreading on RRRu in the context of

each nano-machine, generating the de-spread matrix DDDk,u for the kth nano-machine. Specifically,

the de-spreading process shifts the elements in RRRu according to the rule of

d(k)(q ak(l),l)
(u) = rq,l(u), q = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1;

l = 0, 1, . . . , L� 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.9)

where  represents the subtraction in GF(M). Eq.(3.9) means that, after the de-spreading, the

(q, l)th element rq,l(u) in RRRu is shifted to the location of (q ak(l), l) in DDDk,u.

Based on the de-spread matrix DDDk,u, the detector executes the equal-gain combining (EGC) to

form M decision variables for the kth nano-machine as

Z(k)
q (u) =

L�1

Â
l=0

d(k)(q,l)(u), q =0, 1, . . . ,M� 1;

k =1, 2, . . . ,K (3.10)
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Figure 3.5: Example to illustrate the operations of TMVD-IIC.
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Algorithm 2 TMVD-based Iterative Interference Cancellation (TMVD-IIC)
Input: Observation matrix RRRu.

Output: Symbols transmitted by K nano-machines within the uth symbol duration X̂XX(u).

1. Execute TMVD to generate the de-spread matricesDDD1, . . . ,DDDK corresponding to the individ-

ual nano-machines. In each of the de-spread matrices, the rows with the maximum number

of entries are identified, whose indices represent the candidate symbols.

2. If a detection matrix contains only one majority row, the detector directly makes the decision

to provide an estimate to the transmitted symbol in the principle of TMVD.

Else: If detection matrix contains more than one majority row, the decision on the transmitted

symbol is delayed to the later stages of the IIC, as explained below.

3. Initialization: RRR(0) = RTRTRT.

4. For j = 1, 2, . . ., execute:

a) The symbols detected by the nano-machines unambiguously at the (j� 1)th iteration are

respectively spreaded using the MTS codes of the nano-machines to form the re-spreading

matrices.

b) These re-spreading matrices are added element-by-element in logical OR to generate an

interference matrix RRRI .

c) The received matrix RRR(j�1) is then updated to RRR(j) by erasing the elements in RRR(j�1) that

have the same locations as those non-empty elements in the interference matrix RRRI .

d) For each of the nano-machines whose transmitted symbols have not been detected, a

new de-spread matrix as DDD(j)
k is formed by de-spreading the updated matrix RRR(j) using

the nano-machine’s MTS code. The majority rows of these de-spread matrices are then

identified.

If there are detection matrices without ambiguous rows, the decisions are made to provide

the detected symbols.

Else if there are no further symbols detected at the jth iteration or the maximum number

of iterations is reached, randomly select a row as the detected symbol. Then, iteration

Stops.

Else: the detections for those nano-machines with ambiguous rows are left to the (j+ 1)th

iteration.

End For
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Finally, the largest decision variable in {Z(k)
0 (u),Z(k)

1 (u), . . . ,Z(k)
M�1(u)} is selected and its sub-

script represents the estimate to the symbol transmitted by the kth nano-machine. This decision

making can be expressed as

X̂k(u) = argmax
q

{Z(k)
q (u)}, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.11)

When there is severe MAI in the MTS-MoSK DMC system, the EGCD’s performance may

be poor. In this case, MAI mitigation technique may be introduced to enhance the performance at

relatively practical complexity. Let us now consider a NIIC algorithm for the purpose.

3.3.5 EGCD-assisted N-order Iterative Interference Cancellation (EGCD-NIIC)

EGCD-NIIC tries to detect the transmitted symbols of K nano-machines in the order from the most

reliable one to the least reliable one by carrying out EGCD and NIIC iteratively. Once a symbol of a

nano-machine is detected, the detector attempts to remove its effect on the following detections via

interference cancellation. Hence, in EGCD-NIIC, efficiently measuring the reliabilities of the sym-

bols to be detected is critical. In this chapter, a simple but efficient reliability measurement approach

is introduced by making use of the decision variables inZZZ(k) =
n
Z(k)
0 (u),Z(k)

1 (u), . . . ,Z(k)
M�1(u)

o

obtained by EGCD, which can be expressed as [100]

E(k) =
max2{ZZZ(k)}

max1{ZZZ(k)}
, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.12)

wheremax1{ZZZ(k)} chooses the maximum of the decision variables in {Z(k)
0 (u),Z(k)

1 (u), . . . ,

Z(k)
M�1(u)}, whilemax2{ZZZ(k)} selects the second maximum from them. The nano-machine with a

lower value of E(k) is rendered to be more reliable, as the result that the decision variable matching

to the transmitted symbol has a significant difference from the other decision variables not matching

to the transmitted symbol.

In detail, the EGCD-NIIC detector can be described as Algorithm 3.

From Algorithm 3 we know that EGCD-NIIC algorithm only attempts to mitigate the interfer-

ence imposed by the first N most reliable nano-machines, while the symbols transmitted by the

other nano-machines are detected by the conventional EGCD. Note that, for given values of K, L,

signal-to-noise ratio, transmission distance r and data rate 1/Tb, there is an optimal value for N to

result in the best error performance, as shown by our performance results in Section 3.4.

3.3.6 EGC-based Interference Mitigation (EGC-IM)

The proposed EGC-IM scheme is an enhanced single-user detection scheme. In comparison with

the conventional EGC scheme, EGC-IM requires a slightly increased computation. However, as

the results in Section 3.4 illustrate, it has the potential to mitigate the MAI and ISI existing in
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Algorithm 3 EGCD-assisted N-order Iterative Interference Cancellation (EGCD-NIIC)
Input: Observation matrix RRRu, Number of iterations: N (N < K).

Output: Detected symbols transmitted by K nano-machines within the uth symbol duration X̂XX(u).

Initialization: RRR(0) = RRRu.

For j = 1, 2, . . . ,N, execute:

1. Corresponding to the (K � j + 1) undetected nano-machines, their de-spread matrices

DDD(1)
j ,DDD(2)

j , . . . ,DDD(K�j+1)
j are generated by applying their MTS codes, as done in (3.9).

2. Apply the EGC rule to these de-spread matrices, as shown in (3.10), yielding the M-length

decision variable vectors ZZZ(1),ZZZ(2), . . . ,ZZZ(K�j+1).

3. Using (3.12) to measure the reliabilities for detecting these nano-machines, yielding

E(1)
j , E(2)

j , . . . , E(K�j+1)
j .

4. Find the most reliable nano-machine from the (K � j + 1) undetected nano-machines, ex-

pressed as

k̃ = argmin
k

{E(1)
j , E(2)

j , . . . , E(k)
j , . . . , E(K�j+1)

j }

5. The symbol transmitted by the most reliable nano-machine k̃ is detected as the index of the

maximum decision variable in ZZZ(k̃). The detected symbol is expressed as X̂k̃.

6. Interference cancellation: the detector erases the (X̂k̃ � ak̃(l), l)th, l = 1, 2, . . . , L, elements

in RRR(j�1) to update RRR(j�1) to RRR(j), if these elements in RRR(j�1) are not empty.

End For
Completion: Symbols transmitted by the remaining K � N nano-machines are detected using

RRR(N+1) based on the conventional EGCD, as introduced in Section 3.3.4. Then, detection Stops.

our MTS-MoSK system and hence, achieves performance improvement when compared with the

conventional EGC scheme.

According to (3.3), within one symbol duration, we can obtain in total M ⇥ L observations,

consisting of the signals transmitted by K nano-machines during the current symbol duration, the

interference from previous symbol durations and background noise.

Having obtained the observation matrix RRRu, next, we can invoke the MTS address code aaak of

the desired nano-machine k (to be detected) to de-spread the observation matrix RRRu, same as the

operation (3.9) in conventional EGCD. Then, we generate the detection matrixDDDk,u corresponding

to nano-machine k.

It can be inferred that the elements activated by the interfering nano-machines should be ex-

pected to have higher energy than the elements containing only interference plus noise. Hence, in

the EGC-IM assisted detection, we may make use of this property to mitigate MAI. Specifically, to
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detect a nano-machine’s information, we first identify the J (J < L) largest elements in each row of

DDDk,u and substitute them with zeros. Following the above analysis, this operation will most proba-

bly remove the elements activated by the interfering nano-machines, or the elements experiencing

high interference due to ISI and MAI. This can be understood with the aid of the example shown

in Fig. 2.10 in Chapter 2. For principle, we assume that there is no ISI and one maximum element

of each row is removed. Then, we can know that all the interfering elements in rows 0, 1, 2, 4 and

6 will be removed. At the same time, the maximum of Row 5 is removed, which will reduce the

output of final combining, as shown below. However, Row 5 still has 5 elements containing the

desired signal and the symbol of nano-machine 1 can be detected free from interference.

Let the detection matrix of nano-machine k after the IM operations be expressed as DDD0k,u with

its elements as d̄(k)(q,l)(u). Then, based on DDD0k,u, EGC is implemented to form M decision variables

as

D(k)
q (u) =

L�1

Â
l=0

d̄(k)(q,l)(u), q =0, 1, . . . ,M� 1;

k =1, 2, . . . ,K (3.13)

for each of u = 0, 1, . . .. The last step of the EGC-IM assisted detection is to select the largest

of the M decision variables {D(k)
0 (u),D(k)

1 (u), . . . ,D(k)
M�1(u)} provided by (3.13), whose index

for q represents the detected M-ary symbol transmitted by the desired nano-machine k. This is

expressed as

X̂k(u) = argmax
q

{D(k)
q (u)}, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.14)

where D(k)
q (u) 2 {D(k)

0 (u),D(k)
1 (u), . . . ,D(k)

M�1(u)}.

Note that, as mentioned above, the erasure operation can mitigate MAI/ISI, while also reduce

the output value of the desired decision variable, yielding a trade-off between the value of J and

the achievable performance. Hence, for a given Signal-to-Noise (SNR), a given number K of nano-

machines and a given number L of chips per symbol duration, there exists an optimum value for J,

which results in the best performance, as to be demonstrated in Section 3.4.

3.3.7 Simplified Approximate Maximum Likelihood Detection

In the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with ISI, the optimum detector is a sequential detector. Let us

assume a MTS-MoSK DMC system with the ISI being (I + 1) length. Then, the detection of the

uth (u > I) symbol depends on the former IK transmitted symbols. As the MTS-MoSK DMC

system employs MoSK modulation, there are in total MIK transmission states affecting the current

symbol’s detection. Hence, when the optimum Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection is employed,

the detection complexity should be extremely high. To reduce the complexity, a simplified approx-

imate ML (SAML) detector is proposed to detect the symbols of K nano-machines. In our SAML
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detection, the previously detected symbols are assumed to be correct, which reduces the detection

complexity fromO
�
MIK� toO

�
MK�, which is explicitly only suitable for the system with a small

K value.

The SAML detector estimates the K symbols transmitted by the K nano-machines during the

uth symbol duration by maximizing the joint probability density function (pdf) of the K candidate

symbols and the received signal samples, which can be expressed as

X̂XX(u) = argmax
XXX(u)

f (RRRu,XXX(u)) (3.15)

where RRRu is the observation matrix of (3.6) and XXX(u) represents the set of K candidate symbols

of the K nano-machines possibly transmitted during the uth symbol duration. Upon applying the

Bayes rule, and the fact that the symbols transmitted by different nano-machines are independent,

we have

f (RRRu,XXX(u)) =P(XXX(u)) f (RRRu
��XXX(u))

=
K

’
k=1

P(Xk(u))
M

’
q=1

L

’
l=1

f (rq,l(u)
��XXX(u)) (3.16)

where the observations of the different types and of the different chips are also independent, when

XXX(u) is given.

To maximize the joint pdf of (3.16), it is usually more convenient to minimize the negative

logarithm of it. Thus, the SAML detector of Eq.(3.15) can be converted to

X̂XX(u) = � argmin
XXX(u)

ln

"
K

’
k=1

P(Xk(u))
M�1

’
q=0

L�1

’
l=0

f (rq,l(u)
��XXX(u))

#

= � argmin
XXX(u)

"
K

Â
k=1

ln P(Xk(u)) +
M�1

Â
q=0

L�1

Â
l=0

ln f (rq,l(u)
��XXX(u))

#
(3.17)

Furthermore, if the probability of each transmitted symbol is the same, i.e., P(Xk(u)) = 1/M,

the first term in the bracket of (3.17) is common and can be removed. Therefore, only the condi-

tional pdf (the second term) in (3.17) needs to be minimized. Consequently, the SAML detector

can be described as

X̂XX(u) = � argmin
XXX(u)

M�1

Â
q=0

L�1

Â
l=0

ln f (rq,l(u)
��XXX(u)) (3.18)

From (3.4) and (3.5), we can know that rq,l (u) follows the Gaussian distribution expressed as

rq,l(u) ⇠ N

⇣
µq,l(u), s2

q,l(u)
⌘

(3.19)

where the mean and variance are

µq,l(u) =
K

Â
k=1

min{I,uL+l}

Â
i=0

`uL+l�i
k,q ck,q (i) ;

s2
q,l(u) =

1
V
µq,l(u) (3.20)
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Explicitly, the pdf of rq,l (u) on the condition of XXX (u) can be expressed as

f (rq,l(u)
��XXX(u)) = 1q

2ps2
q,l(u)

exp

"
�
(rq,l(u)� µq,l(u))2

2s2
q,l(u)

#
(3.21)

Substituting this pdf into the objective function of (3.18), we obtain

LML(RRRu,XXX(u)) =�
M�1

Â
q=0

L�1

Â
l=0

ln f (rq,l(u)
��XXX(u))

=
1
2

M�1

Â
q=0

L�1

Â
l=0

ln
⇣
2ps2

q,l(u)
⌘

+
M�1

Â
q=0

L�1

Â
l=0

(rq,l(u)� µq,l(u))2

s2
q,l(u)

(3.22)

From the above analysis, we can see that the SAML detector has the complexity of O(Mk).

Hence, it is only practical for application, when the number of nano-machines is relatively small

and when the value of M is not big.

3.3.8 Complexity of Detection Schemes

Now we analyze the complexity of the detection schemes considered above. In order to describe

the complexity of different operations, we assume that the arithmetic operation of individual ele-

ments in a matrix has the complexity of O(1). Since some detection algorithms are joint multiuser

detectors, for convenience of comparison, the complexity is expressed in terms of K symbols si-

multaneously transmitted by K nano-machines.

Let us first analyze the complexity of TMVD. First, its threshold-based decision operation has

the complexity of O(ML), as all the (M ⇥ L) elements in RRRu need to be compared with the

threshold. Assume that after the threshold-based decision operations, there are Qa out of the ML

elements marked. Then, de-spreading these elements by invoking K MTS codes requires the total

complexity of O(KQa). Finally, the majority voting requires O(K(L� 1)M) additions to count

the numbers of entries activated in the M rows and O(K(M � 1)) comparisons to identify the

majority rows. Hence, the total complexity of TMVD is O(ML + K(Qa + ML � 1)). Having

obtained the complexity of TMVD, the TMVD-MDDIC can be analyzed as follows. For the

analysis, we assume that the numbers of candidate rows in de-spread matrices {DDD1, . . . ,DDDK} are

{Q(1)
b , . . . ,Q(K)

b }. Then, the number of possible combinations NMDD in Section 3.3.2 is NMDD =

’K
k=1 Q

(k)
b , meaning that there are NMDD iterations. In every iteration, the complexity of re-

spreading the candidate symbols is O(KL) and also, there are in total ML(K � 1) logical OR

additions for processing EEEik. To obtain the Hamming distance between RRRT and FFFi, the complex-

ity is O(2ML � 1) in an iteration. After the iterations, the complexity for the comparisons to

select the most likely combination is O(NMDD � 1). After considering all the above operations,
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Table 3.1: Complexity of Post-processing and that of Detection for various Detection

Schemes.

Detector Complexity

TMVD O(ML+ K(Qa + ML� 1))

TMVD-MDDIC O(K(Qa + ML� 1) + NMDDL(K+ MK+ M)

+ML� 1)

TMVD-IIC O(2LK2 + (Qa + ML+ L� 1)K+ ML+

(upper bond) 3L(Q(1)
b + . . .+Q(K)

b ))

EGCD O(K(2ML�M� L))

EGCD-NIIC O(NNIIC [(
2K+1�NNIIC

2 )(M2 + 2ML� 4M+

4)� 2ML+ M+ 2L� 1] + K(2ML�M� L))

SAML O(MK(L+ 3ML+ KI + 1))

the complexity of MDDIC can be found to be O(NMDDL(K + MK + M) � 1). With the com-

plexity of TMVD, the complexity of TMVD-IIC can also be straightforwardly analyzed. As the

complexity of TMVD-IIC is related to the number of symbols detected in every iteration, which

is uncertain, we instead analyze the complexity upper-bound of the TMVD-IIC. Note that, from

our simulations, we find that, typically, three iterations are sufficient. When all the candidate

rows are considered in each iteration, it can be shown that the complexity upper-bound is about

O(2LK2 + (Qa + ML + L � 1)K + ML + 3L(Q(1)
b + . . . + Q(K)

b )). However, we should note

that the real computation required is much lower than this bound, as the symbols detected in the

previous iterations are not required to be considered in the following iterations.

The complexity of EGCD can be readily derived, which is O(K(2ML�M� L)). To analyze

the complexity of EGCD-NIIC, we first calculate the complexity of the NIIC invoked. When given

NNIIC iterations for detecting the NNIIC most reliable nano-machines, according to Algorithm 3, the

complexity of each iteration can be analyzed step-by-step as follows. 1) The de-spreading invoking

(K � j + 1) nano-machines’ signature codes costs O((K � j + 1)ML) j = 1, 2, . . . ,NNIIC of

computations. 2) The complexity of EGC on the de-spread matrices is O(M(L � 1)(K � j +

1)). 3) The measurement of (K � j+ 1) nano-machines’ reliabilities requires the complexity of

O([((M � 1)(M � 2) + 1](K � j + 1)). 4) The complexity of finding the most reliable nano-

machine is O(K � j). 5) The erasure operation of the L entries activated by the most reliable

nano-machine requires the complexity ofO(L). Therefore, the total complexity of NNIIC iterations

is O(NNIIC [(
2K+1�NNIIC

2 )(M2 + 2ML� 4M+ 4) + L� 1]). Then, the detection of the symbols

sent by the rest K� NNIIC nano-machines requires O((K� NNIIC)(2ML�M� L)) calculations.

Consequently, the overall complexity of EGCD-NIIC is O(NNIIC [(
2K+1�NNIIC

2 )(M2 + 2ML �

4M+ 4)� 2ML+ M+ 2L� 1] + K(2ML�M� L)).

Finally, the complexity of SAML can be analyzed as follows. First, spreading the MK pos-
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sible combinations of symbols sent by K nano-machines requires the complexity of O(MKL).

Then, to obtain the means and variances of the received signals of all the possible combinations,

the complexity is O(MKKI), where I is the ISI length considered. Finally, the complexity for

decision-making is approximately O(MK(3ML+ 1)). Hence, the overall complexity of SAML is

O(MK(L+ 3ML+ KI + 1)).

The complexities of all the considered detection schemes are summarized in Table 3.1. Ex-

plicitly, provided that K � 3, SAML has the highest complexity followed by the TMVD-MDDIC,

whose complexity is related to NMDD = ’K
k=1 Q

(k)
b . The value of NMDD can be a big value if

the threshold in TMVD is set to be a low value. On the contrary, if the threshold in TMVD is

relatively big, NMDD can be small. In practice, the threshold should be appropriately set to make

both the false-alarm and miss probabilities sufficiently small. Subsequently, EGCD-NIIC has a

higher complexity than TMVD-IIC, as TMVD-IIC can usually complete the detection in three it-

erations. Fundamentally, TMVD has the lowest complexity followed by EGCD having a slightly

higher complexity than TMVD.

3.4 Performance Results and Discussion

In this section, the error performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with respectively the

TMVD, TMVD-IIC, MDDIC, EGCD, EGCD-NIIC and SAML is demonstrated against the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit, SNRb, in the context of some cases. The performance results were

obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulations with random data generated by statistical models. To

carry out a fair comparison between different settings, we consider the error performance against

SNRb. Following [70], SNRb is defined as the ratio between the power (number of molecules)

received from a pulse of molecules emitted for transmitting one isolated bit and the corresponding

noise power. Assume that within the observation space with a volume V, the expected concentra-

tion at the sampling time is cb(o). Then, according to [66], the number of molecules presenting in

the observation space follows the Poisson distribution with the mean and variance both given by

Vcb(o). Hence, the SNRb is

SNRb =
(Vcb(o))2

Vcb(o)
= Vcb(o). (3.23)

Based on the above definition, when given SNRb and volume V, we can obtain cb(o) from

(3.23). If the communication distance rk between a nano-machine and AP is known, according to

(3.2), the number of molecules Ab for transmitting one bit can be calculated. As in MTS-MoSK

DMC systems, each symbol conveys b = log2 M bits, the total number of molecules emitted for

transmitting one symbol is As = b⇥ Ab. On the other side, due to the introduction of MTS, the

transmission of a symbol is split into L chips to transmit L pulses of molecules. Hence, the number

of molecules emitted by each chip pulse is Ah = As/L = b⇥ Ab/L.
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In our demonstration of performance result, unless specifically stated, some of the parameters

in our simulations are fixed, which include D = 2.2⇥ 10�9 m2/s and V = 4pr3/3 with r = 20

nm. The duration of one bit is set to Tb = 6⇥ 10�5 s, so one symbol duration is Ts = b⇥ (6⇥

10�5) s. Moreover, to take the effect of ISI into consideration, we evaluate the effective length of a

transmitted molecular pulse according to

I , argi

(
ch(i)
ch(o)

 0.1%

)
(3.24)

where ch(o) in (3.24) is the maximun concentration expected within the first chip’s duration, when

a molecular pulse is started transmitting at t = 0, and ch(i) is the residue concentration of this

molecular pulse sampled at the ith chip-duration. From (3.24) we are implied that only the residue

concentration in the following chip-durations with the strength above 0.1% of the peak concentra-

tion in the initial chip-duration is counted. This is reasonable because in Fig. 3.6, both 0.1% and
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Figure 3.6: BER vs SNR performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by

TMVD/EGCD with different ISI lengths counted.

0.01% thresholds are adopted to determine the length of I and the BER performance of both MTS-

MoSK DMC systems coincides with each other no matter what detector is employed. It indicates

that the length of ISI I decided by the 0.1% threshold is sufficient to approximate the effect of

infinitely long ISI. Additionally, we assume the random MTS codes in all simulations.

Fig. 3.7 demonstrates that the probabilities of error, false-alarm and miss of TMVD vary with

the normalized threshold a, as seen in (3.7), when SNR= 15dB or 5dB. We can see that as the

threshold increases, the probability of false-alarm decreases while that of miss increases. Therefore,

a trade-off exists between the probabilities of false-alarm and miss. As shown in Fig. 3.7, if the

general error probability is considered, there is an optimum value for a, which results in that the

MTS-MoSK DMC system achieves the lowest error probability. Furthermore, as SNR increases

from 5dB to 15dB, the optimum threshold reduces. However, we should note that the optimum

threshold is dependent on SNR and is usually hard to derive an analytical solution. In Fig. 3.8,

we show the probabilities of error, false-alarm and miss of TMVD versus the normalized threshold
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Figure 3.7: Probability of error, miss and false-alarm versus a performance of MTS-

MoSK DMC systems detected by TMVD with different SNR.
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Figure 3.8: Probability of error, miss and false-alarm versus a performance of MTS-

MoSK DMC systems detected by TMVD.

a, when M = 16 and 8 types of molecules are respectively employed. From Fig. 3.8 we can

observe that the miss probability typically reduces and the false probability increases significantly

as the number of molecular types employed decreases from M = 16 to M = 8. The reason

behind is that the reduction of M results in severer ISI and MAI, which enhances the molecular

concentration around AP. Therefore, the miss probability reduces while the false-alarm probability

increases. Again, if the general error probability is considered, there is an optimum value of a that

is M-dependent, which makes the error probability minimum.

Below we specifically consider BER. First, Fig. 3.9 shows that the optimum normalized thresh-

old a is around 0.4 in a MTS-MoSK DMC system that employs M = 16 types of molecules and

L = 8 chips per symbol for supporting K = 4 nano-machines, wherever the SNR is 10dB or 15dB.

The reason behind the above observations is that the normalized threshold a is proportional to the

maximum concentration of a molecular pulse. Therefore, to demonstrate the performance of the

MDDIC and IIC that are based on TMVD, later, the normalized coefficient a is set to 0.5 in our
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Figure 3.9: BER versus a performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by TMVD,

when different SNRs are considered.

simulations.
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Figure 3.10: BER versus a performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by

TMVD, when different numbers of molecular types M are employed.

In Fig. 3.10, the optimum normalized threshold a is shifted to left as the number of molecular

types increases. This is because for given K and L, the increase of molecular types leads to the

reduced MAI and ISI, due to the reduction of concentration at AP. Therefore, when the DMC

system employs the larger number, such as M = 32, of molecular types to transmit information,

the miss probability dominates the error performance and hence the normalized threshold reduces.

Fig. 3.11 demonstrates the impact of the number of chips per symbol on the bit error perfor-

mance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by TMVD. It can be observed that when using

more chips per symbol, the optimum normalized threshold a is shifted to right. This is because

when L increases, ISI increases as the result of the increased concentration at AP. In this case, the

false-alarm becomes dominant of the error performance.

Fig. 3.12 compares the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with TMVD,
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Figure 3.11: BER versus a performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by

TMVD, when different length of chips L per symbol duration are considered.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems

detected by TMVD, TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC, when different L is considered.

TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC, when the different numbers of chips per symbol are considered.

From the results of Fig. 3.12, we observe that in comparison with TMVD, both the interference can-

cellation assisted methods are capable of improving the bit error performance of the MTS-MoSK

DMC systems. This is more significant, when L is small. When compared to TMVD-IIC, TMVD-

MDDIC only has a very slight improvement on the BER performance. Hence, when taking both the

computation complexity and communication reliability into account, TMVD-IIC is more desirable

for application. Additionally, as Fig. 3.12 shows, the BER performance improves as L is increased

from L = 4 to L = 8, when SNR is sufficiently high. This is because, increasing the value of L

can bring more diversity to the detection, which helps to average out the noise and ISI effect.

Fig. 3.13 illustrates the BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems em-

ploying TMVD, TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC, when different numbers of molecular types, i.e.,

M, are employed. Explicitly, increasing the value of M results in significant improvement of BER

performance for all the detection schemes considered, owing to the fact that MAI and ISI decreases
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems detected by TMVD, TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC detection schemes, when

different numbers of molecular types are employed.

with the increase of M.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems detected by TMVD, TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC, when different numbers of

nano-machines are supported.

In Fig. 3.14, we compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with TMVD,

TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC, when the systems support different numbers of nano-machines.

As Fig. 3.14 shows, when the number of nano-machines increases, yielding the increasing MAI, the

BER performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems degrades. The results also show that when mul-

tiple nano-machines are supported, both TMVD-MDDIC and TMVD-IIC have a similar efficiency

and achieve similar BER performance, which is much better than the BER performance attained

by TMVD. Therefore, both TMVD-MDDIC and TMVD-IIC are efficient for MAI mitigation, es-

pecially, in the relatively high SNR region, where MAI dominates the BER performance.

Fig. 3.15 shows the transmission rate on the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems employing TMVD, TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC, when transmitting at different

bit rates of 1/Tb.

tems with TMVD, TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC. Here, the bit rate is given by Rb = 1/Tb and

hence, a higher data rate corresponds to a lower value of Tb. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3.15,

when the bit rate reduces, the BER performance improves, especially, when SNR is low, which is

due to the reduction of ISI, when Tb increases. By contrast, when SNR increases, the performance

attained in two cases converge. This is because the threshold applied in TMVD is adjusted accord-

ing to the bit interval. When SNR is high, the error performance of TMVD is insensitive to the bit

rate, provided that it satisfies the assumption for sampling stated in Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems detected by EGCD and EGCD-NIIC, when different values of L are considered.

In Fig. 3.16, the BER performance of MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by EGCD and

EGCD-NIIC is compared, when different length of chips L per symbol duration are considered.

Furthermore, for the EGCD-NIIC, the impact of the number of iterations for IIC, i.e. N, on the

achievable BER performance is investigated. As Fig. 3.16 shows, the error performance for both
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L values improves as the value of N increases. It can be expected that the best BER performance

is achieved in the case of N = K� 1. However, increasing the number of iterations of IIC results

in the increase of detection complexity. Hence, the EGCD-NIIC detection scheme can provide a

trade-off between BER performance and detection complexity. Additionally, as seen in Fig. 3.16,

in both cases, the EGCD-NIIC with N = 1 achieves worse BER performance than the EGCD,

when SNR is relatively high. The reason for the observation is that the EGCD-NIIC is more effi-

cient, when signals appear more like Gaussian signals. When SNR is high, interference dominates,

making the EGCD-NIIC less efficient. This is also the reason that in Fig. 3.16 the BER curves with

N � 1 present error floors, when SNR is high.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems employing EGCD and EGCD-NIIC, when different numbers of molecular types

M are employed.

Fig. 3.17 compares the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems detected by EGCD

and EGCD-NIIC with respect to different values of M. Explicitly, when the value of M increases,

the BER performance attained by both the detection schemes significantly improve. Furthermore,

for a given SNR, the EGCD-NIIC with a sufficient number of IIC stages can significantly outper-

form the EGCD without the attempt of interference mitigation. For instance, in Fig. 3.17, when N

increases from 2 to 3, the BER performance gain is significant. It indicates that the erasure oper-

ation in NIIC makes signals in RRRu no longer independent, it would better continue to detect from

more reliable NM to less reliable nano-machine.

In Fig. 3.18, we compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems employing

EGCD and EGCD-NIIC, when the systems support different numbers of nano-machines associated

with using different numbers of iterations in the NIIC. It is shown that when K is too big (K = 8),

the application of NIIC is unable to gain any performance improvement. This is because when K

is large resulting in high interference, the reliability measurement by (3.12) is unable to identify

the most reliable nano-machine. In this case, interference cancellation in fact introduces extra

interference, which results in performance degradation. Therefore, by also considering the results
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems employing EGCD and EGCD-NIIC, when different number of nano-machines is

supported.

in Fig. 3.17, we can know that the EGCD-NIIC scheme requires a relatively high budget of M/K

to gain the benefit of performance improvement.
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems employing EGCD and EGCD-NIIC, when different bit rate of 1/Tb is transmitted.

The BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems employing respectively EGCD and

EGCD-NIIC to support different transmission rates is compared in Fig. 3.19. As the results of

Fig. 3.19 show, for the two bit rates considered, EGCD achieves nearly the same BER performance.

By contrast, when the EGCD-NIIC with N = 3 is employed, significant performance improvement

is observed, when the bit rate is reduced from about 16.7K to about 3.3K. Therefore, when the

symbol duration becomes longer, resulting the reduction of ISI, the interference cancellation in the

EGCD-NIIC becomes more efficient and hence, the BER performance improves.

Fig. 3.20 compares the error performance of our MTS-MoSK DMC systems employing vari-

ous detectors we propose with the BER performance of a classified MDMA DMC system based on
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems employ-

ing TMVD-series or EGCD-series detection schemes and that of an orthogonal MDMA

DMC system based on OOK, where transmission distance d = 350nm is considered.

OOK modulation scheme to support a longer transmission distance d = 350nm. Note that in this

OOK-based MDMA DMC system, each nano-machine is straightforwardly assigned a unique type

of molecule to transmit information while suffering and imposing no MAI. For a fair comparison of

both systems, they are allocated the same bit rate Tb = 6⇥ 10�5 and the same SNR per-bit budget.

It is also worth noting that all special parameters in individual detectors are set to be nearly opti-

mal, such as, the activation threshold 0.6ch(0) in TMVD-series detectors, the number of iterations

in EGCD-NIIC, and the decision threshold 0.7cb(0) in OOK demodulation. The results in Fig. 3.20

show that our MTS-MoSKDMC systems outperform OOK-basedMDMADMC systems in the rel-

atively low SNR region no matter which detector is employed in MTS-MoSK DMC systems. This

is because OOK-based MDMA systems experience severe ISI though they are equipped with com-

pletely orthogonal multiple-access channels especially when the transmission distance increases

resulting in the flatter shape of molecular impulses. By contrast, our MTS-MoSK DMC systems

employ groups of stochastic molecular types to transmit information that mitigates ISI in nature.

We can observe that EGCD-series detectors assisting MTS-MoSK DMC systems are outperformed

by OOK-based MDMA DMC systems in the high SNR region eventually, due to error floors re-

sulting from collisions of the same sequence of molecular types emitted by two or more than two

nano-machines simultaneously. However, the MTS codes can be carefully designed to prevent this

type of collision from occurring frequently which has been well-developed in conventional wireless

communication.

Finally, in Fig. 3.21, we compare the BER performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems

employing the various detection schemes introduced in this chapter, when K = 2 nano-machines

are supported. In addition to the detection schemes considered in the previous figures, explicitly,

the SAML detector achieves the best BER performance, while at the cost of the highest detection

complexity. Furthermore, we can observe that even for the SAML, the BER curves appear error
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC

systems employing EGCD, EGCD-NIIC, TMVD, TMVD-IIC and SAML, when different

values of L are considered.

floors in high SNR region. The reason behind is that the SAML assumes that all the previously

detected symbols are correct, which is practically not true. Therefore, when there are erroneously

detected symbols, they impose interference on the following detections but the SAML detector

ignores and hence, it results in error floor.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of BER versus SNR performance of the MTH-MoSK DMC

systems with EGC-IM and with conventional EGC, when different numbers of nano-

machines are supported.

Subsequently, we demonstrate the result of BER improvement EGC-IM brings.1 First, in

Fig. 3.22, we demonstrate and compare the BER versus SNR performance of the MTH-MoSK

DMC systems employing the proposed EGC-IM and the conventional EGC, respectively, when

K = 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8 nano-machines are supported. When EGC-IM is employed, we assume J =

K� 1 elements are removed from each row of the detection matrixDDDk,u. From the results show we

1The numerical result of EGC-IM is provided separately because its content was published in an individual journal.
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have the following observations. First, the BER performance of the MTH-MoSK DMC systems

employing either detection schemes degrades with the increase of the number of nano-machines, as

the result of MAI. When K � 2, the EGC-IM scheme outperforms the conventional EGC scheme,

provided that SNR is sufficiently high. This observation becomes more declared, when K is larger

and SNR is higher. However, if SNR is low, the EGC-IM may be outperformed by the conventional

EGC scheme. The reason behind is that when SNR is low, system performance is dominated by

background noise. In this case, combining more samples encourages to smooth noise and hence

improve BER performance. By contrast, when SNR is relatively high, system performance is dom-

inated by MAI. Hence, the proposed EGC-IM scheme having the capability of MAI mitigation

outperforms the conventional EGC detection.
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Figure 3.23: BER versus SNR performance of the MTH-MoSK DMC systems with the

conventional EGC and the proposed EGC-IM schemes, when one symbol is transmitted

using L = 4, 6 or 8 chips.

Second, we investigate the effect of L on the performance of the considered detection schemes

in Fig. 3.23. Given K = 4 nano-machines supported and J = 1 entry per row removed from

detection matrix, the proposed EGC-IM always outperforms the conventional EGC within the con-

sidered SNR region for all the L values. Furthermore, the results show that for both the EGC-IM

and EGC, the BER performance improve, as the value of L increases. This is the result that MAI

decreases as L increases.

Fig. 3.24 demonstrates the impact of the number of molecular types on the BER performance

of the MTH-MoSK DMC systems supporting K = 4 nano-machines. As shown in the figure, when

EGC-IM scheme is employed, J = 1 entry is removed from each row of detection matrix. The re-

sults in Fig. 3.24 demonstrate that as more types of molecules are employed, the BER performance

of MTH-MoSK DMC systems improves, in addition to the increased data rate2. The reason behind

is that for a given value of K, MAI reduces as M increases. This is because the MAI entries are

more sparsely distributed in the detection matrix, as implied in Fig. 2.10, when M becomes larger.
2When M = 8, 16 and 32, the data rates are 3, 4, and 5 bits per symbol, respectively.
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Figure 3.24: BER versus SNR performance of the MTH-MoSK DMC systems with the

conventional EGC and proposed EGC-IM, when the number of molecular types is M = 8,

16 or 32.

Again, as shown by Fig. 3.24, the EGC-IM detection scheme outperforms the conventional EGC

scheme and furthermore, the performance gain at a given SNR increases with the increase of M.
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Figure 3.25: BER versus SNR performance of the MTH-MoSK DMC systems with the

EGC-IM, when different number of elements per row are removed from the detection

matrix.

Finally, Fig. 3.25 demonstrates the effect of the number of elements removed from each of

the rows in the detection matrix DDDk,u on the BER performance of the MTH-MoSK DMC systems

with the proposed EGC-IM. In the considered MTH-MoSK DMC systems, we assume that there

are K = 5 nano-machines supported. Note that, when J = 0, the EGC-IM is reduced to the

conventional EGC. The results of Fig. 3.25 show that the BER drops, as the value of J increases,

provided that the SNR is sufficiently high. This observation implies that MAI can be efficiently

mitigated by deleting an appropriate number of entries from the detection matrix. However, at the

low SNR region, the EGC-IM with more elements removed from each row of the detection matrix
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might not result in BER performance improvement. In other words, for a given SNR and a given

value of K, there is an optimum value of J to attain the best possible error performance.

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter has focused on comparing the performance of the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with

various detection schemes, which include four proposed interference cancellation relied schemes,

namely, TMVD-IIC, TMVD-MDDIC, EGCD-NIIC and EGC-IM, a proposed SAML detector, and

two legacy single-user detection schemes, namely TMVD and EGCD. The impacts of the various

parameters involved in system design, signal propagation and detector design have been compre-

hensively investigated and demonstrated via simulations. The studies and performance results show

that both TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC are efficient to mitigate MAI and achieve the similar

BER performance, which is much better than that attainable by TMVD and EGCD. In particular,

TMVD-IIC has the advantage of a lower complexity than TMVD-MDDIC. When a proper num-

ber, i.e., N, is used for interference cancellation, EGCD-NIIC can significantly outperform EGCD.

However, the complexity of EGCD-NIIC increases with N, but a very small value of N yields lim-

ited performance gain. By contrast, the proposed EGC-IM scheme is efficient for MAI mitigation.

Furthermore, the proposed EGC-IM is low complexity. In comparison with the conventional EGC

scheme, the extra operations required by the EGC-IM scheme are only identifying some largest ele-

ments in each row and deleting them. In addition, for given values of M, L, K and SNR, there is an

optimum number of deleted elements from each row to achieve the best BER performance. Among

the detection schemes considered, SAML is capable of achieving the best error performance, but it

also has the impractically high complexity. Therefore, when the performance-complexity trade-off

is concerned, TMVD-IIC is the most promising detection scheme for the MTS-MoSK DMC sys-

tems. Our future work will be extended to study the efficient interference cancellation schemes in

the MTS-MoSK DMC systems where transmit nano-machines are distributed at different distances

away from the AP.



Chapter4
Molecular Code-Division
Multiple-Access: Signaling, Detection
and Performance

In the last chapter, we proposed a range of MAI cancellation-assisted detectors for the MTS-MoSK

DMC systems, which can further mitigate the effect of MAI and enable significant performance

improvement at the slightly increased complexity. However, there are some system settings in our

MTS-MoSK DMC systems, which are hypercritical for implementation on some occasions. For

instance, MTS-MoSK DMC systems may require a large number of molecular types and the trans-

mission distances between nano-machines (NMs) and AP need to be similar. In order to relax these

constraints, in this chapter, relying on two types of molecules, a molecular code-division multiple-

access (MoCDMA) scheme is designed for multiple NMs to simultaneously send information to a

fusion center (FC) in DMC environments. In our considered MoCDMA system, different NMs may

have different distances from FC, which generates ‘near-far’ effect. Correspondingly, the uniform

and channel-inverse based molecule-emission schemes are proposed for NMs to emit information

molecules. To facilitate signal detection, the received signals by FC are represented in different

forms, based on which a range of detection schemes are derived. Specifically, by considering the

limited computational power of nano-machines, a range of relatively low complexity detectors are

derived in the principles of matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square

error (MMSE). Furthermore, the noise characteristics in MoCDMA systems and the complexity of

various detection schemes are analyzed.
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4.1 Introduction

With the global outbreak of COVID-19, human’s well-being has attracted intensive research interest

of the researchers various all fields. Nanotechnologies involving the manufacture of nano-material

and nano-devices have revolutionized the ways for disease diagnostics and treatment [11, 101].

Though nano-devices like bio-sensors have the advantages of, such as, tiny size, energy saving, and

biocompatibility, making them suitable for medical and healthcare applications, an individual nano-

machine (NM) is usually incapable of completing complex tasks, due to its low-energy storage and

low computation capability [96, 102]. To accomplish more complicated biomedical tasks, including

targeted drug delivery [8, 9], health monitoring [12, 13], tissue engineering [103], and tumor diag-

nosis [10], etc, a recent revolution trend is to envision the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) at the

nano-scale, which is referred to the Internet of Bio-Nano Things (IoBNT) [87–89, 104]. There are

a range of communication technologies that may be the candidate technologies for designing the

nano-networks, including molecular communication (MC) [17, 105], electromagnetic communica-

tion at terahertz band [106, 107], acoustic and mechanical communication. Among them, the MC

belonging to a bio-inspired communication paradigm has the most biocompatibility [16], which en-

ables molecules to convey information from one nano-transmitter, such as a NM/sensor, to another

access point (AP), like a fusion centre, which are separated with a certain distance [108].

Because free diffusion is a common propagation mechanism in nature [28], molecular com-

munication via diffusion, or diffusive molecular communication (DMC) can be facilitated by the

movements of information-embedded molecules solely driven by the diffusion process in liquid

or gas media. Owing to this, DMC systems are energy-efficient, which benefits the durability

of IoBNT. In DMC systems, information can be conveyed via modifying the concentration lev-

els of molecules at transmitter. Correspondingly, the receiver decodes the information according

to the concentration levels obtained from its detection space [109]. However, due to the random

diffusive movements of molecules, DMC usually experiences long transmission delay and strong

inter-symbol interference (ISI) [90], in addition to the noise generated from the random movements

of information molecules as well as from the other noisy sources in the communications environ-

ment [22].

For implementation of the collaboration among individual NMs, a significant challenge in

IoBNT is to enable multiple NMs to share a common DMC medium, namely multiple-access

DMC, in order for them to send information to an AP for further processing or fusion [17]. As

in the conventional radio-based wireless communication, in principle, multiple-access DMC can

be implemented in different domains. The most straightforward one is the molecular division

multiple-access (MDMA) [45, 109], which is in parallel with the frequency division multiple-access

(FDMA) in wireless communications. With MDMA, different NMs sharing a common environ-

ment simultaneously communicate with a common receiver via orthogonal channels consisting of

different types of information molecules. MDMA is simple. However, when there are many NMs
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communicating at the same time, many types of molecules are required, which is highly challeng-

ing in terms of the synthesis and storage of molecules as well as the design of nano-transceivers.

For instance, as many types of molecules are required to be sensed, the receiver is required to

be equipped with many types of receptors, correspondingly, which may demand a high complex-

ity. Multiple-access DMC can also be achieved in the time-domain using molecular time-division

multiple-access (MoTDMA) [46–48]. To implement MoTDMA, the time axis can be divided into

frames, and a frame is further divided into a number of time slots. In this way, messages of differ-

ent NMs can be delivered to the common receiver using only one type of molecules via scheduling

different NMs to transmit on different time slots of a frame. It is well-known that a crucial re-

quirement for implementing TDMA is that all the transmitted signals should be well synchronized.

However, this is often challenging to achieve in DMC, unless all the transmit NMs have the same

distance from their common receiver. This is because in DMC, the channel impulse response

(CIR) is non-linear, which is highly sensitive to the transmission distance, making both the ampli-

tude and width of the received pulses from different nano-transmitters very different, if they have

different distances from the receiver [56]. Furthermore, by exploiting the tremendous impact of

transmission distance on the CIR in DMC, multiple-access DMC may also be achieved via space

division multiple-access, forming the MoSDMA, which distinguishes different transmit NMs based

on their shapes of CIR corresponding to different locations relative to the receiver [49, 50]. How-

ever, MoSDMA relies very much on the instantaneous channels from different NMs, which are

hard to estimate due to the multiple-access interference (MAI) among different transmissions.

Furthermore, multiple-access DMC can also be achieved in the principles of CDMA, forming

the MoCDMA [51, 52]. In MoCDMA, different NMs are assigned different signatures to spread

messages, which can then be invoked by the receiver to de-spread and detect the information con-

veyed by the NMs. Additionally, a physical experiment for MoCDMA systems has been conducted

in [74]. Explicitly, MoCDMA has the advantage that it only requires a small (typically 1 or 2) num-

ber of molecular types. Furthermore, depending on DMC scenarios, MoCDMA may be operated

in synchronous mode or asynchronous mode, and even in the scenarios where different NMs have

different distances from their common receiver or/and transmit at different data rates. In detail,

in [51], a MoCDMA scheme has been proposed on the basis of a single type of molecules with the

aid of the on-off keying (OOK) modulation. Correspondingly, in this type of MoCDMA, the optical

spreading sequences having their elemental values in the additive group of {0, 1} are used. Due to

the on-off nature of signature sequences, the performance results in [51] show that the achievable

error performance of this MoCDMA system is in general poor, even when the number of NMs

supported is as low as 2 or 4 for a spreading factor of 10. By contrast, the authors in [52] have pro-

posed a MoCDMA scheme based on two types of molecules and the binary molecule-shift keying

(MoSK) modulation. The comparison between this MoSK-based MoCDMA with the OOK-based

MoCDMA shows that the former one has the potential to significantly outperform the latter one.

However, the studies in [52] are very specific, which assume only the Walsh codes for spreading
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and the adaptive threshold detection. Furthermore, the system model is not sufficiently generalized

for use, due to the assumption of the same transmission distance between nano-transmitters and the

common receiver.

Based on the above observations, in this chapter, we propose a MoCDMA scheme, where the

transmission distances between NMs and the AP receiver are different. For molecular transmission

at NMs, we consider two emission schemes, namely, the uniform emission and channel-inverse

emission. With uniform emission, each NM emits the same number of molecuels per symbol

according to the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). By contrast, for the channel-inverse emission,

the number of molecules emitted by a NM is proportional to the cube of its distance from the

AP. Explicitly, the channel-inverse emission strategy achieves fair communication quality (FoCQ)

among ‘near-far’ NMs. In our MoCDMA system, in order to implement the antipodal signalling,

as in [52], two types of molecules, which constitute a pair of isomers with the same diffusion

coefficient [84], are introduced. One type (Type-A) is for sending +1 signed signals and one type

(Type-B) is for sending�1 signed signals. At the AP receiver, we assume a passive observer, which

is capable of counting the numbers of molecules of both Type-A and Type-B within a detection

space at chip level. We examine in detail the observations and show that the received signals in our

MoCDMA can be represented in the forms fully equivalent to that in the conventional RdCDMA

systems with binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation [78]. Based on this observation, then,

we derive the representations for the observations.

Due to the slow diffusive propagation of DMC channels, MoCDMA systems may suffer from

different types of interference, including, inter-chip interference (ICI), inter-symbol interference

(ISI) and multiple-access interference (MAI), as well as the background noise that increases with

the number of molecules emitted in the system. Therefore, in MoCDMA systems, the AP receiver

should be carefully designed to efficiently suppress the above-mentioned interference. However,

the transceiver design in nano-network is usually constrained by a tight computation budget, only

allowing relatively low-complexity techniques. Hence, in this chapter, we consider three low-

complexity linear detection schemes, which are the matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and

minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detectors. Furthermore, we consider only the low complex-

ity symbol by symbol detection. We analyze their complexity, as well as investigate and compare

their error performance. Our numerical studies demonstrate the achievable performance and ana-

lyze the performance-complexity trade-off of the MoCDMA systems with two molecular emission

strategies and three detection schemes.

In summary, the novelties of this chapter are as follows:

• In analogy with the conventional RdCDMA system with BPSK modulation, an equivalent

MoCDMA system based on binary MoSK (BMoSK) modulation is introduced to take the

advantages of the well-developed signal processing techniques in the conventional BPSK-

modulated RdCDMA systems, such as, signal representation, interference mitigation, signal
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detection, etc.

• Different transmission distances between NMs and FC are assumed to make the DMC system

model more practical. Correspondingly, a synchronization scheme is proposed to align the

expected maximum concentration points of different NMs.

• Considering that the performance of MoCDMA systems is highly sensitive to the trans-

mission distances of different NMs, in analogy with the power-control in conventional Rd-

CDMA, two molecular emission schemes, namely, the uniform emission and channel-inverse

emission, are proposed and compared. The performance results show that the channel-inverse

emission is capable of improving the reliability of the NMs further away from FC. This al-

lows the detection of differently located NMs to achieve a similar BER performance and,

hence, mitigate the near-far problem.

• Three linear multiuser detection schemes in the principles of MF, ZF, and MMSE are pro-

posed for signal detection in MoCDMA systems. Our studies and performance results show

that all these detection schemes are low-complexity detection schemes, while the ZF- and

MMSE-detectors are capable of achieving more reliable detection than the MF-detector.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the system model, including transmitter,

channel model, emission approaches and received signals, as well as the research assumptions

are stated in Section 4.2. The different representations of the received signals in the perspective of

symbol-level are derived in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents the derivation of three signal detection

schemes, i.e., MF, ZF and MMSE at the symbol-level. In addition, the complexities of different

detectors are provided in Section 4.4. The bit error rate (BER) performance of the MoCDMA

systems with different detectors and molecular emission schemes are compared in Section 4.5.

Finally, the concluding summary is made in Section 4.6.

4.2 System Model

We consider a multiple-access DMC system that consists of K point nano-machines (NMs) (trans-

mitters) and one spherical passive nano-type AP (receiver) with a radius r, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

The locations of the AP and of all NMs are fixed. Unlike the assumption made in [52] for the

multiple-access MC systems, this chapter takes different transmission distances from NMs into

consideration. Without any loss of generality, the transmission distances from NMs to AP are sorted

as d1  d2  . . .  dK. Because the concentration of information molecules at AP is highly sensi-

tive to the transmission distance, two emission strategies will be introduced after the channel model

description in this section. Here, we generally denote Q(k) as the number of molecules emitted by

the kth NM for transmitting a symbol. Following the CDMA concept, a symbol of information is

further transmitted via emitting N impulses of each having Q(k)
c = Q(k)/N molecules, where N
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Figure 4.1: System model for MoCDMA DMC systems, where nano-machines have dif-

ferent transmission distances to a common access point.

can be understood as the spreading factor or the number of chips within one symbol-duration of

Ts. The interval between any two adjacent impulses is a fixed chip-duration of Tc. Hence, we have

Ts = NTc, when BMoSK modulation is employed, Ts = Tb, where Tb is the bit-duration. Be-

low we describe the transmitter, channel model, emission strategies and receiver for the MoCDMA

systems in detail.

4.2.1 Transmitter

We assume that in the considered MoCDMA system, information transmitted by the kth NM is
expressed as BBBk = {bk,0, bk,1, . . . , bk,j, . . . }, where bk,j 2 {1,�1}. According to the methodology
of MoCDMA, the uth bit of NM k is spread by a N length spreading sequence [110] denoted by
sssk = [sk,0, sk,1, . . . , sk,N�1]T, where sk,n 2 {1,�1}, and again, N = Ts/Tc. In our MoCDMA
system, as the NMs have different distances from AP, we define a common and fixed Ts to allow
all NMs to simultaneously transmit information to AP under the basic principle of DMC, which
will become apparent in the forthcoming discourses. Moreover, to make sure that AP can obtain a
good observation for all NMs, when only one sample in each chip duration is taken, a time offset
(delay) denoted by T(k)

o is introduced for the kth NM to emit. Note that this time offset of an NM
is dependent on its pulse peak presenting at AP, which will be detailed after describing the channel
model. Then, when assuming that BMoSK modulation is employed, Q(k)

c molecules per pulse are
emitted for the activated type (Type-A or Type-B) of molecules. Note that, Type-A and Type-B
molecules are assumed to be a pair of isomers, whose diffusion coefficients are generally the same.
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Therefore, the transmitted signal for the uth bit of NM k can be expressed as

sk(t) =
N�1

Â
n=0


1+ bk,usk,n

2
Q(k)

c dA(t� uTs � nTc � T(k)
o ) +

1� bk,usk,n
2

Q(k)
c dB(t� uTs � nTc � T(k)

o )

�

k = 1, 2, . . . ,K; u = 0, 1, . . . , (4.1)

where dA(t) and dB(t) denote the impulses of Type-A and Type-B molecules, respectively, which

are defined as dA(0) = 1 and dB(0) = 1, and dA(t) = 0 and dB(t) = 0 for all t 6= 0.

4.2.2 Channel Model

Let us assume that the diffusion channel environment is a fluid medium without any flow and that

the fluid environment is unchanged during a session of communication. Therefore, the diffusion

coefficient D of isomers is constant during transmission. On the other side, the AP is assumed to be

able to measure the concentration of molecules inside the spherical detection space. We assume that

precise synchronization can be achieved between NMs and AP. Based on these assumptions, and

when an impulse of Q(k)
c molecules is released by a NM at t = T(k)

o , the concentration measured

inside AP at t > T(k)
o follows Fick’s Law, which can be expressed as [56]

ck(t) =
Q(k)

c

[4pD(t� T(k)
o )]

3
2

exp

"
�

d2k
4D(t� T(k)

o )

#
, t > T(k)

o (4.2)

As shown in (4.2), the molecular concentration ck(t) is a time(T)-domain pulse function, the

shape of which can be defined as the channel impulse response (CIR) [111]

hk(t) =
1

[4pD(t� T(k)
o )]

3
2

exp

"
�

d2k
4D(t� T(k)

o )

#
, t > T(k)

o (4.3)

It can be shown that in (4.3), when dk is given, the maximum value of pulse or pulse peak,

can be attained at t(k)d = d2k/6D which has a value of hk,max =
� 3
2pe

� 3
2 1
d3k
. In principle, this

extreme point is an ideal sampling point, which results in the highest power for signal detection.

However, the pulse peak value hk,max decreases with d3k , making DMC system is highly sensitive to

transmission distance. Therefore, emission strategies need to be designed for MoCDMA systems

to handle the ‘near-far’ issue.

4.2.3 Emission Control

In our MoCDMA system with different transmission distances for NMs, the distance from the

furthest NM to AP is denoted as dK. This distance parameter is assumed to be known to AP and

all NMs. In this case, the peak point of the pulse due to the furthest NM occurs at t(K)d = d2K/6D.

Correspondingly, the maximum magnitude of the CIR is hK,max =
� 3
2pe

� 3
2 1
d3K
. With the above

information, to synchronize the peak points of different NMs to the same time at AP, each NM

emits pulses according to its distance dk from AP. Note that, this can be achieved as follows.
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Before NM’s transmission, AP can send some pilot signals, such as, some pulses of other types

of molecules to NMs. Based on the measurements of pilots, each NM can identify its distance

from AP and hence its emitting time, so that it can be synchronized with the other NM’s signals,

as above-mentioned. In detail, when NMs are assumed to be equipped with accurate clocks [112–

114], then, at the beginning of the first chip, the emission time delay of NM k can be obtained to be

T(k)
o = t(K)d � t(k)d , relative to the NM farthest from AP. When all NMs emit molecular pulses at the

corresponding moments, the AP can sample at the maximum magnitudes of the CIRs of different

NMs.

In terms of the numbers of molecules emitted by different NMs, we proposed two approaches

with low complexity to monitor them. The first approach is uniform emission, which allocates the

same number of molecules to all NM. Specifically, for a given one-bit budget of molecules denoted

by Q, the number of molecules emitted by NM k to transmit a chip pulse is

Q(k)
c = Q/N. (4.4)

However, this approach generates the ’near-far’ problem, yielding that the CIR peak of a closer NM

is higher than that of a further away NM.

Therefore, with the second approach, the channel-inverse emission based is implemented,

which adjusts the number of molecules emitted by a NM according to its CIR. From (4.2) and (4.3)

we know that ck,max and hk,max are related by ck,max = Q(k)
c hk,max. Then, with the channel-inverse

based emission approach, the NMs emit the numbers of molecules per chip to achieve

c1,max = c2,max = . . . = cK,max (4.5)

where cK,max is obtained by assuming that the maximum number of molecules emitted per chip by

the furthest NM, which is according to Q/N. Hence, the number of molecules emitted per chip by

NM k can be formed to be

Q(k)
c =

Q
N

·
hK,max

hk,max
=

Q
N

·

✓
dk
dK

◆3


Q
N
. (4.6)

Compared to the uniform emission approach, the channel-inverse based emission approach can

save a considerable number of molecules of the system while keeping that the signals sent by

different NMs have a similar reliability. Otherwise, the NMs closer to AP will impose significant

interference on the NMs farther away from AP.

4.2.4 Receiver

Assume that AP is able to identify the two types of molecules (Type-A and Type-B) without ab-

sorbing them. Then, when K NMs emit molecular impulses in the form of (4.1) to AP, the sampled

observation difference at t between Type-A and Type-B molecules corresponding to the nth chip,
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n = 0, 1, . . . N � 1, within the uth bit-duration can be expressed as

z(t) =zA(t)� zB(t)

=
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
ck(t� jTc) + nA,k,j(t)

⇤

�

K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
ck(t� jTc) + nB,k,j(t),

⇤

(uN + n)Tc + T(k)
o  t < (uN + n+ 1)Tc + T(k)

o (4.7)

where b·c is the floor operation, j%N is the reminder of j/N, nA,k,j(t) and nB,k,j(t) are the Brow-

nian motion noise caused respectively by the Type-A and Type-B molecules emitted by the NM k

within the jth chip duration [22]. To be more specific, according to [22, 115], when the average

number of molecules per pulse is sufficiently large, we can employ the Gaussian-approximation to

the Brownian motion noise nA,k,j(t) and nB,k,j(t), with the mean being zero and variance being

s2
A,k,j(t) =

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2V
ck(t� jTc),

s2
B,k,j(t) =

1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2V
ck(t� jTc), (4.8)

respectively, where V = 4
3pr3 is the volume of the spherical detection space with a radius of

r. For convenient expression, these distributions are denoted as nA,k,j(t) ⇠ N

⇣
0, s2

A,k,j(t)
⌘
and

nB,k,j(t) ⇠ N

⇣
0, s2

B,k,j(t)
⌘
, respectively.

As illustrated in (4.2), after NM k emits an pulse of molecules at t = T(k)
o , the expected peak

concentration of c(t) at AP is at t = t(K)d , which is the same for all the K NMs. Therefore, to

detect the uth bits of K NMs, AP samples for the concentrations at t = (uN + n)Tc + t(K)d , where

n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1. Correspondingly, the observation difference between two types of molecules

can be expressed as

Zu,n = zA(t = (uN + n)Tc + t(K)d )� zB(t = (uN + n)Tc + t(K)d )

=
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2

h
ck
⇣
(uN + n� j)Tc + t(K)d

⌘

+ nA,k,j

⇣
(uN + n)Tc + t(K)d

⌘i

�

K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2

h
ck
⇣
(uN + n� j)Tc + t(K)d

⌘

+ nB,k,j

⇣
(uN + n)Tc + t(K)d

⌘i

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (4.9)

As (4.9) shows, the terms with index j 6= 0, representing the previous pulses sent before the

(uN + n)th impulse, imposes inter-chip interference (ICI) on the current chip. However, from the

characteristics of c(t) we know that ICI reduces significantly with time. Thus, we set the maximum
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length of ICI to L chips in our analysis, by assuming that the ICI yielded by a previously sent pulse

exceeding L chips is negligible. In this case, Zu,n in (4.9) can be denoted in the form of

Zu,n =
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=max{0,uN+n�L}

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
ck(uN + n� j) + nA,k,j(uN + n)

⇤

�

K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=max{0,uN+n�L}

1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
ck(uN + n� j) + nB,k,j(uN + n)

⇤

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (4.10)

where ck(uN + n � j) corresponds to ck
⇣
(uN + n� j)Tc + t(K)d

⌘
and nX,k,j(uN + n) corre-

sponds to nX,k,j

⇣
(uN + n)Tc + t(K)d

⌘
in (4.9), X represents A or B.

In (4.10), when the specific kth NM and jth pulse are considered, we have either 1
2

⇣
1+ bk,bj/Nc

sk,j%N
�
= 1 and 1

2

⇣
1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

⌘
= 0 if bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N = 1, or 1

2

⇣
1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

⌘
=

0 and 1
2

⇣
1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

⌘
= 1 if bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N = �1. Furthermore, nA,k,j(uN + n) for

bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N = 1 and nB,k,j(uN + n) for bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N = �1 have the same statistical property.

Hence, (4.10) can be expressed in an equivalent form of

Zu,n =
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=max{0,uN+n�L}

bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N
⇥
ck(uN + n� j) + nk,j(uN + n)

⇤

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (4.11)

where nk,j(uN+ n) is approximately Gaussian distribution asN
⇣
0, s2

k,j(u, n)
⌘
with s2

k,j(u, n) =

V�1ck(uN + n� j).

Let i = uN + n� j. Then, we can represent (4.11) in a more convenient form of

Zu,n =
K

Â
k=1

min{L,uN+n}

Â
i=0

bk,b(uN+n�i)/Ncsk,(n�i)%N [ck(i) + nk,uN+n�i(uN + n)]

=
K

Â
k=1

min{L,uN+n}

Â
i=0

ck(i)sk,(n�i)%Nbk,b(uN+n�i)/Nc + Nu,n

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (4.12)

where Nu,n = ÂK
k=1 Âmin{L,uN+n}

i=0 bk,b(uN+n�i)/Ncsk,(n�i)%Nnk,uN+n�i(uN+n), which is a Gaus-

sian distributed as N
�
0, s2�, where s2 = V�1 ÂK

k=1

Âmin{L,uN+n}
i=0 ck(i). It is worth noting that one advantage of the BMoSK modulation employed in

our MoCDMA systems is that the Brownian motion noise can be approximated by the Gaussian

noise irrelevant to the information bits transmitted.

As Eq. (4.12) demonstrates, in MoCDMA systems, the transmission suffers from ISI, ICI as

well as MAI between NMs. Hence, the detector at AP should be designed carefully in order to

achieve reliable detection. Furthermore, as shown in the above representation of Zu,n, though the

noise in MoCDMA systems modulated by BMoSK is not directly related to the transmitted infor-

mation, any emitted molecule simultaneously results in the increase of noise power, in addition to
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its role in conveying information. This is because the Brownian motions of molecules contribute

to the noise in DMC systems, which is referred to as the counting noise. Counting noise leads to

unintentional perturbations to the concentration (or number of molecules) expected from the Fick’s

second rule within the detection sphere of AP [22]. Thus, we should note that in a MoCDMA

system, the noise power increases with the number of NMs supported by the system via ISI, ICI

and MAI. This is very different from that in the conventional radio-based communication systems,

where the environment noise is usually the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), which is com-

pletely independent of the transmitted signals, including various types of interfering signals, such

as, ISI, MAI, etc.

Having obtained the equivalent representation for the observations, as demonstrated in (4.12),

now we represent the received signals in different forms in 4.3 for easily explaining the various

detection schemes in 4.4.

4.3 Representation of Received Signals

Considering the challenges of transceiver implementation in MoCDMA systems, in this chapter,

we only consider the symbol-by-symbol detectors. In this case, AP carries out detections based on

N-length observation vector corresponding to one bit, such as bit u > 1. Then, it can be shown

that from (4.12) we have an expression of

zzzu =
K

Â
k=1

CCCk2SSSk2bbbk2 + nnnu

=
K

Â
k=1

(CCCk0ssskbk,u +CCCk�1ssskbk,u�1) + nnnu (4.13)

where zzzu = [Zu,0,Zu,1, . . . ,Zu,N�1]
T, nnnu = [Nu,0,Nu,1, . . . ,Nu,N�1]

T, CCCk2 is a (N⇥ 2N) matrix

whose last row is constituted by zeros and Rev(cccTk ) = [ck(L), ck(L � 1), . . . , ck(0)], and ck(0)

is located at the position of (N � 1, 2N � 1). In the other (N � 1) rows, the parts of non-zero

elements are just the shifts of these (L + 1) elements, and the left shift of the ith row is (N �

1 � i) for i = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 2. In (4.13), SSSk2 = III2 ⌦ sssk, where III2 is a (2)-element identity

matrix and ⌦ represents the Kronecker product operation, and bbbk2 = [bk,u�1, bk,u]T. Note that, to

obtain (4.13), we assumed that the uth bit experiences interference only from a previous bit (u� 1).

Correspondingly, the second equation in (4.13) explicitly represents the two bits separately, where

CCCk�1 consists of the first N columns ofCCCk2, whileCCCk0 is structured by the other N columns ofCCCk2.

It can be shown that the second equation in (4.13) has another form of

zzzu =
K

Â
k=1

�
S̃SSk,0ccckbk,u + S̃SSk,�1ccckbk,u�1

�
+ nnnu (4.14)

where ccck = [ck(0), ck(1), . . . , ck(L)]T, S̃SSk,0 is a N ⇥ (L+ 1) lower diagonal matrix structured as:

a) sk,0 is on diagonal; b) the first column is occupied by sssk and otherwise zeros; and c) the other
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columns are constituted by the downshifts of the first column after deleting the elements that are

shifted outside the matrix. S̃SSk,�1 is also a N ⇥ (L + 1) matrix, which has only L non-zero rows

starting from the top (row 0) of the matrix. These non-zero rows are structured as follows: a)

from left to right, the first row has the elements of {0, sk,N�1, sk,N�2, . . . , sk,N�L}; and b) the other

rows are obtained from right shifting this row by adding zeros to the left and deleting non-zero

elements from the right, if they are shifted beyond the Lth column. For instance, the second row

is {0, 0, sk,N�1, sk,N�2, . . . , sk,N�L+1} and the final non-zero row is {0, 0, . . . , 0, sk,N�1}; and c)

except the above, all the other locations are occupied by zeros.

In addition, when writing in a more compact form, (4.14) can be represented as

zzzu =S̃SS0C̃CCbbbu + S̃SS�1C̃CCbbbu�1 + nnnu (4.15)

where S̃SS0 =
⇥
S̃SS1,0, S̃SS2,0, . . . , S̃SSK,0

⇤
, S̃SS�1 =

⇥
S̃SS1,�1, S̃SS2,�1, . . . , S̃SSK,�1

⇤
, bbbu = [b1,u, b2,u, . . . , bK,u]

T,

bbbu�1 = [b1,u�1, b2,u�1, . . . , bK,u�1]
T, and C̃CC is a (LK⇥ K) matrix constructed as

C̃CC =

2

66664

c1(0) c1(1) · · · c1(L) 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 · · · 0 c2(0) c2(1) · · · c2(L) · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · cK(0) cK(1) · · · cK(L)

3

77775

T

.

(4.16)

With the representations prepared, as shown in (4.13) - (4.15), the detection schemes are now

derived in Section 4.4.

4.4 Signal Detection

Due to the computation limits of nano-devices in DMC, it is impractical to implement the detection

schemes with high-complexity non-linear computation. Hence, our study focuses on three linear

detectors with low complexity that are applicable for operation with the terminals in DMC systems.

Specifically, we consider the matched-filtering (MF) detection, also named correlation detection,

zero-forcing (ZF) detection, and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detection.

It is well known that for linear detectors, the decision variable for the uth bit of the kth NM can

be general expressed as

#k,u = wwwT
k,uzzzu, u = 0, 1, . . . ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (4.17)

where wwwk,u is a weight vector, to be derived in the following subsections when different detection

schemes are respectively considered.

Based on the decision variable #k,u, the decision for the uth bit of the kth NM is simply made
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as

b̂k,u =

8
<

:
1, if #k,u > 0

0 (or �1), else
, u = 0, 1, . . . ; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K. (4.18)

In the following subsections, we detail the principles of different detection schemes and derive

wwwk,u of them, respectively.

4.4.1 Matched-Filtering Detection

The MF detection scheme is derived based on (4.14). When employing MF-detector, the AP is not

aimed at mitigating any interference but attempts to maximize the received energy with the aid of

the knowledge about CIR as well as spreading sequence. We assume that AP attempts to detect

the uth bit bk,u transmitted by a reference NM k with the knowledge of corresponding spreading

code sssk and the channel information ccck, which consists of the expected concentration of a pulse at

different sampling times within the ICI length. According to the principle of MF, the weight vector

can be formed as

wwwk,u = S̃SSk,0ccck (4.19)

Upon substituting it into (4.17), the decision variable #k,u can be expressed as

#k,u =wwwT
k,uzzzu

=kS̃SSk,0ccckk2bk,u +
K

Â
l 6=k

cccTk S̃SS
T
k,0S̃SSl,0ccckbl,u +

K

Â
l=1

cccTk S̃SS
T
k,0S̃SSl,�1ccckbl,u�1 + cccTk S̃SS

T
k,0nnnu (4.20)

On the right-hand side of (4.20), the first term is the desired signal part, the second term represents

the MAI imposed by the other (K � 1) interfering NMs, the third term is the ISI of the previous

(u� 1)th bits transmitted by all the K NMs and the final term is noise.

In the case that the channel information ccck is not available to AP, ccck in (4.19) is replaced by a

(L+ 1)-length all-one vector expressed as 111, yielding

wwwk,u = S̃SSk,0111 (4.21)

Correspondingly, we have

#k,u =111TS̃SST
k,0S̃SSk,0ccckbk,u +

K

Â
l 6=k

111TS̃SST
k,0S̃SSl,0ccckbl,u +

K

Â
l=1

111TS̃SST
k,0S̃SSl,�1ccckbl,u�1 + 111TS̃SST

k,0nnnu (4.22)

Referring to some concepts used in radio-based communications [86], the detector of (4.20)

carries out the maximal ratio combining (MRC), which is referred to as the MRC-detector, while

(4.22) executes the equal-gain combining (EGC), which is referred to as the EGC-detector for

convenience.
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The MRC-detector attempts to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while all the interfer-

ence is treated as Gaussian noise, as shown below. Upon substituting zzzu from (4.14) into (4.17),

the decision variable can be formed as

#k,u =wwwT
k,u

 
K

Â
k=1

�
S̃SSk,0ccckbk,u + S̃SSk,�1ccckbk,u�1

�
+ nnnu

!

=wwwT
k,uS̃SSk,0ccckbk,u + nk,u (4.23)

where nk,u = wwwT
k,u

⇣
ÂK

l 6=k S̃SSl,0ccckbl,u + ÂK
l=1 S̃SSl,�1ccckbl,u�1 + nnnu

⌘
is the weighted sum of interfer-

ence and noise. When we approximate this weighted sum as a random variable following Gaussian

distribution ofN (0,wwwT
k,uRRRIwwwk,u), whereRRRI is the autocorrelation matrix of interference-plus-noise,

i.e., of IIIn = ÂK
l 6=k S̃SSl,0ccckbl,u + ÂK

l=1 S̃SSl,�1ccckbl,u�1 + nnnu, the SNR for detection of bk,u can be ex-

pressed as

gk,u =
kwwwT

k,uS̃SSk,0ccckk
2

wwwT
k,uRRRIwwwk,u

=
k(RRR1/2

I wwwk,u)T(RRR�1/2I S̃SSk,0ccck)k2

wwwT
k,uRRRIwwwk,u


k(RRR1/2

I wwwk,u)Tk2k(RRR�1/2I S̃SSk,0ccck)k2

wwwT
k,uRRRIwwwk,u

(4.24)

where ‘’ is satisfied due to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [116, 117]. It is well known that the

equality in (4.24) is satisfied, if and only if

RRR1/2
I wwwk,u = aRRR�1/2I S̃SSk,0ccck (4.25)

where a is a constant. Hence,

wwwk,u = aRRR�1I S̃SSk,0ccck, u = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (4.26)

The detector with the weight vector of (4.26) is capable of maximizing the signal to interference-

plus-noise ratio (SINR), after mitigating the interference in IIIn [42]. However, computing (4.26)

requires knowledge about the spreading sequences employed by all NMs, as well as the CIR ccc of

all NMs. If the receiver only has the knowledge about the reference NM to be detected, i.e., only

knows sssk (or S̃SSk,0) and ccck, the detector is reduced to a MRC-detector. In this case, the detector has to

approximate IIIn as a Gaussian noise vector, which has a covariance matrix of s2
I IIIN . Consequently,

the weight vector of (4.26) is reduced to

wwwk,u =
a

s2
I
S̃SSk,0ccck ⌘ S̃SSk,0ccck (4.27)

which is (4.19). Therefore, theMRC-detector maximizes SNR, after approximating the interference

as Gaussian noise.
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4.4.2 Zero-Forcing Detection

Based on equation (4.15), the ZF-detector can be derived. The conditions for implementation of

the ZF detection include that the AP employs the knowledge of the spreading sequences employed

by the K NMs, and their CIRs to AP, so that the detector can construct C̃CC and S̃SS0 seen in (4.15). If

these requirements are satisfied, according to (4.15), the decision variables of ZF-detector for the

K NMs can be obtained as

###u =
�
S̃SS0C̃CC

�† zzzu

=
⇣
C̃CCTS̃SST

0 S̃SS0C̃CC
⌘�1

C̃CCTS̃SST
0 zzzu, u = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 (4.28)

where AAA† denotes the pseudo-inverse of AAA [117]. Upon substituting zzzu from (4.15) into (4.28), we

have

###u =bbbu +
⇣
C̃CCTS̃SST

0 S̃SS0C̃CC
⌘�1

C̃CCTS̃SST
0
�
S̃SS�1C̃CCbbbu�1 + nnnu

�

| {z }
ISI and noise

(4.29)

From (4.29) we can see that the MAI is fully removed. However, there is still ISI.

Specifically, the weight vector for detecting the uth bit of the k NM is given by the kth column

of
�
S̃SS0C̃CC

�† in (4.28), which can be expressed in detail as

wwwk,u =

✓
S̃SS0C̃CC

⇣
C̃CCTS̃SST

0 S̃SS0C̃CC
⌘�1◆

(:, k), k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (4.30)

where AAA(:, k) represents the kth column of AAA.

4.4.3 Minimum Mean-Square Error Detection

We first derive the MMSE-detector based on (4.14) to detect the information transmitted by a NM.

The MMSE-detector is derived by attempting to minimize the mean-square error (MSE) be-

tween the estimated data and the actual data, which can be obtained from the optimization problem

of

wwwk,u = argmin
www

�
E
⇥
kbk,u � #k,uk

2⇤ 

= argmin
www

n
E
h
kbk,u �wwwTzzzuk2

io
(4.31)

Let us define the cost function as

Jk,u(www) =E
h
kbk,u �wwwTzzzuk2

i

=1� 2rrrTkuwww+wwwTRRRzzzuwww (4.32)

where RRRzzzu is the auto-correlation matrix of zzzu, which can be derived from (4.14) and expressed as

RRRzzzu =
K

Â
k=1

�
S̃SSk,0 + S̃SSk,�1

�
ccckcccTk

�
S̃SSk,0 + S̃SSk,�1

�T
+ s2IIIN (4.33)
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In (4.32), rrrku is the cross-correlation between zzzu and bk,u, which is

rrrk,u = S̃SSk,0ccck (4.34)

Upon taking the derivatives of Jk,u(www) with respect to www and equating the result to zero, we obtain

∂Jk,u(www)
∂(www)

= �2rrrk,u + 2RRRzzzuwww = 0 (4.35)

from which we obtain the optimum weight vector implementing MMSE detection as

wwwk,u =RRRzzzurrrk,u

=

 
K

Â
k=1

�
S̃SSk,0 + S̃SSk,�1

�
ccckcccTk

�
S̃SSk,0 + S̃SSk,�1

�T
+ s2IIIN

!�1
S̃SSk,0ccck,

u = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1; k = 1, 2, . . . ,K (4.36)

From (4.36), it can be inferred that for implementing the MMSE-detector, AP requires the

knowledge about the spreading sequences employed by all NMs and their CIRs to the AP, so that

AP can construct the matrices/vectors as shown in the formula. Furthermore, AP requires to know

the noise power denoted by s2. In this case, the MMSE-detector is capable of achieving the best

trade-off between interference (including both MAI and ISI) suppression and noise suppression.

Note that due to the BMoSK modulation employed, the noise power can be calculated, as shown

in (4.12).

Additionally, when AP does not have the knowledge of all the spreading sequences of the K

NMs, but only that of the desired NM, AP has to approximate RRRu as a constant diagonal matrix,

making (4.36) be reduced to the weight vector of the MRC-detector. On the other side, AP can

estimate RRRzzzu using received observations as R̄̄R̄Rzzzu = 1
M ÂM

u=1 zzzuzzzTu provided that M is sufficiently

large, we can have R̄̄R̄Rzzzu ⇡ RRRzzzu .

The aboveMMSE detector detects one NM after another. We can also derive anMMSE detector

based on (4.15) to detect all NMs simultaneously. In this case, let WWWu be the (N ⇥ K) weight

matrix. Then, the decision variable vector is given by

###u =WWWTzzzu (4.37)

where the weight matrix in the MMSE principle is obtained from solving the optimization problem:

WWWu = argmin
WWW

�
E
⇥
kbbbu � ###uk

2⇤ 

= argmin
WWW

n
E
h
kbbbu �WWWTzzzuk2

io
(4.38)

where zzzu is given by (4.15).

Let us define the cost function as

Ju(WWW) = E
h
kbbbu �WWWTzzzuk2

i
(4.39)
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Then, when assuming that data bits are uniform random variables, we can obtain the covariance

matrix of bbbu �WWWTzzzu as

JJJu(WWW) = IIIK �RRRT
zzzubbbuWWW �WWWTRRRzzzubbbu +WWWTRRRzzzuWWW (4.40)

where RRRzzzu = E
⇥
zzzuzzzTu

⇤
and RRRzzzubbbu = E

⇥
zzzubbbTu

⇤
, which are given by

RRRzzzu =S̃SS0C̃CCC̃CC
TS̃SST

0 + S̃SS�1C̃CCC̃CC
TS̃SST
�1 + s2

nIIIN ,

RRRzzzubbbTu =S̃SS0C̃CC (4.41)

Note that, it can be shown that RRRzzzu in (4.41) is the same as the RRRzzzu in (4.33).

The optimum weight matrix WWWu can be obtained by differentiating the trace of JJJu(WWW) with

respect toWWW and equating the result to zero, i.e.,

∂Tr(JJJu(WWW))
∂(WWW)

= �2RRRzzzubbbTu + 2RRRzzzuWWW = 0 (4.42)

the solution of which is the optimal solution, given as

WWWu = RRR�1zzzu RRRzzzubbbTu (4.43)

Upon substituting the results in (4.41) into (4.43), we obtain

WWWu =
⇣
S̃SS0C̃CCC̃CC

TS̃SST
0 +RRRI

⌘�1
S̃SS0C̃CC (4.44)

where by definition, RRRI = S̃SS�1C̃CCC̃CC
TS̃SST
�1 + s2

nIIIN .

Furthermore, after applying the matrix inverse lemma, we can obtain another representation for

WWWu, which is

WWWu = RRR�1I S̃SS0C̃CC
⇣
C̃CCTS̃SST

0RRR
�1
I S̃SS0C̃CC+ IIIK

⌘�1
, u = 1, 2, . . . ,M (4.45)

Additionally, when there is no ISI, making RRRI = s2
nIIIN , we can easily show that (4.45) is reduced

to the formula

WWWu = S̃SS0C̃CC
⇣
C̃CCTS̃SST

0 S̃SS0C̃CC+ s2
nIIIK

⌘�1
, u = 1, 2, . . . ,M (4.46)

4.4.4 Complexity of Detection Schemes

In this section, we analyze the complexity of the detection schemes described above. Considering

that the weight vector wwwk,u in symbol-by-symbol detection is fixed in one session of detection,

we separate the computation at the AP into the preparation of wwwk,u and the process of detection.

The complexities of these two procedures are investigated respectively. Furthermore, in order to

describe the complexity of the different cases, we assume that the arithmetic operation of individual

elements in a vector or matrix has the complexity ofO(1). Additionally, the complexity is analyzed

in terms of one bit and one NM.
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Table 4.1: Complexity of Computing Weight Vectors and that of Detection for various

Detection Schemes.

Detector Computing weight vector Detection

MF O(N(L+ 1)) O(N)

ZF O(N(L+ 1) + 2NK+ K2) O(N)

MMSE O(N3/K+ 2N2 + 3N(L+ 1) + N/K) O(N)

As shown in Section 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, all the detection schemes proposed have their corre-

sponding decision variables respectively for detecting one bit in the form of (4.17). Thus, once the

N-length weight vector is constructed, the detection complexity of all the detectors, i.e., the MF-

(MRC,EGC), ZF- and MMSE-detectors, is the same and is O(N) per bit of one NM. By contrast,

the complexity of computing the weight vectors of different detectors is probably different. First,

for the MF-detector, wwwk,u is given by (4.19) for the MRC-detector, and by (4.21) for the EGC-

detector, both of which have the complexity of O(N(L+ 1)). For the ZF-detector, corresponding

to (4.15), the weight vectors are given by (4.30). It is known that the complexity for obtaining

the inverse of a (K ⇥ K) dimensional matrix is O(K3) [118]. Hence, we can readily derive that

the complexity for computing the weight vector for the ZF-detector based on (4.30) is O(N(L+

1) + 2NK + K2). Finally, the complexity for preparing the weight vector based on (4.36) for the

MMSE-detector can be similarly analyzed, which is O(N3/K+ 2N2 + 3N(L+ 1) + N/K).

The complexity of the different detection schemes is summarized in Table 4.1. Given K  N,

it is shown that computing the weight vector for MMSE-detector demands the highest complexity,

followed by the ZF-detector. MF-detector has the lowest complexity. However, we should note

that provided that the positions of nano-machines do not change, the weight vectors also keep

unchanged, and are not required to be updated.

4.5 Performance Results and Discussion

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the MoCDMA systems with different settings.

In our simulations, when there is no specific notification, the default assumptions and parameters

are shown as Table 4.2. Note that in our study, spreading sequences are generated from the maxi-

mum length sequences (MLS). However, they are periodic sequences, one of them can be obtained

from another one with a certain number of shifts [110]. Hence, they cannot be directly applied to

the MoCDMA experiencing severe ISI and ICI. This is because, if the number of NMs supported

exceeds some upper limit, the ICI in the current symbol duration and the ISI in the following du-

rations may be fully despread by another sequence assigned to another NM, generating high MAI.

Based on the above observation and in order to prevent interference, we set the length of spreading

sequence as N = 31 to support maximum K = 6 NMs, when employing MLS in our MoCDMA
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Table 4.2: Parameters for performance study

Parameter Value

Bit duration Tb 0.06s or 0.03s

ISI length L 10

Length of (MLS) spreading sequence N 31

Radius of AP sensing space r 0.4 µm

Diffusion coefficient D 4.5⇥ 10�9 m2/s

Distance between AP and NM 1 d1 2.2 µm

Distance between AP and NM 2 d2 2.4 µm

Distance between AP and NM 3 d3 2.6 µm

Distance between AP and NM 4 d4 2.8 µm

Distance between AP and NM 5 d5 3.3 µm

Distance between AP and NM 6 d6 3.5 µm

systems. We use this setting because for the MLSs with N = 31 chips, there are only a maximum

of 6 sequences that cannot be overlapped by up to 9 shifts, as the result of L = 10. Besides MLS,

we also investigate the performance of the MoCDMA systems with gold sequence or Walsh code

as the spreading sequences [110] in order to support more NMs.

Let us first compare the two emission control ways addressed in this chapter in Fig. 4.2, where

all the detection schemes described in Section 4.4 are respectively considered. The MoCDMA

system in Fig. 4.2 supports 6 NMs with the details listed in Table 4.2. It is worth noting that

specifically in Fig. 4.2, Q represents the maximum number of molecules available to transmit

for one bit. As Section 4.2.3 describes, in the uniform emission case, all NMs emit the maximum

number of molecules for one bit, while NM k in the channel-inverse emission case emits the number

of molecules according to Q(k)
b µ d3k for one-bit transmission. Hence, in the channel-inverse

emission case, for the NMs relatively close to AP, their actually emitted molecule numbers are

lower than Q as shown in Fig. 4.2(d). Explicitly, when a NM is closer to AP, it can save more

molecules, where the channel-inverse based emission is employed. In addition to this, another

advantage of the channel-inverse emission is that by reducing the number of molecules, a NM

closer to AP also reduces the interference on the NMs further away from AP.

As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), when the NMs adopt the uniform molecule emission and AP em-

ploys MRC-detector, the distance between an NM and AP has a significant influence on the BER

performance of MoCDMA systems. The communication reliabilities of the NMs with different

distances from AP are in great differences. Specifically, for the NMs 5 and 6, furthest away from

AP, their information is completely undetectable in both uniform form and channel-inverse case.

By contrast, NM 1, which is the one closest to AP, achieves a promising error performance that

is only slightly lagging behind the corresponding one in Fig. 4.2(c) with MMSE-detector. This is
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with various

detection schemes, when T = 6⇥ 10�2s, L = 10, N = 31 and where two emission ways

are considered.

because the MRC-detector amplifies the impact of CIR, which causes a polarization among NMs.

When the channel-inverse emission is employed as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), the BER performance of

the far away NMs like No.5 and 6 is improved, while that of the NMs close AP like No.1 and 2 is

degraded. The reason behind this is that the decrease in the number of molecules emitted by the

close AP NMs can reduce the severe MAI on the far away NMs, which hence benefits the detection

of the far away NM. However, as the results in Fig. 4.2(a) illustrate, the channel-inverse emission

cooperating with MRC-detection can hardly provide a reasonable BER performance, as the result

of the severe interference, incluing ISI/ICI and MAI.

Compared to the MRC-detector, both the ZF-detector and MMSE-detector are highly effi-

cient, when they are operated with either the uniform or channel-inverse emission. As shown

in Fig. 4.2(b) and Fig. 4.2(c), even when NMs emit molecules in the uniform way, the BER curves

emerge in the water-falling form, inferring that a low BER can be attainable, provided that SNR

is sufficiently high. If the channel-inverse emission is adopted by NMs, the BER performance of
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all NMs with different transmission distances is reasonably similar, guaranteeing the FoCQ among

NMs. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. First, the quality of MLS assigned to dif-

ferent NMs is quite similar. Second, according to the principle of ZF-detector, it is capable of

cancelling MAI while the channel-inverse emission provides the same received signal power for all

NMs. Consequently, the post-processed SINR of all NMs can be nearly the same. Third, because

the MMSE-detector can suppress interference and noise in the best trade-off, the most unfavor-

able factor can be mitigated. Therefore, AP can also make the detections of all NMs at similar

SINRs. In addition, a similar observation as that in Fig. 4.2(a) can also be obtained, i.e., though

the channel-inverse emission results in some reliability loss of the close AP NMs, it can improve

the BER performance of the far away NMs. Finally, when comparing the ZF-detector with the

MMSE-detector, we can see that the MMSE-detector slightly outperforms the ZF-detector.
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Figure 4.3: Impact of the ISI-length exploited by AP on the BER performance of

MoCDMA systems with ZF- and MMSE-detectors, when Tb = 0.03s, L = 10, N = 31

and where two emission ways are considered.

In the second set of figures shown in Fig. 4.3, we demonstrate the impact of the ISI length

exploited by AP on the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with respectively ZF- and

MMSE-detectors, when Tb = 0.03s and the other parameters are shown in Table. 4.2. In our inves-

tigation, we assume that the ISI length is L = 10, and the ISI length exploited by AP is LRx = 1, 6

or 10. When the channel-inverses emission cooperates with ZF- or MMSE-detector, due to the

proximity of the BER performance of different NMs, the average BER of an individual NM is

demonstrated as the blue-colored curves in Fig. 4.3, instead of the BER curves of all the 6 NMs.

As the results in Fig. 4.3 show, for both the emission methods and both detectors considered, a

better BER performance is generally achieved, as longer ISI is exploited by AP for carrying out de-

tection. Specifically, when the uniform emission is employed, the NMs located further away from

AP achieve more explicit improvement in the BER performance, as the ISI length exploited in-

creases. This is because as the distance increases, the pulse of the received molecular concentration

becomes wider, resulting in that the peak value of the pulse becomes similar to that of the residual
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concentration from previous transmissions, and hence, yielding severer interference and counting

noise. In this case, exploiting more ISI by AP is helpful for the ZF- or MMSE-detector to mitigate

interference and background noise. However, as shown in Fig. 4.3, provided that LRx � 6, the

BER performance achieved by both the ZF- and MMSE-detectors aided by the uniform or channel-

inverse emission is nearly the same. This observation infers that although there is still ISI beyond

LRx = 6, the ISI is generally ignorable, as the result that the number of residual molecular is

reduced to a very low level after about 6 chip durations.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with the parame-

ters of T = 6⇥ 10�2s, L = 10, Walsh codes of N = 32, supporting 6 NMs as specified

in Table. 4.2, when different emission methods and detection schemes are considered.

In the context of Fig. 4.4, the settings are the same as that for Fig. 4.2, expect that in Fig. 4.4 the

N = 32 Walsh codes are employed. Compared to the results in Fig. 4.2 utilizing MLS, employing

Walsh codes can improve the BER performance of MoCDMA systems for both the emission meth-

ods and also the ZF- and MMSE-detectors, thanks to the orthogonality of Walsh codes. However, it

is worth noting that the assignment of Walsh codes to nano-machines has a considerable impact on

the BER performance of MoCDMA systems. This is because the locations of ‘-1’s and ‘1’s in the
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assignedWalsh codes result in different ICI, which hence affect the BER performance. Specifically,

the Walsh code with ‘1’s occupying the first half and ‘-1’s occupying the other half of the sequence

is in favour of boosting the received signal power. By contrast, the Walsh code having ‘-1’ and ‘1’

evenly distributed results in larger ICI. Thus, twoWalsh code assignment methods are implemented

in Fig. 4.4, namely the best-to-closest (BTC) and best-to-furthest (BTF). Specifically, according to

the locations of ‘-1’s and ‘1’s in a sequence, BTC assigns the best sequence to the NMs closest

to AP, the second best to the second closest, and so on; while BTF carries out the assignment in

the way opposite to BTC, i.e., the best sequence to the NM furthest away from AP, and so on. By

comparing Fig. 4.4(a)(b) with (c)(d), it can be shown that the BTF scheme enhances the reliability

of the NMs further away from AP at the cost of slightly degraded performance of the NMs closer to

AP, when the uniform emission is employed. When the channel-inverse emission is employed, the

BTF scheme makes the error performance of different NMs be distributed not as dense as that of

the cases considered before in Fig. 4.4(a)(b). Furthermore, the NM furthest away from AP achieves

the best BER performance, while the one closest to AP obtains the worst BER performance. The

reason for the above observation is that the best Walsh code not only boosts the signal power of the

desired NM, but also generates severe interference on the other NMs, especially when the kind of

Walsh codes are assigned to the furthest NMs, whose concentration tails can keep relatively large

values for long time. On the other hand, the worst Walsh code with evenly distributed ‘-1’s and ‘1’s

results in severe ICI to the desired NM, if it is assigned to the NM closest to AP, whose concentra-

tion decreases quickly. In the case of channel-inverses emission, the above influences of BTF on

the BER performance can also be visualized.
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Figure 4.5: Impact of different spreading factors on the BER performance of the

MoCDMA systems employing the Walsh codes assigned by following the BTC schemes,

when the parameters are T = 6⇥ 10�2s, L = 10, and supporting 6 NMs specified in

Table. 4.2.

As the N = 31 length MLSs only have six preferred pairs which can support only K = 6 NMs

in a MoCDMA DMC system. By contrast, N = 32 length Walsh codes can support many more
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NMs. Therefore, in Fig. 4.5, we investigate the impact of the spreading factor N of the Walsh codes

assigned based on the BTC scheme on the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems employing

respectively the ZF- and MMSE-detectors cooperating, when both the uniform and channel-inverse

emission schemes are implemented. Compared to the results shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and (b), Fig. 4.5

demonstrates that the decrease of spreading factor from N = 32 to 16 does not yield explicit degra-

dation on the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems. It is well known that in the conventional

radio-based CDMA (RdCDMA) systems, the BER performance is usually explicitly dependent on

the value of K/N. However, as shown in Fig. 4.5, for both the detectors and also both the emis-

sion ways, the BER performance is only slightly dependent on the spreading factor N. The reason

behind is that in MoCDMA, the noise power is coupled with the number of NMs simultaneously

supported and the interference generated by all NMs, regardless of what spreading factor is used.

The noise power increases with the increase of the number of NMs, and furthermore, the noise

power is unable to be reduced solely by the spreading and de-spreading operations. Therefore, we

can be inferred that in MoCDMA systems, the BER performance is more dependent on the number

of NMs, instead of the spreading factor.

4.6 Conclusion

A MoCDMA system relying on two types of molecules for supporting multiple NMs to transmit

binary information to one FC (or AP) was designed and studied. Our MoCDMA scheme can be

seen as an analogy to the conventional RdCDMA with BPSK modulation. Therefore, the well

developed signal processing algorithms for the signal detection in the conventional RdCDMA sys-

tems can be adopted/extended to the MoCDMA systems after addressing the unique characteristics

of DMC. Specifically, it was found that in the MoCDMA systems employing BMoSK, although

the background noise is still signal-dependent, it is stationary and its statistics is not related to the

specific information transmitted. Owing to this property, it was shown that the low-complexity MF,

ZF and MMSE detection schemes are similarly effective as in the conventional RdCDMA systems.

The DMC scenario where NMs have different transmission distances to FC was also considered

and, correspondingly, the uniform and channel-inverse based molecule-emission schemes were in-

troduced and compared. The performance results illustrated that the channel-inverse emission is

capable of improving the reliability of the NMs relatively ‘far away’ from FC. This allows the

detection of differently located NMs to achieve a similar BER performance and, hence, mitigate

the near-far effect. Furthermore, our complexity analysis and performance comparison revealed

that the MF-, ZF-, and MMSE detectors are all low-complexity detection schemes, although the

ZF- and MMSE-detectors require slightly higher computations than the MF-detector. Furthermore,

these detectors provide the promising options for MoCDMA systems to attain a good trade-off

between computational complexity of computation and information transmission reliability.



Chapter5
Frequency-Domain Detection and
Interference Cancellation for Molecular
Code-Division Multiple-Access

In the last chapter, we proposed and studied a MoCDMA scheme, which is designed based on

BMoSK modulation assisted by pseudo-sequence spreading, for supporting the uplink information

transmission from multiple NMs to a FC via DMC channels. Considering the computational com-

plexity constraint of nano-devices, a range of low-complexity detection schemes were introduced

and compared. In this chapter, we extend the research in Chapter 4 by introducing a range of

frequency-domain equalizers (FDEs) so as to more efficiently mitigate ICI, while still achieving

low-complexity signal detection. Furthermore, a decision-feedback successive interference can-

cellation (DF-SIC) scheme is proposed to mitigate multiple-access interference (MAI) and, hence,

improve the detection reliability.

5.1 Introduction

Recently, the Nobel prize in Chemistry 2022 has drawn significant attention from numerous fields

including molecular communication (MC), which exploits chemical signals as information carrier

to conduct intra-body communication. Because human body or organism is a complex biologi-

cal environment, the chemical reactions occurring in the MC environment are likely to affect the

propagation of information molecules [28]. Bertozzi et al. 1 have developed the bioorthogonal

chemistry, which can bring the current MC channel model further to practice. Meldal and Barry

Sharpless et al. 1 have provided catalytic click reactions, which are able to facilitate the synthesis

of various information molecules that can be used by MC transmitter without byproducts. Owing
1The news is available at https://www.nobelprize.org/frequently-asked-questions.
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to the above processes, MC has become more feasible and has research the value as a promising

alternative communication paradigm for ultra-short distance and a candidate for constructing the

Internet of Bio-Nano Things (IoBNT).

Compared to conventional communication based on electromagnetic waves, MC has a range of

advantages for information exchange between biological nano-sensors and a fusion centre (FC): 1)

small size [15] 2) low energy consumption [18] 3) biocompatibility [17]. Thanks to these advan-

tages, MC is suitable for nano-devices to exchange information within biological organisms for,

such as, medical applications.

Nowadays, nano-devices like nano-machines and nano-sensors have been widely used in the

healthcare applications, such as, diagnosing and treating diseases [11, 101]. However, the tiny

nano-devices usually have only limited storage space, power supplementation, and computational

capability. As a result, individual nano-device is incompetent for accomplishing complicated

tasks [96, 102]. However, MC, as a promising bio-inspired communication method, is able to

be envisioned to implement the IoBNT for the coordination of multiple nano-devices, in order to

accomplish the advanced work, such as, monitoring health [12, 13], drug delivery [8, 9], etc. There-

fore, multiple-access techniques in MC play an important role in the implementation of IoBNT. In

literature, there are various multiple access techniques having been proposed based on different

criteria [44–52]. To be more specific, inspired by neural network, the authors of [53–55] proposed

to use the mechanism of neurons to implement multiple access. On the other hand, most research

has considered multiple access schemes based on diffusive MC (DMC), owing to the fact that free

diffusion is the most common propagation way in biological environments. In DMC, the molecular

division multiple-access (MDMA) [45, 109] is the most straightforward way to support multiple

nano-machines (NMs) for simultaneous transmission via assigning different NMs with different

types of molecules. In [46–48], the molecular time-division multiple-access (MoTDMA) was pro-

posed to implement multiple-access DMC in the time-domain. To achieve multiple-access trans-

mission, different NMs are scheduled to transmit within different time-slots. The molecular space-

division multiple-access (MoSDMA) is another scheme to support multiple-access DMC [49, 50].

With MoSDMA, the receiver distinguishes information pulses corresponding to different nano-

machines based on their shapes of channel impulse response (CIR) related to their locations as in

DMC the CIR is significantly impacted by the transmission distance. Furthermore, the principle of

CDMA can also be introduced to implement multiple-access DMC, yielding MoCDMA [51, 52].

In MoCDMA, different nano-machines are assigned different signatures to spread messages, which

are also utilized by the receiver to de-spread and distinguish the information transmitted by different

NMs.

DMC relies on the slow diffusion process for information delivery. Correspondingly, the trans-

mission of information in multiple-access DMC systems experiences both severe inter-symbol in-

terference (ISI) and MAI. In terms of the signal detection at FC or access point (AP), the mitigation

of ISI has been a hotspot investigated by different researchers. In principle, many existing signal
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processing approaches inspired by radio-based communications, such as, maximum a-posteriori

(MAP), maximum likelihood (ML), etc., have been introduced to DMC systems to conduct signal

detection [30, 57, 58]. The studies show that although MAP or ML can achieve optimal detection,

its complexity increases exponentially with the length of ISI, which is impractical for implemen-

tation with the nano-devices lacking ofsufficient computing capability. Instead, they are usually

deemed as a criterion to appraise the other detection schemes. In literature, adaptive decision-

feedback equalizer (DFE) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) equalizer having lower com-

plexity than MAP and ML equalizers for implementation have also been considered [30, 59]. Ad-

ditionally, matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF), and MMSE equalizers have been proposed to

mitigate the ISI in molecular shift keying (MoSK) DMC systems [119]. All the above-mentioned

references considered the signal processings operated in time-domain. On the other hand, there

are also some frequency-domain equalizers (FDEs) proposed for DMC [120–122]. Specifically,

the FDEs based on ZF and MMSE principles were investigated in [120] and [121], respectively,

while [122] provided rigorous proof and analysis in the frequency-domain for the DMC with ZF

and MMSE equalizers. The performance analysis in [122] shows that compared to time-domain

equalizers (TDEs), FDEs have lower computational complexity and better error performance, when

transmitting at a high rate. In addition,the authors of [123] applied the principle of orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDMA) in optical communications to DMC, so as to eliminate the

ISI by introducing a sufficiently long cyclic prefix (CP).

Although there are numerous methods proposed for ISI mitigation and signal detection in

single-user DMC systems, limited research has been conducted on MAI mitigation and single-

/multiple-user detection for multiple-access DMC. In literature, a Reed-Solomon (RS) error cor-

rection coding assisted method was proposed to combat the MAI and ISI in [63], which belongs

to a channel coding method. Recently, the authors of [64] proposed a novel modulation scheme,

referred to as the binary direction shift keying (BDSK), which encodes one-bit data in two different

pumping directions. With the BDSK modulation, adjacent NMs are able to pump the same type

of information molecules in two opposite nano-receivers to mitigate MAI. However, the system

considered in [64] puts strict requirements on transceivers, including, the spherical transceivers

of considerably large sizes relative to the transmission distance, the fixed pair of non-rotatable

transceivers, and the reflective surfaces of transmitters and fully absorbing receivers. However, lit-

tle attention has been paid to the receiver design for detection schemes and interference cancellation

in multiple-access DMC systems.

Based on the above retrospection, in this chapter, we study a MoCDMA scheme, which em-

ploys the spreading sequences with the chip-elements taking values in the multiplicative group of

{+1,�1}. Because in the well-developed radio-based CDMA (RdCDMA), there are different

types of spreading sequences executing operations in {+1,�1} [124], which include, such as,

Walsh codes, m-sequences or called maximum-length sequences (MLS), Kasami sequences, Gold

sequences, etc. Some of these sequences have good orthogonality and are proper for operation in
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multiple-access communications scenarios. Specifically, in our MoCDMA system, in order to gen-

erate the antipodal signal of differential concentration, as in [52], a pair of isomers with the same

diffusive coefficient are employed, where one type (Type-A) is mapped for +1 transmission and

the other type (Type-B) is mapped for �1 transmission. An important advantage of this setting is

that the counting noise in the MoCDMA system can be deemed as Gaussian additive noise with

a constant variance, when the time-invariant channel is considered. At the receiver of MoCDMA

system, we assume a transparent observer, which is able to sense and measure the concentrations

of both Type-A and Type-B molecules within a sphere detection space at chip level. Moreover,

we assume that data are sent in blocks with CP, so that low-complexity FDE algorithms can be

introduced for interference mitigation and signal detection.

Due to the slow propagation of molecules in DMC, MoCDMA signals experience various types

of interference, including ISI, inter-chip interference (ICI) and MAI, in addition to the counting

noise, which increases with the number of NMs. Therefore, in MoCDMA systems, it is desir-

able that the receiver is capable of mitigating the interference as above-mentioned and achieve

the best possible performance. However, the nano-scale transceivers are usually limited by their

computational capability, making only low-complexity algorithms be feasible for implementation.

Hence, in this chapter, we introduce the signal processing and detection schemes in the frequency-

domain with relatively low-complexity. Specifically, we introduce the MF, ZF, and MMSE assisted

FDEs to mainly combat ICI. Furthermore, the decision-feedback successive interference cancel-

lation (DF-SIC) schemes are integrated with these equalizers to further cancel MAI and hence,

improve the detection performance. In this chapter, we analyze the complexity of the considered

detection schemes and compare their achievable performance. Our studies will clearly demonstrate

the potential of the MoCDMA and the performance-complexity trade-off of the different detection

schemes.

In summary, the contributions of this chapter are stated as follows:

• Inspired by the RdCDMA with BPSK modulation, a MoCDMA system with BMoSK modu-

lation is proposed which relies on two types of molecules for multiple NMs to simultaneously

transmit information to a FC (or AP).

• The proposed MoCDMA system transmits data block-by-block with the aid of CP to avoid

inter-block interference (IBI) and equalize signals parallelly in the frequency-domain.

• Three FDE schemes, namely MF-, ZF-, and MMSE-FDE are proposed to equalize the re-

ceived signals so as to mitigate ICI for reliable detection. Furthermore, based on MF-, ZF-,

and MMSE-FDE, one/two-stage DF-SIC schemes are proposed to further mitigate MAI,

which allows to attain some further performance gain. Our studies show that all these detec-

tion schemes are low-complexity schemes and are efficient to achieve reliable communica-

tion.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of a multiple-access DMC system.

• The error performance of the MoCDMA systems with different detection schemes and three

types of spreading sequences, namely, Walsh codes, MLS, and Gold sequences is studied and

compared.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, the main assumptions for DMC

systems and the system model, including transmitter, channel model, and receiver, are presented

in Section 5.2. The representations for the received block signals with or without CP are derived

in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the various equalization and detection schemes operated in the

frequency-domain are derived. Furthermore, the computational complexity of the various detection

schemes is analyzed in this section. Section 5.5 presents the performance results reflected mainly

by the bit error rate (BER) of the MoCDMA systems with various detection schemes. Finally, our

concluding summary is provided in Section 5.6.

5.2 System Model

As the intuitive diagram shown in Fig. 5.1, we consider a DMC uplink communication system,

which is composed of K point-source nano-sensors (transmitters) and a spherical transparent fu-

sion center (receiver). The nano-machines (NMs) release two types of information molecules into

a three-dimensional fluid medium with infinite space. The fusion center (FC) is capable of sam-

pling and detecting molecular signals with a detection space of radius r. Both NMs and FC are

immobile, and the diffusive medium is uniform and stable. Furthermore, to focus our attention on

the principles, we assume that synchronization is achieved between NMs and FC, which ensures
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that sampling can always happen at the maximum point of the individual molecular concentration

pulse.

Following the principles of RdCDMA, in MoCDMA, a NM transmits one-bit information via

releasing N molecular pulses of each having Qc = Q/N molecules with respect to N chips,

which have a fixed chip duration of Tc seconds. As the convention, N is the spreading factor, and

Ts = NTc is symbol-duration, or bit duration if binary data modulation, i.e., BMoSK, is employed.

When NMs with different transmission distances from FC are considered, in order to align ideally

sampling instant, i.e., maximum points of the molecular pulses corresponding to different NMs,

the transmission times of NMs are scheduled according to their transmission distances. Below we

analyze the transmitter, channel model and the receiver of MoCDMA systems in detail.

5.2.1 Transmitter

Let us assume that in the MoCDMA system, the kth NM’s information to be transmitted is ex-

pressed as bbbk = {bk,0, bk,1, . . . , bk,j, . . . }, where bk,j 2 {1,�1}. In the principle of MoCDMA, a

N length spreading sequence [110] is introduced to spread the uth bit sent by NM k, which can

be expressed as sssk = [sk,0, sk,1, . . . , sk,N�1]T, where sk,n 2 {1,�1}, and N = Ts/Tc. If the

transmission distances between NMs and the FC are quite different, a constant Ts is defined for the

whole MoCDMA systems in order to conduct synchronous transmissions among different NMs.

Furthermore, no matter what the distance is from FC, we assume that FC samples at the expected

maximum of the concentration pulse. To achieve this, a straightforward solution is to schedule the

initial emission times of different NMs via the time delays expressed as T(k)
0 , so as to align the peak

times of all received molecular concentration pulses by different NMs. Then, when the BMSK

modulation is employed, Qc number of (Type-A or Type-B) molecules per pulse are emitted for

sending ’1’ or ’-1’. Consequently, the molecular signal transmitted by nano-user k for sending the

uth bit can be expressed as

sk(t) =
N�1

Â
q=0

✓1+ bk,usk,q
2

QcdAte(u, q, T
(k)
0 ) +

1� bk,usk,q
2

QcdBte(u, q, T
(k)
0 )

◆
,

k = 1, 2, . . . , k, u = 0, 1, . . . (5.1)

where te(u, q, T
(k)
0 ) = t� uTs � qTc � T(k)

0 is the emission moment. The impulses of Type-A and

Type-B molecules are respectively represented by dA(t) and dB(t), which are defined as dA(0) = 1

(dB(0) = 1), and dA(x) = 0 (dB(x) = 0) for x 6= 0.

5.2.2 Channel Model

As we assumed before, molecules freely diffuse in a fluid medium without boundaries, there is

no flow, and the medium environment is uniform and stable. Hence, the fluid medium’s diffusion

coefficient D is constant. Based on these assumptions and considering that NM k emits an impulse
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of Qc molecules at t = T(k)
0 , the concentration sampled by the FC at t > T(k)

0 follows Fick’s

second law, which is given by [56]

ck(t) =
Q(k)

c

[4pD(t� T(k)
o )]

3
2

exp

"
�

r2k
4D(t� T(k)

o )

#
, t > T(k)

o (5.2)

As shown in [56], molecular concentration ck(t) is a time(T)-domain pulse function or called

channel state information (CSI), whose shape is dependent on the distance r between NM and FC.

For a given distance rk, the maximum concentration can be formed to occur at t(k)d = r2k/6D, which

is given by ck,max =
� 3
2pe

� 3
2 Qc

r3k
. Hence, to make sure that the maximum expected concentrations

arrive at FC from different NMs at the same time, a common sampling time at the maximums

can be predefined as t(<)d � tfarthest NMd , provided that the emission delay T(k)
o is given by T(k)

o =

t(<)d � t(k)d . Note that as ck,max decreases with r3k , DMCs are usually only suitable for information

transmission over a very short distance in the fluid environments without flow.

5.2.3 Receiver

We assume that FC is capable of recognizing the two types, namely, Type-A and Type-B, of

molecules. Then, when assuming that there are K NMs sending signals in the form of (5.1) to

FC, the concentration difference between Type-A and Type-B molecules in the context of the nth

chip, n = 0, 1, . . . N � 1, of the uth bit can be derived to be

z(t) =zA(t)� zB(t)

=
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
cA,k(t� jTc) + nA,k,j(t)

⇤
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K

Â
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2
⇥
cB,k(t� jTc) + nB,k,j(t)

⇤
,

(uN + n)Tc + T(k)
o  t < (uN + n+ 1)Tc + T(k)

o (5.3)

where b·c is the floor operation, % is the modulo operation, while nA,k,m(t) and nB,k,m(t) are the

particle counting noise caused by the corresponding types of molecules emitted by the kth NM

sending the mth pulse of molecules [22]. Specifically, for one particular type of molecules, accord-

ing to [22, 115], when the number of molecules Qc per chip or Q = NQc per symbol is sufficiently

large, both nA,k,j(t) and nB,k,j(t) can be approximated as the Gaussian noise with zero mean and

the variances of s2
A,k,j(t) =

1+bk,[j/N]sk,j%N
2VR

cA,k((t � j)Tc and s2
B,k,j(t) =

1�bk,[j/N]sk,j%N
2VR

cB,k((t �

j)Tc), respectively, where VR = 4
3pr3 is the volume of the FC’s spherical detector with a radius

of r. Consequently, these counting noises follow the normal distribution, given as nA,k,j(t) ⇠

N

⇣
0, s2

A,k,m(t)
⌘
and nB,k,j(t) ⇠ N

⇣
0, s2

B,k,m(t)
⌘
, respectively.

According to the properties of c(t) as shown in (5.2), after a pulse of molecules is released

by a NM at t = T(k)
0 , the expected concentration at FC reaches maximum at t = t(<)d . There-

fore, for detection of the uth bits of K NMs, the receiver samples for the concentrations at t =
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(uN + n)Tc + t̂<d for n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1, where t̂(<)d is the estimated t(<)d . Correspondingly,

the concentration difference between Type-A and Type-B molecules at the sampling times can be

expressed as

zu,n = zA(t = (uN + n)Tc + t̂(<)d )� zB(t = (uN + n)Tc + t̂(<)d )

=
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2

h
cA,k

⇣
(uN + n� j)Tc + t̂(<)d

⌘

+ nA,k,j

⇣
(uN + n)Tc + t̂(<)d

⌘i

�

K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=0

1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2

h
cB,k

⇣
(uN + n� j)Tc + t̂(<)d

⌘

+ nB,k,j

⇣
(uN + n)Tc + t̂(<)d

⌘i

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (5.4)

From the above equation, we can know that, even when there is just one nano-user in the system,

the detection of bit u experiences ISI from the bits sent in the front of bit u, via the index of j.

Furthermore, due to multiple pulses are transmitted for each bit, there is also inter-chip interference

(ICI) imposed by the chips sent within the same bit duration. However, from the properties of the

pulse c(t) we can readily observe that both ISI and ICI reduce significantly with time. Hence, our

analysis below assumes that the maximum length of ISI is L chips. In this case, zu,n in (5.4) can be

represented in the form of

zu,n =
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=max{0,uN+n�L}

1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
cA,k(uN + n� j) + nA,k,j(uN + n)

⇤

�

K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=max{0,uN+n�L}

1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N

2
⇥
cB,k(uN + n� j) + nB,k,j(uN + n)

⇤

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (5.5)

where cX,k(uN + n� j) = cX,k

⇣
(uN + n� j)Tc + t̂(<)d

⌘
and nX,k,j(uN + n) = nX,k,j ((uN+

n)Tc + t̂(<)d

⌘
, X is for A or B.

After carefully examining (5.5), we can conceive that, for given indices of k and j, we have

either (1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N)/2 = 1 and (1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N)/2 = 0 when bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N = 1, or

(1+ bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N)/2 = 0 and (1� bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N)/2 = 1 when bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N = �1. Further-

more, in (5.5), cA,k(uN + n � j) and cB,k(uN + n � j) have the same statistical properties, the

same are nA,k,j(uN + n) and nB,k,j(uN + n). Therefore, we can represent (5.5) by an equivalent

form of

zu,n =
K

Â
k=1

uN+n

Â
j=max{0,uN+n�L}

bk,bj/Ncsk,j%N
⇥
ck(uN + n� j) + nk,j(uN + n)

⇤

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (5.6)
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where ck(uN+ n� j) is a sample obtained either from cA,k(t) or from cB,k(t), while nk,j(uN+ n)

has the distribution of N
⇣
0, s2

k,j(u, n)
⌘
with s2

k,j(u, n) = V�1R ck(uN + n� j).

Let i = uN + n� j. Then, (5.6) can be written in a more convenient form as

zu,n =
K

Â
k=1

min{L,uN+n}

Â
i=0

bk,b(uN+n�i)/Ncsk,(n�i)%N [ck(i) + nk,uN+n�i(uN + n)]

=
K

Â
k=1

min{L,uN+n}

Â
i=0

ck(i)sk,(n�i)%Nbk,b(uN+n�i)/Nc + n0u,n

u = 0, 1, . . . ; n = 0, 1, . . . ,N � 1 (5.7)

where n0u,n = ÂK
k=1 Âmin{L,uN+n}

i=0 bk,buN+n�i/Ncsk,n�i%Nnk,uN+n�i(uN + n), which can be well

approximated by a Gaussian noise with the distribution of N
�
0, s2�, where s2 = V�1R ÂK

k=1

Âmin{L,uN+n}
i=0 ck(i). Note here that our MoCDMA systems with BMoSK has a benefit that the

counting noise can be approximated as the additive Gaussian noise uncorrelated to the bits trans-

mitted.

Equation (5.7) shows that in the MoCDMA system, there exists ISI, ICI as well as multiple

access interference (MAI), which the FC should be handled properly in order to achieve desirable

detection performance. Furthermore, we should draw readers attention that, as shown in the previ-

ous formulas for zu,n, noise in DMC is related to the CSI, and any transmitted molecule contributes

to the increase of noise power, along with its duty to carry information. This is because noise,

referred to as counting noise, in DMC is the result of molecules’ (random) Brownian motions,

which cause an unwanted perturbation to the concentration (or number of particles) predicted from

Fick’s diffusive law [22]. Therefore, in MoCDMA systems, the noise power is enhanced with the

increasing number of NMs supported, and also enhanced with the ISI, ICI and MAI experienced

by a NM.

Having obtained the equivalent formula for the observations, as shown in (5.7), below we con-

sider the signal processing and detection schemes at FC. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates the structure of

step-by-step signal processing at FC, which will be further elaborated in the following sections.

5.3 Representation of Received Signals

5.3.1 Continuous Block Transmission

For facilitating the detection, we assume that data are transmitted in blocks of each having a length

of M. A data block transmitted by the kth NM is expressed as bbbk = [bk,0, bk,1, . . . , bk,M�1]
T. In

this case, for a given block transmitted, the transmitted signals are spread over MN observations,

from Z0,0 to ZM�1,N�1.
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Figure 5.2: Structure diagram showing the operations at FC.

Let

zzz = [z0,0, . . . , z0,N�1; . . . , zM�1,0, . . . , zM�1,N�1]
T ,

nnn = [n0,0, . . . , n0,N�1; . . . , nM�1,0, . . . , nM�1,N�1]
T . (5.8)

Then, if the inter-block interference (IBI) is taken into account, the first L observations in zzz should

plus the interference from dL/Ne bits, expressed as bbbk,�1 =
⇥
bk,�dL/Ne, bk,�dL/Ne+1, . . . , bk,�1]

T,

in the previous block. It can be shown that we can write all the observations corresponding to the

MN sampling time in the current block as

zzz =
K

Â
k=1

CCCkS̃SSkb̃bbk + nnn, (5.9)

where CkCkCk is a (MN ⇥ [dL/NeN + MN]) matrix, in the form of
2

666664

0 · · · ck(L) ck(L� 1) · · · ck(0) 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 ck(L) ck(L� 1) · · · ck(0) · · · 0 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · ck(L) ck(L� 1) · · · ck(0)

3

777775
.

(5.10)

The left block of matrix (5.10) is a (MN⇥dL/NeN)matrix starting with MN⇥ [dL/Ne]N� L]

zeros. In (5.9), S̃SSk = IIIM+dL/Ne ⌦ sssk, where ⌦ denotes the Kronecker product operation. Hence,

S̃SSk is a ([M+ dL/Ne]N⇥ [M+ dL/Ne]) matrix. b̃bbk includes all the bits

2

4 bbbk,�1
bbbk

3

5 affecting the

observations in zzz. Additionally, because all these MN observations experience the whole length L

of ICI, nnn is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a covariance matrix of s2IIIMN .
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5.3.2 Cyclic Prefix (CP) Assisted Transmission

In order to eliminate IBI and introduce the circulant property into the CSI matrix for frequency-

domain detection, a cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted as a guard interval (GI) between two adjacent data

blocks. Because the length of CP should be longer than L of the length of ICI to fully counteract

the IBI, it can be set as the last dL/NeN values after the spreading. To be more specific, after

spreading, the last dL/NeN chips of SSSkbbbk are copied and prefixed in the front of a data block.

Subsequently, the NM transmits a block including dL/Ne]N CP chips and MN normal data chips.

At the FC, the first dL/Ne]N chip observations are removed and the rest MN observations are

employed for signal processing, as in the radio-based OFDM system [125]. Consequently, due to

the above CP insertion, the CSI CCCk is transformed into an (MN ⇥MN) circulant matrix C̃CCk [117]

having the diagonal elements being ck(0), which is denoted by

C̃CCk =

2

6666666666664

ck(0) 0 · · · ck(L) · · · ck(1)

ck(1) ck(0) 0
...

. . .
...

...
. . . . . . . . . . . . ck(L)

ck(L) · · · ck(1) ck(0) 0 0
...

. . .
...

. . . ck(0) 0

0 · · · ck(L) · · · ck(1) ck(0)

3

7777777777775

. (5.11)

Consequently, the observation equation (5.9) can now be written as

zzz =
K

Â
k=1

C̃CCkSSSkbbbk + nnn, (5.12)

where SSSk is a (MN ⇥M) matrix constructed by IIIM ⌦ sssk, i.e., SSSk = IIIM ⌦ sssk.

5.4 Signal Detection and Complexity Analysis

Time domain signal detection in DMC systems has been widely investigated. However, the com-

plexity of time-domain detectors increases rapidly with the increase of ISI/ICI length. Owing to

the introduction of CP, the frequency-domain detectors require lower computational complexity. In

this section, we introduce a range of signal-detection algorithms that are operated in the frequency

domain.

To facilitate frequency-domain detection, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2, at FC, the received time-

domain discrete signal zzz in (5.12) is transformed to the frequency-domain by a MN-point FFT

with the FFT matrix given by

FFF =
1

p
MN

2

6666664

1 1 1 · · · 1

1 e�
j2p
MN e�

j4p
MN · · · e�

j2p(MN�1)
MN

...
...

...
. . .

...

1 e�
j2p(MN�1)

MN e�
j4p(MN�1)

MN · · · e�
j2p(MN�1)2

MN

3

7777775
, (5.13)
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where the (p, q)th element (p, q 2 [0,MN � 1]) is Fpq = 1p
MN

e�
j2ppq
MN . FFF is a unitary matrix

satisfyingFFFFFFH = FFFHFFF = III [78], where [·]H denotes the conjugate transpose operation, andFFFH

is called as the IFFT matrix. Consequently, upon executing the FFT operation to transform (5.12)

to the frequency-domain, we obtain

z̃zz = FFFzzz =
K

Â
k=1

LLLkFFFSSSkbbbk + ñnn = [z̃0, . . . , z̃p, . . . , z̃MN�1]
T, (5.14)

which gives the observations of the MN subcarriers [78]. In (5.12) , LLLk is a diagonal matrix,

obtained by diagonalising the circulant matrix C̃CCk, which can be expressed as

LLLk = FFFC̃CCkFFF
H = diag{lk,0, . . . ,lk,p, . . . ,lk,MN�1}. (5.15)

For processing, the CSI matrix C̃CCk can be constructed via by channel estimation in advance

which is time-invariant when the channel environment does not change. Hence, the subcarriers’

channel gains in LLLk are also stationary. Moreover, we can express the frequency domain spread

block as BBBk = FFFSSSkbbbk = [Bk,0, . . . , Bk,p, . . . , Bk,MN�1]T, where

Bk,p =
1

p
MN

MN�1

Â
q=0

(SSSkbbbk)qe�
j2ppq
MN . (5.16)

In (5.16), (SSSkbbbk)q represents the qth chip of the spread vector (SSSkbbbk) transmitted by the kth NM.

Besides, the frequency-domain noise vector in (5.14) is ñnn = FFFnnn = [ñ0, . . . , ñp, . . . , ñMN�1]T,

whose pth entry is the noise on the pth subcarrier, which is

ñp =
1

p
MN

MN�1

Â
q=0

nqe�
j2ppq
MN . (5.17)

It can be shown that ñp has zero mean and the variance s2, owing to the unitary transform of

FFT/IFFT.

5.4.1 Frequency-Domain Equalization Detection

As Fig. 5.2 illustrates, after obtaining the frequency-domain representation of the received signals,

the frequency-domain equalization is carried out to mitigate ISI/ICI before signal detection. Con-

sidering the computational complexity constraint of nano-devices in DMC, in this chapter, three

linear equalizer options that have relatively low complexity are first considered to facilitate the de-

tection in our MoCDMA DMC systems. Hence, upon following the principles of linear frequency-

domain equalization [78, 126–128], the equalized signal z̄zzk derived from (5.14) can be formed as

z̄zzk =WWWH
k z̃zz

=WWWH
k FFFzzz

=WWWH
k

K

Â
k=1

LLLkFFFSSSkbbbk +WWWH
k FFFnnn, (5.18)
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where WWWk is a diagonal equalization matrix, which can be expressed as WWWk = diag{W0, . . . ,

Wp, . . . ,WMN�1} with elementWp for equalization of the pth subcarrier.

Inspired by the various frequency-domain equalization schemes available in wireless commu-

nications [78, 126–128], the low-complexity (MF-FDE, ZF-FDE and MMSE-FDE) are taken into

consideration. Correspondingly, the equalization-processing matrices are provided below.

5.4.1.1 MF-FDE

The MF-based equalizer aims to maximize the received energy of the desired signals transmitted by

the kth NM by exploiting the channel knowledgeLLLk in the frequency domain, instead of attempting

to suppress any interference. As the gain of the pth subcarrier is the pth entry on the diagonal of

LLLk, expressed as

Wk,p(MF) = lk,p, p = 0, 1, . . . ,MN � 1. (5.19)

Furthermore, we can write

WWWk(MF) = LLLk = diag{lk,0, . . . ,lk,p, . . . ,lk,MN�1}. (5.20)

The MF-FDE has the merit that, when given the constant distance between the kth NM and FC,

LLLk is fixed. Thus, it only needs to be completed once and hence is in low complexity.

5.4.1.2 ZF-FDE

The ZF-FDE inverts the channel of the desired kth NM based on the frequency-domain CSI LLLk,

which can eliminate ICI. correspondingly, we have

Wk,p(ZF) =
1

l⇤k,p
, (5.21)

and

WWWk(ZF) =
⇣

LLL�1k

⌘H
= diag

(
1

l⇤k,0
, . . . ,

1
l⇤k,p

, . . . ,
1

l⇤k,MN�1

)
. (5.22)

Compared to the MF-FDE, the additional computation required by the ZF-FDE is the matrix

inverse operation. However, as the MF-FDE, if the locations of NM and FC are fixed, WWWk(ZF)

is also fixed. Hence, ZF-FDE has nearly the same complexity as MF-FDE, if the channel keeps

unchanged for a relatively long time.

5.4.1.3 MMSE-FDE

To minimize the mean square error, the MMSE-FDE is derived by finding the solution to an opti-

mization problem of

Wk,p(MMSE) = argmin
W

�
E
⇥
kBk,p �W⇤Zpk

2⇤ , (5.23)
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which it can be shown gives the solution of

Wk,p(MMSE) =
lk,p

|lk,p|2 + s2 . (5.24)

Correspondingly, we express

WWWk(MMSE) = diag
⇢

lk,0
|lk,0|2 + s2 , . . . ,

lk,p

|lk,p|2 + s2 , . . . ,
lk,MN�1

|lk,MN�1|2 + s2

�
, (5.25)

which is also a fixed matrix when the channel does not vary. Hence, it is also low-complexity.

MF-FDE maximizes the received energy without attempting interference suppression. By con-

trast, ZF-FDE has the capability to fully remove ICI but it has the disadvantages of noise amplifi-

cation [78]. In comparison with these two, MMSE-FDE is capable of striking a trade-off between

interference suppression and noise suppression and achieving better error performance than both

MF- and ZF-FDE schemes.

5.4.2 Signal Detection

As Fig. 5.2 illustrates, after FDE is operated by multiplyingWWWH
k on z̃zz in (5.18), the IFFT matrixFFFH

is multiplied on the FDE results to transform signals from frequency-domain to time-domain. Sub-

sequently, despreading is achieved by multiplying SSST
k , yielding the decision variables for detecting

the M bits of the kth NM. Consequently, we obtain

dddk =SSST
kFFF

Hz̄zzk

=SSST
kFFF

HWWWH
k z̃zz

=SSST
kFFF

HWWWH
k FFFzzz

=SSST
kFFF

HWWWH
k LLLkFFFSSSkbbbk +

K

Â
l 6=k

SSST
kFFF

HWWWH
k LLLlFFFSSSlbbbl + nnn0, (5.26)

where nnn0 = SSST
kFFF

HWWWH
k FFFnnn.

When the MRC-FDE is employed by substitutingWWWk = LLLk into (5.26), the M-length decision

variable block can be expressed as

dddk(MF) =SSST
kFFF

H
|LLLk|

2
FFFSSSkbbbk +

K

Â
l 6=k

SSST
kFFF

HLLLH
k LLLlFFFSSSlbbbl + SSST

kFFF
HLLLH

k FFFnnn. (5.27)

Similarly, by multiplying the ZF-based weight matrix LLL�1k , IFFT matrixFFFH, and despreading

sequence SSST
k of the kth NM, the M decision variables in the case of ZF-FDE can be formed as

dddk(ZF) =SSST
kFFF

H
FFFSSSkbbbk +

K

Â
l 6=k

SSST
kFFF

HLLL�1k LLLlFFFSSSlbbbl + SSST
kFFF

HLLL�1k FFFnnn

=SSST
kFFF

H
FFFSSSkbbbk +

K

Â
l 6=k

SSST
kFFF

H
FFFC̃CC�1k FFF

HLLLlFFFSSSlbbbl + SSST
kFFF

H
FFFC̃CC�1k FFF

H
FFFnnn

=SSST
k SSSkbbbk +

K

Â
l 6=k

SSST
k C̃CC

�1
k C̃CClSSSlbbbl + SSST

k C̃CC
�1
k nnn. (5.28)
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From (5.28) we can readily show that if ZF-FDE is employed, as well as when orthogonal spreading

codes are assigned to different NMs and when the transmission distances from different NMs to FC

are the same, when have C̃CC1 = C̃CC2 = . . . = C̃CCK, and furthermore we have

dddk =Nbbbk + SSST
k C̃CC

�1
k nnn, (5.29)

where SSST
k SSSk = NIIIM is applied. Therefore, the ICI and MAI are fully removed. However, we

should mention that while in this case, the ZF-FDE can fully remove ICI and MAI, the operation

amplifies noise, i.e., the noise power in (5.29) is higher than s2.

Finally, when MMSE-FDE is considered,WWWk = WWWk(MMSE) is substituted into (5.26). Then,

the M-length block of decision variables after IFFT and despreading can be expressed as

dddk(MMSE) =SSST
k QQQkC̃CCkSSSkbbbk +

K

Â
l 6=k

SSST
k QQQkC̃CClSSSlbbbl + SSST

k QQQknnn, (5.30)

where QQQk denotes the circulant matrixFFFHWWWH
k (MMSE)FFF .

In general, for decision-making, the decision variable for the uth bit of the kth NM can be

expressed as dk,u, which is the uth element in the M-length vector dddk. Based on dk,u, the uth bit of

the kth NM is able to be recovered as

b̂k,u =

8
<

:
1, if dk,u > 0

0 (or �1), else
(5.31)

for u = 0, 1, . . . ,M� 1 and k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

5.4.3 Decision-Feedback Interference Cancellation

The above FDE-assisted detection mainly aims at mitigating the effect of ICI, without putting atten-

tion on the MAI mitigation. To mitigate MAI, a decision-feedback-based successive interference

cancellation (DF-SIC) scheme is introduced. The basic principle of DF-SIC is that, after an NM

is correctly detected, its interference on the other undetected NMs can be removed with the aid of

knowledge about the detected NM.

As Fig. 5.2 demonstrates, the DF-SIC can be explained as follows. After the M bits transmitted

by the 1st NM are detected in the principle described in the last subsection, a copy of signals

received from it can be formed as

ŷyy1 = LLL1FFFSSS1b̂bb1, (5.32)

where ŷyy1 is a MN-length vector expressed as [Ŷ1(0), Ŷ1(1), . . . , Ŷ1(MN � 1)]T, which are the

estimates to the signals received from the 1st NM on the MN subcarriers.

Subsequently, the estimated ŷyy1 is subtracted from the MN-length frequency-domain observa-

tions to mitigate the interference from the 1st NM on the other NMs, yielding z̃zz(1) = z̃zz� ŷyy1. Then,
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Algorithm 4 One-Stage Decision Feedback Successive Interference Cancellation
Input: Frequency-domain observation matrix z̃zz.

Output: M detected bits transmitted by each of the K NMs.

Initialization: z̃zz(0) = z̃zz.

Sort: Ordering NMs according to r1  r2  · · ·  rK.

For k = 1, 2, . . . ,K� 1, execute:

1. b̂bbk = fdecision
⇣
SSST
kFFF

HWWWkz̃zz(k�1)
⌘
, whereWkWkWk depends on which FDE is employed.

2. ŷyyk = LLLkFFFSSSkb̂bbk.

3. z̃zz(k) = z̃zz(k�1) � ŷyyk.

End For
Detection of NM-K: b̂bbK = fdecision

⇣
SSST
KFFF

HWWWKz̃zz(K�1)
⌘
.

by executing equalization, spreading, and decision-making as described in Section 5.4.2, the M

bits sent by the 2nd NM can be detected as

b̂bb2 = fdecision
⇣
SSST
2FFF

HWWW2z̃zz(1)
⌘
, (5.33)

where fdecision(x) denotes the decision making defined in (5.31).

Similarly, the M bits sent by the 3rd NM can be detected based on the updated observation

vector z̃zz(2) = z̃zz� ŷyy1 � ŷyy2 = z̃zz(1) � ŷyy2, where ŷyy2 = LLL2FFFSSS2b̂bb2. In general, the detection of the kth

NM can be deduced, which can be represented as

ŷyyk�1 =LLLk�1FFFSSSk�1b̂bbk�1,

z̃zz(k�1) =z̃zz(k�2) � ŷyyk�1,

b̂bbk = fdecision
⇣
SSST
kFFF

HWWWkz̃zz(k�1)
⌘
. (5.34)

The above DF-SIC is summarized in Algorithm 4, which is referred to as the one-stage DF-SIC.

It can be shown that if b̂k�1(m) in b̂bbk�1 is detected correctly, the MAI caused by themth bit sent

by the (k� 1)th NM can be completely canceled. Otherwise, if b̂k�1(m) is detected by mistake,

the interference resulted from b̂k�1(m) is doubled. Thus, the errors made in a previous detection

will be spread to the following detection of the other NMs. In order to reduce the occurrences of

error spreading, the detection of NMs should be ordered according to their received power at FC

from high to low. In MoCDMA, the received power is very sensitive to distance. Hence, when the

numbers of molecules per pulse emitted by NMs are the same, a NM close to FC should have high

reliability to be detected. Consequently, its strong interference on the other NMs can be efficiently

mitigated. Therefore, as shown in Algorithm 4, the NM closer to FC has a higher priority to be

detected than the NM farther away from FC.
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Algorithm 5 Two-Stage Decision Feedback Successive Interference Cancellation
Input: Frequency-domain observation matrix z̃zz.

Output: M detected bits transmitted by each of the K NMs.

Initialization: z̃zz(0) = z̃zz.

Sort: Ordering NMs according to r1  r2  · · ·  rK.

For k = 1, 2, . . . ,K� 1, execute:

1. b̂bbk = fdecision
⇣
SSST
kFFF

HWWWkz̃zz(k�1)
⌘
, whereWkWkWk depends on which FDE is employed.

2. ŷyyk = LLLkFFFSSSkb̂bbk.

3. z̃zz(k) = z̃zz(k�1) � ŷyyk.

End For
Detection of NM-K: b̂bbK = fdecision

⇣
SSST
KFFF

HWWWKz̃zz(K�1)
⌘
.

For k = K,K� 1, . . . , 2, execute:

1. ŷyyk = LLLkFFFSSSkb̂bbk.

2. z̃zz(k�2) = z̃zz(k�2) � ŷyyk.

3. b̂bbk�1 = fdecision
⇣
SSST
kFFF

HWWWkz̃zz(k�2)
⌘

End For

By contrast, when the transmission distances between all NMs and FC are the same and the re-

liability of detection is unknown, the multistage successive interference cancellation (MSIC) can be

implemented to improve the detection reliability. MSIC cancels interference several times. which

yields the trade-off between complexity and performance gain. Specifically, for the considered

MoCDMA, a two-stage DF-SIC is proposed to cancel the estimated MAI from the other NMs on

the detection of a desired NM.

Specifically, after the one-stage SIC, it can be inferred that b̂bbK is the most reliable one detected

because at this time, the detection of all the other NMs has been completed and their interference

on bbbK can be canceled. By contrast, b̂bb1 is the most unreliable one detected, as there was no interfer-

ence cancellation attempt before its detection. Thus, with the two-stage FD-SIC, the FC detects the

(K � 1)th NM first by canceling the interference from the Kth NM, yielding z̃zz(K�2) � ŷyyK. Then,

the estimated interference ŷyyK�1 of the (K � 1)th NM on the other NMs is updated based on the

modified b̂bbK�1. Then, the (K � 2)th NM is detected based on z̃zz(K�3) � ŷyyK � ŷyyK�1. This proce-

dure proceeds until the first NM is detected. Specifically, the two-stage DF-SIC is summarized as

Algorithm 5.
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5.4.4 Complexity of Detection Schemes

In this section, we analyse the complexity of the FDE-assisted detection and DF-SIC schemes

described in the previous subsections. Because the weight matrix WWWH
k is fixed when a specific

type of FDE is employed, we consider the complexity of pre-processing and the complexity of

equalization and detection separately. In addition, the computational complexity is measured in

terms of M bits and K NMs.

As Fig. 5.2 shows, different FDEs have the same complexity for equalization and detection and

only slight difference for computing WWWH
k . Specifically for pre-processing, FC needs to compute

LLL = FFFC̃CCFFFH. It is known that the FFT and IFFT on a MN-length vector have the complexity

of O(MN log2(MN)). For detection, we analyze the three FDEs first, since DF-SIC is based

on them. According to (5.26), the FDE includes the operations of FFT, frequency-domain mul-

tiplication, IFFT, and despread. In addition to FFT and IFFT, multiplying a (MN ⇥ MN) diag-

onal matrix on a MN-length vector has the complexity of O(MN). Moreover, as sssk,u has only

N essential elements, multiplying SSST
k with a MN-length vector has the complexity of O(MN).

Therefore, the total computation for the FDE-assisted detection is K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN) +

MN log2(MN). Hence, the detection complexity of the three fundamental FDE-assisted detectors

is O(K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN)) for detecting the M-bit blocks of K NMs.

Subsequently, the complexity of the DF-SIC is dependent on which FDE is utilized. The one-

stage DF-SIC consists of the sort, K � 1 times interference cancellation and decision-making, as

Fig. 5.2 depicts. If the bubble sort [129] is employed, its complexity is O(K2) for K NMs. For one

iteration of decision feedback interference cancellation, the complexity of re-spreading to compute

SSSkb̂bbk is O(MN). The complexity of FFT on a MN-vector is MN log2(MN). The complexity

of multiplying LLL on a frequency-domain MN-vector is O(MN). Eventually, the complexity of

subtraction in terms of MN subcarriers is O(MN). Consequently, the one-stage DF-SIC has the

total complexity ofO(K(2MNlog2(MN) + 4MN) + K2) for the stage of detection. For the two-

stage DF-SIC, it repeats reversely the (K � 1) times of interference cancellation of the one-stage

DF-SIC. Explicitly, its detection complexity is O(2K(2MNlog2(MN) + 4MN) + K2).

The complexity of the different detectors is summarized in Table 5.1. It can be shown that all

the detection schemes are low complexity schemes, with the complexity depending linearly on K

when M and N are given. The complexity of the DF-SIC schemes is similar as that of the FDE-

assisted detectors, although DF-SIC schemes need several times more computation in practice.

5.5 Performance Results and Discussion

This section demonstrates the bit error rate (BER) performance of the DMC MoCDMA systems

equalized by MF-, ZF-, and MMSE-FDE with/without DF-SIC. The label for the X-axis in most

BER result figures is Qb expressed in dB, which is the number of molecules emitted by an NM
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Table 5.1: Complexity of detection schemes.

Detection scheme Detection

MF-FDE O(K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN))

ZF-FDE O(K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN))

MMSE-FDE O(K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN))

One-stage DF-SIC O(2K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN + K))

Two-stage DF-SIC O(4K(MN log2(MN) + 2MN + K))

for one-bit transmission. Throughout our simulations, besides some special assumptions and pa-

rameters that are notified in the context or detailed in the figure caption, the common parameters

are as follows: Walsh codes length is N = 16, data block length is M = 100, number of NMs

supported is K = 4, diffusion coefficient is D = 4.5⇥ 10�9 nm/s, and the radius of receiver is

r = 0.4 µm. In addition, for convenient demonstration of error performance, we assume the same

distance r = 2.2µm between any NM and FC in some simulations. Following [111], the length of

ICI is defined as

L = argmax
i

⇢
ck(i)
ck(0)

� 1%
�
, (5.35)

where ck(i) is the residual concentration sampled at the ith chip and the kth NM is the farthest NM

away from FC, which yields the severest ICI on the other NMs. The definition of (5.35) indicates

that the ICI less than 1% of the concentration of the current chip impulse is neglected, as its impact

on BER performance is insignificant.

First, Fig. 5.3 compares the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems employing the vari-

ous detection schemes considered and when different spreading sequences, including, MLS, Gold

sequences, and (orthogonal) Walsh codes, are respectively employed. It is worth noting that in our

simulation, the chip duration is set to Tc = td to fix the length of ICI, which is L = 57 based on

(5.35). Due to the characteristics of various spreading codes, we set N = 31 for MLS and Gold

sequences, while N = 32 for Walsh codes. Though the bit rate Rb = 1/Tb = 1/(NTc) in the

case of Walsh codes is slightly lower than that in the situations of MLS and Gold sequences, the

comparison of their error performance is still nearly fair. From Fig. 5.3 we can see that, explic-

itly, different types of sequences may yield different performances, as they generate different levels

of interference. In more detail, for all the three FDE schemes and the three cases of interference

cancellation, Walsh codes provide the best BER performance, owing to the merit that Walsh codes

allow orthogonal signal transmission, after the employment of FDE. From the results, we can de-

duce that ZF- and MMSE-FDE are highly efficient for ICI cancellation and orthogonal sequences

are promising for our MoCDMA systems to prevent MAI. Thus, in the following figures, we will

mainly consider the MoCDMA systems deploying Walsh codes.

As Fig. 5.3(a) shows, when the Walsh codes are employed, the performance gain by the two-

stage DF-SIC becomes insignificant, which means that the one-stage DF-SIC is capable of re-
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with various

detection schemes, when Walsh codes, Gold sequences or MLS are employed and when

Tc = td, K = 4.

moving most of the interference. Furthermore, both the one-stage ZF-SIC and two-stage ZF-SIC

are unable to improve further the BER performance of the ZF-FDE. This is because after the ZF-

FDE, the signals from different NMs become orthogonal, yielding zero ICI and MAI. By contrast,

when the non-orthogonal spreading address sequences are employed, as seen in Fig. 5.3(b) and

Fig. 5.3(c), the two-stage DF-SIC can attain a significant gain in the error performance, especially,

where the MF- or MMSE-FDE is invoked. The reason behind this observation is that the MF- and

MMSE-FDE are unable to eliminate ICI completely. Hence, the DF-SICs need not only cancel

MAI but also ICI of the signals equalized by these two FDEs. However, although ZF-FDE is able

to ideally remove ICI, it amplifies noise power. Therefore, as seen in these figures, provided that

Qb is small, in other words, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low, the ZF-FDE exhibits the worst

BER performance in all the figures in Fig. 5.3. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3(a) and Fig. 5.3(b), whenQb

is relatively low, the BER curves of the two-stage MF-SIC appear in the water-falling form, close

to that of the two-stage MMSE-SIC. This indicates that the two-stage DF-SIC is able to provide
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significant assistance for interference mitigation, yielding a significant performance gain.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with the various

detection schemes with/without one-stage DF-SIC, when Tc = td and supporting K =

1, 2, 4, or 6 NMs.

In the second set of results shown in Fig. 5.4, the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems

employing the three detectors described in Section 5.4.1 is demonstrated when one-stage DF-SIC

is or is not employed. Following the studies in Fig. 5.3, here Walsh codes are used as the spreading

sequence and K = 1, 2, 4, or 6 NMs are supported, respectively. Note that, as employing two-stage

SIC does not bring explicit gain over the one-stage DF-SIC, when Walsh codes are employed, the

results of the two-stage DF-SIC are omitted in these and the following figures, whenever Walsh

codes are employed.

Explicitly, due to the severe interference, which includes ISI, ICI and MAI, the MF-FDE with-

out DF-SIC can hardly provide reasonable performance, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a), when multiple

NMs are supported. Specifically, the MF-FDE is unable to support more than K = 2 NMs to

achieve practically meaningful performance. Compared to the MF-FDE, both ZF- and MMSE-

FDE are much more efficient. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a), even when the number of NMs supported

is as high as K = 6, the BER curves appear in the water-falling form, and a low BER can be

attainable, provided that the Qb is sufficiently high. When comparing ZF-FDE with MMSE-FDE,

we can see that the BER performance gap between MMSE-FDE and ZF-FDE decreases, as the

number of NMs supported increases. Moreover, when K = 6 NMs are supported, ZF-FDE sur-

prisingly outperforms MMSE-FDE, which is never the case in RdCDMA. The underlying reason

is that although MMSE-FDE outperforms ZF-FDE in the single-carrier case, this is not necessary

the case, when all the subcarriers are considered. As a result that the spreading sequences are

not exploited by the equalizers operated with the individual subcarriers, after FDE, the despread-

ing of the ZF-equalized signals yields zero ISI/ICI and zero MAI. By contrast, the despreading of

the MMSE-equalized signals returns significant interference, as MMSE-FDE yields the subcarriers
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with different gains.

The interference experienced by MoCDMA systems can be mitigated by the DF-SIC, as shown

in Fig. 5.4(b). However, the amplified noise resulted from ZF-FDE is unable to be mitigated by the

DF-SIC. Thus, in the following figures depicting the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems

employing Walsh codes and DF-SIC, ZF-SIC is not further considered. Another observation from

Fig. 5.4(b) is that when the MoCDMA system supports a relatively large number of NMs, i.e.,

K = 6, the MF-assisted DF-SIC is still incapable of eliminating the BER’s error-floor, although

the achieved performance has a significant improvement compared to the corresponding results in

Fig. 5.4(a). This means that there is still interference not removable by the MF-assisted DF-SIC.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of BER performance of the MoCDMA systems with the various

detection schemes with/without one-stage DF-SIC, when chip-duration is Tc = 6td, td,

or 0.5td, respectively.

Fig.5.5 demonstrates the impact of different transmission rates on the BER performance of

the MoCDMA systems with various detection schemes. As the number of chips per bit is kept to

N = 16, the bit duration corresponding to Tc = 6td, td, and 0.5td is Tb = 96td, 6td, and 8td,

respectively. Correspondingly, the lengths of ICI are L = 10, 57, and 157, respectively.

As shown in Fig.5.5(a), the three detectors achieve a similar BER performance, when chip/bit

duration is large, resulting in little ICI. By contrast, at a higher transmission rate of 2/td, MMSE-

FDE is the most promising equalization scheme, while MF-FDE does not work properly and ZF-

FDE can achieve a reasonable reliability but at the cost of significantly increased Qb, inferring an

enormously increased number of molecules emitted by an NM. The reason behind this observation

is that the short chip duration of Tc = td/2 is unable to cover the whole rising edge of the received

molecular pulse. Consequently, the sampling point is always at the end of a chip, which results in

that the desired concentration sampled is even lower than the residual concentration of a previous

chip, resulting in strong interference. In this case, the valid signal is overwhelmed by the severe ICI.

When comparing Fig.5.5(a) and Fig.5.5(b), it can be seen that the MAI generated by the Walsh-
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code is relevant to the ICI, which makes that the DF-SIC exhibits the observable performance

improvement over the corresponding FDE schemes, especially when the equalized signals still

experience severe ICI.
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Figure 5.6: BER performance versus transmission distance of the MoCDMA systems

employing various detection schemes, when Qb = 52dB, Tb = 2.97ms.

Fig. 5.6 depicts the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems versus the transmission dis-

tance r, when different detection schemes are respectively employed, and when each NM emits

Qb = 52dB molecules. From the results, we have the following observations. First, as the trans-

mission distance increases, the BER performance achieved by all detectors becomes worse. This is

because as the distance increases, the received pulse of molecular concentration becomes wider, re-

sulting in that the pulse peak becomes lower, and hence, lower signal gain, stronger interference and

higher noise power. Second, when MF-FDE is considered, as the transmission distance increases,

the improvement in the BER performance provided by the two-stage DF-SIC declines. This is be-

cause the increase in transmission distance reduces the number of information molecules received

and MF-FDE yields lower SNR. As DF-SIC’s capability is relied on the performance achieved by

MF-FDE, and hence little performance improvement. In terms of the MMSE series, we can see

that the two-stage MMSE-assisted FD-SIC always has a slight BER improvement over the other

schemes in the distance range as considered.

Finally, in the set of results shown in Fig. 5.7, we investigate the impact of spreading factor N

on the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems employing the different detectors with/without

the one-stage DF-SIC, when two different bit durations of Tb = 16td and Tb = 96td are respec-

tively considered. Note that the chip duration Tc and its ICI length L corresponding to different

combinations of Tb and N are provided in the legend of curves. Furthermore, in these figures,
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Figure 5.7: Impact of different spreading factors and different number of NMs (K =

4 or 8) on the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems using the MF-, ZF-, and

MMSE-FDEs with/without the one-stage DF-SIC, when assuming two different bit dura-

tions Tb = 16td or 96td.

rather than considering solely the impact of N, we investigate the impact of K/N on the BER

performance of MoCDMA systems. It is known that in the conventional radio-based CDMA (Rd-

CDMA) systems, the BER performance of multiuser detectors usually slightly improves, as K/N

is kept a constant, while K and N simultaneously increase. However, as shown in Fig. 5.7, for all

the three FDE schemes, the BER performance is more dependent on the number of NMs K sup-

ported by the MoCDMA systems. Particularly in Fig. 5.7(c) and (d), when the MoCDMA systems

supporting the same number of NMs sending at a relatively low rate, all detection schemes obtain

similar BER performance. The reason behind this observation, which is distinctively different from

that in the conventional RdCDMA, is that in MoCDMA, the noise power is coupled with the num-

ber of NMs simultaneously supported as well as with the different types of interference generated

by all the NMs. Therefore, regardless of what spreading factor is used, the noise power increases

with the increase of the number of NMs. Furthermore, the noise power is unable to be reduced by
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the spreading and de-spreading operations in the MoCDMA systems.

Furthermore, when the bit rate is high, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a), the BER performance of the

case of N = 32, K = 8 is worse than that of the case of N = 16, K = 8. This is because as the

spreading factor increases while the bit duration is fixed, the ICI effect is enhanced. However, when

one-stage DF-SIC is employed, the BER performance of the MF-assisted DF-SIC and MMSE-

assisted DF-SIC in the case N = 32 becomes better than that in the case of N = 16. This implies

that the increase of the spreading factor for a given bit-duration is beneficial to DF-SIC.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter motivated to design low-complexity signal detection schemes for ICI and MAI sup-

pression. To this purpose, we introduced the concept of FDE so that interference can be suppressed

in parallel in the frequency domain. Specifically, we firstly developed three block-based FDE

schemes in the principles of MF, ZF, and MMSE. It can be shown that all these equalizers have

low-complexity and the capability to mitigate ICI. In more detail, MF-FDE is capable of maxi-

mizing a NM’s SNR without being aware of the interference. The ZF-FDE with Wash codes can

fully remove the ICI but amplifies noise. By contrast, the MMSE-FDE can take the advantages of

both MF-FDE and ZF-FDE while avoiding their shortcomings, and hence, often achieves the best

performance among these three FDE schemes. While these FDE schemes, especially, the ZF-FDE

and MMSE-FDE, are efficient for ICI mitigation, their capability of MAI mitigation is limited.

Then, in order to further mitigate MAI, the one- and two-stage DF-SIC schemes are proposed. Our

studies show that while the complexity of the DS-SIC schemes is slightly higher than that of the

corresponding FDE schemes, they are capable of providing significant performance gain for signal

detection. Therefore, the detection schemes considered in this chapter can provide us with the de-

sign options to obtain a good trade-off between complexity and performance for the DMC systems

required to support multiple-access transmissions. Additionally, from the performance comparison

of the MoCDMA systems with different classes of spreading sequences, we found that the orthog-

onal spreading sequences result in the best performance. This result implies that by introducing a

CP in transmission, the orthogonality of the received signals can be efficiently recovered with the

aid of the FDE, especially, ZF- or MMSE-FDE, scheme, resulting in the effective reduction of ICI

and MAI.



Chapter6
Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we first provide the conclusion summary of the thesis. Subsequently, several open

issues for future research are presented.

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis has motivated to propose and investigate the multiple-access schemes for operation in

DMC environments and to design the low-complexity detection schemes for the proposed multiple-

access schemes. In more details, the research issues and conclusions can be summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2, a TS-MoSK modulation scheme has been firstly proposed to improve the BER

performance of the original MoSK modulation scheme by employing more molecular types. We

have introduced a passive ISIM at receiver and an active ISIM at transmitter to further mitigate

ISI. The BER performance of the MoSK DMC systems with these schemes has been respectively

investigated. Our comparison and studies demonstrated that TS operation can provide some re-

liability improvement and both ISIM schemes can enhance the ISIM achievement when proper

design and system settings were given. Compared with the active ISIM, the passive ISIM is usu-

ally more efficient in terms of reliability achievement. However, active ISIM has the advantage of

molecule-saving, whose influence on the communication environment is less than passive ISIM.

Then, in order to support multiple-access DMC, we have extended the TS-MoSK scheme to

a multiple-access MTS-MoSK scheme. Correspondingly, low-complexity MS-MVD and EGCD

have been proposed for detection in MTS-MoSK DMC systems. The error performance of MTS-

MoSK DMC systems based on both analytical results and simulations has been compared and

analyzed. The results show that MS-MVD usually outperforms EGCD at relatively low SNR, when

a MTS-MoSK DMC system supports few NMs relative to chip-length L. Their BER performance

is close to each other in a system supporting a large number of NMs. In terms of the impact of

modulation order, more molecular types employed improves the error performance. Furthermore,
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the optimum value for the length of chips per symbol duration depends on several other parameters

like molecules released per symbol and number of NMs supported.

In Chapter 3, we have first proposed four interference cancellation relied detection schemes

based on two fundamental single-user detection schemes (TMVD and EGCD), namely, TMVD-

IIC, TMVD-MDDIC, EGCD-NIIC and EGC-IM. The impacts of the various parameters related to

system design, signal propagation and detector design have been comprehensively investigated and

demonstrated via simulations. Our studies demonstrate that both TMVD-IIC and TMVD-MDDIC

are efficient to cancel MAI and attain very similar and improved BER performance, compared to

that achieved by TMVD and EGCD. In addition, TMVD-IIC requires a lower complexity than

TMVD-MDDIC. EGCD-NIIC can only significantly mitigate MAI in EGCD, when a large number

of iterations is set, which results in high complexity. By contrast, the proposed EGC-IM scheme

can solidly mitigate MAI at the cost of low complexity. Furthermore, we have proposed a SAML

to provide a near-optimal BER performance criterion, whose complexity is however too high to be

implemented in practical DMC environments.

In Chapter 4, a MoCDMA system based on BMoSK modulation that mirrors the conventional

RdCDMA with BPSK modulation has been proposed. This multiple-access DMC system has been

designed to be more practical because its information carrier is a pair of isomers and distances

between NMs and AP are different. Our studies have revealed that in the MoCDMA systems em-

ploying BMoSK, although the background noise is still signal-dependent, it is stationary and its

statistics is not related to the specific information transmitted. Owing to this property, the low-

complexity MF, ZF and MMSE detection schemes are found to be similarly effective as in the

conventional RdCDMA systems. We have considered the DMC scenario where NMs have dif-

ferent transmission distances to FC and, correspondingly, the uniform and channel-inverse based

molecule-emission schemes have been introduced and compared. The performance results illus-

trate that the channel-inverse emission is capable of improving the reliability of the NMs relatively

‘far away’ from FC. This allows the detection of differently located NMs to achieve a similar

BER performance and, hence, mitigate the near-far effect. Furthermore, our complexity analy-

sis and performance comparison have revealed that the MF-, ZF-, and MMSE detectors are all

low-complexity detection schemes, although the ZF- and MMSE-detectors require slightly higher

computations than the MF-detector. Furthermore, these detectors provide the promising options for

MoCDMA systems to attain a good trade-off between computational complexity of computation

and information transmission reliability.

Finally in Chapter 5, we have first proposed three block-based FDE schemes, namely, MF-,

ZF-, and MMSE-FDE for our MoCDMA systems to suppress ICI in parallel with lower complexity

in the frequency domain. Our studies and results show that all detectors based on these equalizers

require low-complexity and achieve acceptable detection reliability. Then, in order to further miti-

gate MAI, we have proposed the one- and two-stage DF-SIC schemes. It is shown that the DS-SIC

schemes are capable of achieving significant performance improvement for signal detection at the
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cost of several times higher complexity than that of the corresponding FDE schemes. Therefore,

we can obtain a good trade-off between complexity and performance for the MoCDMA DMC sys-

tems by employing the promising options of detection schemes proposed in Chapter 5. In addition,

comparing the BER performance of the MoCDMA systems employing different classes of spread-

ing sequences, our studies show that the orthogonal spreading sequences like Walsh codes render

the best performance. This observation implies that by inserting a CP in the transmission block,

the orthogonality of received signals can be efficiently recovered with the assistance of the FDE,

especially, ZF- or MMSE-FDE scheme, resulting in the effective suppression of ICI and MAI.

6.2 Future Work

Molecular communications (MC), as an interdisciplinary research hotspot, is still in its infancy.

There are many research issues and a lot of challenges ahead. Specifically related to the studies in

this thesis, there are some open issues as follows.

1. In Chapters 2 and 3, we studied the MTS-MoSK DMC systems with various non-coherent de-

tection schemes. In the studies, we assumed that NMs are immobile and have the same distance

from AP. In practice, both NMs and APs are likely to diffuse as molecules do and NMs may

distribute in random locations. Hence, one important future research issue is to study the signal-

ing, power-control, and the design of the interference cancellation schemes that are efficient for

operation in MTS-MoSK DMC systems with mobile NMs and different transmission distances

between NMs and AP. Considering these practical factors, the non-coherent detection schemes

studied in Chapters 2 and 3 mat not be robust enough to achieve promising performance.

2. In the MoCDMA system model studied in Chapters 4 and 5 and also in most references, the

medium diffusion coefficient is typically assumed to be constant and the locations of transceivers

are also fixed. However, on many practical occasions, such as organisms and inter/intra cells,

the channel environments are complicated and dynamic. In these DMC environments, the co-

herent detection schemes highly relying on the knowledge of CSI may not be efficient, as the

CSI may be difficult to obtain in time-variant channels. Therefore, it is important to develop the

low-complexity detectors that are efficient and robust to the time-varying channels or to inves-

tigate the high-efficiency channel estimation schemes to obtain the sufficiently reliable CSI for

supporting the coherent detection.

3. Furthermore, in the MoCDMA systems studied in this thesis, only the BMoSK modulation

scheme relying on two types of molecules is considered. Explicitly, system’s data rate is limited

by BMoSK. In order to increase the data rate of the BMoSK modulated MoCDMA, the BMoSK

can be extended to design a joint modulation scheme by combining BMoSK with M-ary CSK

(MCSK), forming a signaling scheme that mirrors the conventional multiple amplitude shift-

keying (MASK). For instance, if BMoSK is integrated with 4CSK, there will still be two types
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of molecules needed and the received signals can still be obtained as the difference of their

concentration observations. However, the modulation scheme will have in total 8 modulation

levels, the same as the 8MSK, which hence can convey 3 bits/symbol. In this way, the data rate

of the individual NMs in MoCDMA systems can be increased, without significant increase of

detection complexity.

4. Additionally, multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques have been intensively studied

in the conventional radio-based communications. Inspired by the concept of MIMO, multiple

receivers can also be adopted in the MTS-MoSK and MoCDMA systems to improve perfor-

mance and mitigate interference. It is well-known that DMC is very sensitive to distance. Then,

when there are several distributed receivers, each of them will only receive a few of strong sig-

nals from its nearby NMs, while the other NMs located relatively far away impose only small

interference on these nearby NMs. Hence, information transmitted by the nearby NMs can be

detected with higher reliability. On the other side, if there are several receivers having a similar

distance from one NM, they may cooperate to detect this NM to enhance the detection reliability.
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